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Chapter 1: Introduction
Thank you for serving as a leader for your Alliance Student Association!
This book was written specifically for you.
The Alliance - including student leaders at other campuses, nonprofit professionals, campus
staff, and national staff - want you to succeed.
We are here to support you, and we have assembled this Guidebook to get you started.

What is the Guidebook?
The Guidebook is an overview of the various program areas your Student Association will use to
ensure your peers are “Certified to Change the World.” It was written by a Student Editor
Team, each of whom have successfully used these practices on campuses across the nation.
Each chapter of the Guidebook outlines the broad strokes of the program topic; the Resources
section and appendix of each chapter will give you more specific examples of how to implement
the topics.

How to Use the Guidebook
The Alliance Student Association President(s) should review the Guidebook as a whole, but the
intensive review and implementation of each chapter should be assigned based on officer role.
The Guidebook provides programming ideas that work on other campuses. Since each campus
is unique, you do not have to implement all of these ideas, and you can edit them as needed to
fit your chapter needs. You may even come up with a new technique to share with other
campuses.
As long as your programming addresses the mission of the Alliance and Purpose of the
Student Association (found below), you can alter and personalize advice from the
chapters and resources to fit your campus.

What is the Nonprofit Leadership Alliance?
The Nonprofit Leadership Alliance exists to strengthen the leadership of the social sector and to
sustain the ability of nonprofits to fulfill their missions with a talented and prepared workforce.
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We accomplish this by partnering with colleges and universities (like your campus!) to prepare,
certify, and connect young people to careers with our nonprofit partners.
We connect our students and Certified Nonprofit Professionals (CNPs) to internships and job
openings at our nation’s leading nonprofit organizations such as the Boy Scouts of America, the
YMCA, Girl Scouts of the USA, National Urban League, and many more.
The Alliance conducts regular strategic planning, and the current plan for 2012-2015 drives
toward a critical goal: The Certified Nonprofit Professional (CNP) is recognized as the premier
professional designation for the nonprofit sector.

Mission of the Nonprofit Leadership Alliance

Strengthen the social sector with a talented, prepared workforce.
Why is this important?
The Alliance conducted a national survey of 3,200 human resource officers and managementlevel nonprofit professionals to determine whether their current employees and their
employee recruitment pipeline were strong enough to accomplish their missions.
Our 2011 report “The Skills the Nonprofit Sector Requires of its Managers and Leaders”
concluded that there is a significant leadership gap in current and prospective nonprofit
employees.
At both the entry level and executive level, nonprofits report that their current employees are
simply not prepared for management roles. Nonprofits have to spend significant time and
money training these employees, or worse, lose even more money with a bad hire.
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The nonprofits also indicated that there is significant concern about the quality of their hiring
pipeline, with only 36 percent responding that they believe there are enough high-quality
prospective employees in their hiring pools.

The Nonprofit Leadership Alliance exists to address this need by preparing students to meet the
hiring needs of the sector, so that nonprofit organizations are able to achieve their missions.

Purpose of the Alliance Student Association
The Alliance Student Association is a professional student group, driven by student leaders
under the guidance of the Campus Director, which focuses on the development of nonprofit
management and leadership skills through the practical application of the CNP competencies
within the community and campus community.
How are we different from other campus organizations?
All the activities and programs of this association contribute to your development as a Certified
Nonprofit Professional, so that after you graduate, you get hired! This can be a difficult concept
for new members, especially when so many clubs on campus do not focus on employment but
exist to perform service, provide social events, or have fun. Most of your activities will look
different than other student groups on campus, and that’s okay. You have a different purpose
and mission than other student groups, which means your programming will also be different.
Remember: the goal of your activities is to make sure your Alliance Student Association
members are ready for careers in the social sector. That does not mean no fun is allowed! You
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should still have team-building and social activities, just like real employers provide for their
employees.

What is the CNP?
The Certified Nonprofit Professional (CNP) is a professional credential indicating that an
individual has a specialized skill-set in nonprofit organizational management and leadership.
The CNP is the only credential demonstrating competence in nonprofit management and
leadership skills and combines both academic and experiential components.
Where Did the CNP Requirements Come From?
The requirements of the CNP have been specifically designed to meet the nonprofit sector’s
hiring needs.
The Alliance’s 2011 report “The Skills the Nonprofit Sector Requires of its Managers and
Leaders” summarized the results of a national survey of 3,200 human resource officers and
management-level nonprofit professionals, and this report provided important conclusions in
the development of the CNP:
 There are a number of competencies that are critical for the success of a nonprofit
professional (including Program Development and Human Resource Management)
 Practical, experience-based learning is absolutely required in the preparation of
nonprofit leaders. Hands-on experience should be done in different forms (internships,
case studies, service learning, etc.) and should address a diversity of topics and
competencies.
Designed to give a combination of academic and experiential learning, the requirements
challenge students to learn universal knowledge and skills that will strengthen any nonprofit for
which they work.
Requirements of the CNP
1. 10 Competencies (explained below) met through coursework or practical experience
2. 300 hour internship with a nonprofit organization
3. Leadership and Service Activities facilitated by the Alliance Student Association
4. Bachelor’s Degree
5. Attendance at AMI, the Alliance Management/Leadership Institute
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What are the CNP Competencies?
The competencies represent the knowledge, values, and skills the sector needs from the people
it hires. The current CNP Competencies are:
Communication, Marketing & Public Relations
Cultural Competency and Diversity
Financial Resource Development & Management
Foundations & Management of the Nonprofit Sector
Future of the Nonprofit Sector
Governance, Leadership & Advocacy
Legal & Ethical Decision Making
Personal & Professional Development
Program Development
Volunteer and Human Resource Management
As approved by your Campus Director, the competencies can be met through coursework,
service learning, Alliance Student Association activities, and internships.
The CNP Competencies are unique in that, to earn them, you don’t just understand what they
are. Instead, you also know how to apply them, and you are willing to take the extra step to
ensure they are used correctly at an organization. This comprehensive approach to
competencies is the Alliance’s KNOW, FEEL, APPLY Competency Model.
In order to fully observe how the KNOW, FEEL, APPLY Competency Model applies to the
competencies above, please review the CNP Competency Rubrics in the appendix of this
section.
You will find several learning topics that break down each competency into manageable parts.
Then, for each learning topic, there is a rubric of learning outcomes that your Alliance Student
Association can reference to ensure program activities are effectively addressing competencies.

KNOW (Cognitive)
FEEL (Affective)
APPLY
(Psychomotor)

BASIC
Vocabulary

PRACTICING
Analysis

Build
Awareness/Affect
Initial Introduction to
Utilization

Take Action on
Affective Change
Demonstrate Use of
Skill

MASTERY
Combine/Synthesize
Concepts
Persuade, Inform
Others Affectively
Create Products with
the Tools
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Applying for the CNP
When anyone joins the Alliance program on your campus, the first step is to make a profile at:
www.nonprofitleadershipalliance.org. Once your Campus Director has approved the profile,
you can start recording your progress towards the CNP. To do this, go to the "My Details"
section of your profile to see progress bars for the CNP Requirements. Update the
corresponding tabs to increase progress bars. When all five progress bars reach 100%, you can
press the "Submit for Approval" button. Upon submission, your Campus Director will be
notified to approve of your CNP. Thereafter, your profile will be sent to the National Office to
review. After all reviews are complete and your CNP is approved, you will receive an email
letting you know you can start using the CNP and your certificate is in the mail.

Full Listing of Competencies
Communication, Marketing & Public Relations
Highlights knowledge, attitudes and activities that nonprofit organizations use to understand,
inform and influence their various constituencies
 Community development tools to build awareness and stakeholder relations in
nonprofit organizations
 Public and community relations as functions in a nonprofit organization
 Marketing as a function in a nonprofit organization
 The role of organizational and personal communication within a nonprofit organization
 The role of advanced technologies in communications, public relations, and marketing in
the nonprofit sector
Cultural Competency and Diversity
Highlights the development of cultural competency preparation for professional practice in
culturally diverse settings
 The role of culture, alternative views, and difference when advancing mission and
engaging in nonprofit management practice
 Self-awareness to reduce the influence of personal biases and values when approaching
and navigating encounters, dilemmas, and challenges when working with diverse
populations
 Intercultural communication when working with diverse populations
Financial Resource Development & Management
Highlights financial resource acquisition, budgeting, financial management, control and
transparency in nonprofit organizations
 Methods and motivation for raising funds from traditional sources
 Emerging trends and innovations in financial resource development in nonprofit
organizations
9








Structure and responsibilities of the development function within nonprofit
organizations
Mission-driven resource development and budgeting
Components and procedures for various types of nonprofit budgeting
Transparency and accountability as critical values in nonprofit organization
Fundamental principles and practice of nonprofit accounting and reporting
Principles and standards for effective fiscal monitoring, control and compliance

Foundations & Management of the Nonprofit Sector
Highlights the history, contributions, and unique characteristics of the nonprofit sector and its
management
 The historical development, role and significance of philanthropy, nonprofits and civil
society
 The size, impact, types, and organizational design structure of nonprofit organizations
from an American and international perspective
 The role of mission orientation for nonprofit organizations
 Unique characteristics and management complexity associated with the nonprofit
sector
Governance, Leadership & Advocacy
Highlights the stewardship and advocacy roles, responsibilities and leadership of the board of
directors, staff and volunteers in the development of policies, procedures, and processes by
which nonprofits operate and are held accountable
 Roles and responsibilities of a nonprofit board and its committees
 Differentiation between management and leadership across the nonprofit organization
 Essential function of strategic planning for effective operation and sustainability
 Board design, performance, and ongoing board development
 Development of leaders and their roles
 Critical function of nonprofit organizations in advocacy and the public policy process
Legal & Ethical Decision Making
Highlights basic laws, regulations and professional standards that govern nonprofit sector
operations, including a basic knowledge of risk and crisis management, ethics, and decisionmaking
 Basic laws and regulations under which nonprofits incorporate and operate
 Concepts and practices associated with facility and operational risk management
 Concepts and practices associated with crisis management
 Alignment of personal and organizational values
 Standards and codes of conduct that are appropriate to nonprofit sector professionals,
volunteers, and other stakeholders
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Decision-making models, methods, and application to nonprofit organizations

Personal & Professional Development
Highlights the nature of employment in the nonprofit sector, from researching career
opportunities, applying and interview for a job, to continuing professional development
 Nonprofit career opportunities and expectations
 Application, interview and negotiation process
 Continuing professional development
 Networking and mentoring
Program Development
Highlights program design, implementation, and evaluation strategies applicable to all
nonprofits (youth services, arts, environment, health, recreation, social services, advocacy, etc.)
 The importance of needs assessment, asset identification, and other research findings
that identify authentic community need
 Mission-driven program design and outcomes
 Adequate allocation of resources (staffing, space, funding, etc.)
 Inclusive programming strategies
 Program logistics
 Program marketing plan
 Peer, cross-age, and staff mentoring as a program implementation strategy
 Program evaluation strategies
Volunteer and Human Resource Management
Highlights the knowledge, skills, and techniques for managing volunteer and paid staff
 Nonprofit human resource planning and management
 Staffing: recruitment and hiring
 Employment law and personnel policy in nonprofit operations
 Orientation, training, supervision, and evaluation of paid and volunteer staff
 Total rewards: compensation, incentives, and benefits
 Organizational and programmatic performance management and evaluation
 Organizational development, analysis and design

Future of the Nonprofit Sector
This is NEW competency based on comments from 2011 Competency Revalidation Survey and
Stakeholder Feedback
Highlights the dynamic nature of the nonprofit sector, the importance of continuous
improvement, emerging trends and innovations, and the critical role research plays in shaping
best practices
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Research design, implementation and analysis methodologies
Recognizing and responding appropriately to external factors that impact nonprofit
decision making
 Emerging trends in organizational structure and governance
 Emerging language and innovations that define and shape the future of the nonprofit
sector, such as terms such as community benefit organizations, community impact vs.
community service delivery, etc.
 Role of advanced technologies that enhance efficiency and effectiveness of nonprofit
organizations
The global nature of the nonprofit sector and structure of international Nongovernmental
Organizations (NGOs)

Resources


www.nonprofitleadershipalliance.org

FAQs for Common Problems
1. How do you make sure your fellow students actually apply for CNP?
Every year students who should have earned their CNP never apply for it, which means your
student association and campus have a lower than ideal certification rate. Keep your alumni
base strong and reinforce the importance of the CNP in the community by taking steps to
ensure that 1) students are continually aware of the CNP application process, 2) students start
their profiles early and update them often, and 3) a process is in place to ensure a student does
not leave your campus without certifying.
Student associations use combinations of the following strategies to systematize the
completion of certification:
 When students join your Alliance Student Association, require the creation of an online
profile as a step of membership
 Once a semester, hold an Alliance Student Association meeting in a computer lab. Try
combining this training with a normal meeting or an interesting activity that would
require internet access (like researching a community need, or working on a group
project in a Google document). If you advertise the meeting is just for online profiles,
you may reduce student interest.
 Partner more experienced students with new members to work on profiles
 Work with your Campus Director to explore if the creation or completion of the online
profile can be incorporated as a course requirement.
 Create an exit interview process for all graduating students and as a part of this
interview review the online profile as a documentation of their progress through the
12



program. Do the exit interview with your Campus Director and student leadership,
ensuring there are very specific requirements and instructions.
Create positive reinforcement by offering a discount on graduation cords, other
merchandise, benefits, or honors.

Appendix





1.A- The Skills the Nonprofit Sector Requires of its Leaders (2011)
1.B- Listing of CNP Competencies
1.C- How to Create a CNP Profile (video)
1.D- CNP Competency Rubrics
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Chapter 2: Purpose and Engagement of Student Association
Purpose
This chapter aims to provide guidance and resources for ensuring that members understand the
mission of the Alliance and are getting the most out of their membership experience as they
work to develop themselves as professionals.

Introduction
From recruitment to certification, it is important to effectively discuss why and how the
Nonprofit Leadership Alliance can aid in each member’s professional development. It is
essential to provide members with clear information on what the Nonprofit Leadership Alliance
is and what is required for them to master nonprofit competencies. In addition to considering
the materials provided, your own campus’ accomplishments and vision will add a unique touch
to the resources in this chapter. Allowing members to “own” their experiences and feel
individual purpose in the Alliance is key to sparking greater member engagement.

Competencies Addressed in this Chapter
While implementing this chapter, your activities will most likely address the following
competencies:
Communication, Marketing & Public Relations
 Community development tools build awareness and stakeholder relations in nonprofit
organizations
 The role of organizational and personal communication within a nonprofit organization
Foundations & Management of the Nonprofit Sector
 The role of mission orientation for nonprofit organizations
Personal & Professional Development
 Networking and mentoring
Volunteer and Human Resource Management
 Nonprofit human resource planning and management
 Orientation, training, supervision, and evaluation of paid and volunteer staff
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Where to Start
Targeting and Involving Members
Establish a strategy for how and when to recruit members for your campus chapter (see
Recruitment Pipeline Chapter for additional guidance). Keep in mind who your target audience
is: professionally driven students who are passionate about work in the social sector and eager
to develop their own leadership skills. Knowing this, recruit accordingly and integrate
opportunities for validation of these characteristics throughout the membership process.
Actively involve previous and current members in the recruitment process for new members to
foster membership, promote networking, and ensure effective succession of leadership
positions. Possible interactions could take place through:
● College/University fairs
● Classroom marketing (i.e. announcements in class - especially those closely tied to the
mission of the Nonprofit Leadership Alliance)
● Promote the Alliance by operating a booth outside a heavily trafficked area on campus
(be sure to contact the campus for permission - student centers usually have
information on “renting out” space for free)
● Word of mouth: peer-to-peer, faculty-to-peer, etc.

Establish and Maintain Open Communication
Involving current members and alumni in the recruitment process is essential. Furthermore, it is
germane to maintain open communication between members and alumni in order to
communicate the purpose and benefits of the Alliance to new members. This makes it possible
to assess whether or not the Alliance’s mission is understood by members and how effectively
members feel the association is meeting their professional development needs.
There are several ways to keep this conversation going and gather such feedback. One-on-one
conversations at and outside of general body meetings, specific committee and/or issue-based
meetings are all good ideas. General surveying of members is helpful for gathering input
regarding engagement. This could also be done through an application process for becoming a
member. Consider gathering feedback on the following:
● How they heard about the Alliance
● Why they decided to become involved
● Any elements of the Alliance they may not fully understand regarding expectations,
requirements, certification, etc.
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Additionally, talk to your Campus Director about his, her role in Membership Purpose and
Engagement. Look to the national office for support and guidance regarding certification and
opportunities within the Alliance.

Best Practices
Determine What Members Want to Get out of the Alliance
Implement an application for prospective members (see Appendix 2.A). This will give members
a chance to voice their interests in the Alliance such as: expectations, areas of strength, skills
they hope to establish, passion within the sector, etc.
Monitor Membership Involvement and Satisfaction
Create a Membership Coordinator role within the Student Associations executive board or
integrate this type of role within an already established executive board position. This type of
role will allow your organization to track each member's progress toward certification.
Responsibilities for this role could include:
● Disseminating, collecting, and filing membership applications (see Appendix 2.A)
● Communicating each of the competencies
● Creating a FAQ’s page detailing your chapter’s membership requirements, meetings,
events, etc.
● Collect and record information from other chairs in order to track membership
participation in activities
Grow Community
Meet and greet with members (especially new members) prior to any general body meetings (if
applicable) or events hosted by your Alliance chapter. Be sure Executive Board members
introduce themselves when speaking about their events - providing an overview of what event
will be taking place (i.e. fundraising, community service, networking, etc.). Set 5 to 10 minutes
aside at the beginning of general board meetings (if applicable) to:
● Ask (by show of hands) if there are any new members
● Encourage new members to stay after to ask questions regarding the Alliance
● Do an icebreaker or two so members can network internally
Additionally, specific networking events can and should also be arranged. Possible options
include: hosting a dinner with industry professionals, organizing opportunities for intentional
conversations around specific topics, such as at a lunch and learn or coffee hour.
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FAQs for Common Problems
1. There is no current Membership Coordinator role implemented on our Executive Board.
How should I go about creating this position?
If your chapter would like to implement this role the first step should be discussing the roles
and responsibilities of the Coordinator with your Campus Director and Executive Board. These
details will be unique to your own chapter needs. Once the position description has been
created, the Executive Board should decide if someone currently on the Executive board would
like to take on this role. If not, the position should be opened to the general association. Please
see the chapter on board leadership for more examples of how this position could be
integrated into your chapter.
2. Why do some members seem to be disengaged?
In many instances members become disengaged because they feel disconnected from the
organization. This could be due to: misunderstandings regarding what the Alliance is and their
place within the organization, lack of time to truly commit, lack of “friends” in the organization
(timidity), and more. Setting aside a few minutes at each meeting to participate in an
“icebreaker” to try and amp internal engagement and networking among board members
would be helpful.

List of Resources
1. Books




199 Ideas: Membership Recruitment and Retention by the ASAE & The Center's
Membership Section Council
The Nonprofit Membership Toolkit by Ellis M. M. Robinson and Kim Klein

2. Websites




Greenleaf Center for Servant Leadership - https://www.greenleaf.org
TEDTalks on leadership - http://www.ted.com/search?cat=ss_talks&q=leadership+

Appendix




2.A- Nonprofit Leadership Alliance Membership Application Template
2.B- Alliance Student Association Organizational Chart
2.C- Alliance Student Association Bylaws
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Chapter 3: Strategic Planning and Annual Retreat
Purpose
The purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate how to establish strategic plans to make your
Student Association at your college or university effective.

Introduction
Strategic planning is a process that brings forth the mission and vision of your Alliance Student
Association. In other words, it becomes the foundation of your Student Association within your
college or university. Developing a well-crafted strategic plan considers both internal and
external factors. Stakeholders are then made aware of the Association’s strengths and
weaknesses through evaluation. The Strategic Plan appraises the full potential of the association
and links defined objectives to actions and resources required to achieve them.
The over-arching reason for such planning described in this chapter lies on the premise that your
current Student Association will grow. As your association grows and becomes more complex the
need for strategic planning will become greater to ensure everyone knows the intended direction
and mission of the Association. Those who consistently develop and refine established plans will
be better prepared to evolve and adapt to changes within the environment of your college or
university and community. This is all accomplished as a result of improved communication
between stakeholders in your Association.
Strategic planning facilitates effective decision-making, better selection of priority goals and
objectives and leads to higher probability of achieving those desired priorities. By communicating
and collaborating as one group, all parties will be able to visualize the purpose of your Student
Association to create social change in the most effective manner possible.
Unfortunately, there is no one-size fits all plan. However, there are principles and required steps
that can assist you in this process. The following steps have been taken from Forbes to illustrate
the basic structure of a well-established strategic planning process.
 Determine where you are.
 Identify what’s important.
 Define what you must achieve.
 Determine who is accountable.
 Review, review, review.
(Forbes, 2011)
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By incorporating or gaining inspiration from these examples of strategic planning, our hope is
that you will be able to effectively establish bylaws or a constitution for your current or future
association to promote considerable growth through organization.

Competencies Addressed in this Chapter
While implementing this chapter, your activities will most likely address the following
competencies:
Communication, Marketing & Public Relations
 The role of organizational and personal communication within a nonprofit organization
Foundations & Management of the Nonprofit Sector
 The role of mission orientation for nonprofit organizations
Governance, Leadership & Advocacy
 Essential function of strategic planning for effective operation and sustainability
Legal & Ethical Decision Making
 Basic laws and regulations under which nonprofits incorporate and operate
 Concepts and practices associated with facility and operational risk management
Program Development
 Mission-driven program design and outcomes
 Inclusive program strategies
 Program logistics
 Program evaluation strategies

Where to Start
Determine where you are and What Regulations you must follow

This initial step of determining where you are can be best described as building a foundation. The
first step to formulating a strategic plan is understanding the environment. You will assess all
potential strengths and weaknesses of an Alliance Student Association at your college or
university.
In many cases, campuses require all clubs and associations to be registered at an institutional
level or within a school. You will need to research school rules to see if your Association is
required to do so. Registration can be useful to your Association because often, registered clubs
can be publicized by the campus. This may drive in more students!
As part of the Nonprofit Leadership Alliance all associations should be conducted professionally
and comply with university guidelines. In many cases, your bylaws or constitution and possibly
19

your strategic plan will be already be predetermined as a result of school requirements.
Additionally, it may be prudent to further investigate the possibility of affiliating with a school
(i.e. School of Business, Management, Recreation, etc.). Partnering with these entities often
provide resources and benefits not received by non-affiliated members. However, not all Alliance
Student Associations may have access to these benefits.
Remember, requirements of your college or university are important to integrate into your
bylaws, constitution or strategic plan. Moreover, the mission statement and bylaws of the
Alliance National Student Association are vital. This chapter aims to help you bridge the gap
between the two and formulate your best practices.
Identify what’s Important
Once the foundation for your future student association is made, then comes the planning phase.
In order to produce a plan, you will need to develop a mission statement. The mission statement
should guide all actions conducted by your student association in a concise, clear manner. The
more your mission statement differentiates from other resembling organizations at your college
or university, the more students will recognize your presence.
Like anything with lasting value, developing a mission statement requires time, thought, and
planning. The mission statement should reflect the purpose of the establishment of the student
association. To generate a statement encompassing the major purposes of the association, the
right questions need answering. These questions include but are not limited to:
 How does my Association meet the Mission Statement of the Nonprofit Leadership
Alliance and the Purpose of the Alliance National Student Association?
 Why is the association important?
 Who is your target population?
 What is the nature of services you plan to provide?
 What services do you plan to provide?
 How do you differ from your competitors?
As part of your partnership with the Nonprofit Leadership Alliance, most of these proposed
questions will be already determined. Nonprofit organizations and leaders have helped develop
the curriculum for the CNP certification to ensure all who receive this certification will be both
prepared and skilled to create a profound impact within the social sector. With this cornerstone
set in place, all strategic plans and activities should be centered in fulfilling this goal established
by the Alliance.
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How does my Association meet the Mission of the Alliance and the Purpose of the
Student Association? As a part of the Alliance network, your Student Association is a
valuable part of the programming that leads to the CNP. As such, you must ensure that
your mission is aligned with the mission of the Alliance and the purpose of the Student
Association. You may have some variation based on your campus and student population,
but make sure that the mission and purpose guide your discussion.
Mission of the Nonprofit Leadership Alliance
Strengthen the Social Sector with a talented, prepared workforce

Why is the association important?
Developing this section of your strategic plan should follow this statement made by the
Alliance and, in most cases, should be copied into your bylaws or constitution.
Purpose of the Student Association
The Alliance Student Association is a professional student group, driven by
student leaders under the guidance of the Campus Director, which focuses on
the development of nonprofit management and leadership skills through the
practical application of the CNP competencies within the community and
campus community

Who is your target population? Your target population is whomever your college or
university allows involvement in student associations. In most cases, these include but
are not limited to: undergraduate and graduate students, including nontraditional
students. Some Alliance Associations have extended their work to local high schools to
entice interested students to Alliance campus programs and their school’s alumni to
develop a community based program.

What is the nature of services you plan to provide? By establishing a student association
under the Alliance it is vital that professionalism be maintained throughout all activities
to guarantee the success of your students as future CNPs. Also, remember that through
these activities, you may also be benefiting members of your campus and local
community (through service projects, etc.).
What services do you plan to provide? Activities should vary with some professionally
focused, some service focused and some socially focused. Like in life, a good balance is
needed. Although there are different kinds of Alliance activities, all should be conducted
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in a professional manner. This should not overshadow the importance of informal and
interactive social gatherings for future members. There is not one dominant process for
drawing strategy in this area. There are defined processes or steps one must take to make
your activities worthwhile. We want you to enjoy your experience with the Alliance, as
well as encourage others to create social change. Therefore, keep the end goal in mind
and enjoy the journey.
How do you differ from competitors? One acronym can answer this question: CNP.
Facilitating a part of the process for students to become Certified Nonprofit Professionals,
you, as an association, are enabling students to change the world. Alliance associations
exceed in comparison to similar associations because their purpose of existence gives
students the ability to “stand out.” In most cases, no other student association at your
college or university is capable of such a task.
Answering the above questions will help in the development of your mission statement.
Most associations and organizations creating mission statements realize the process itself
to be as or more beneficial than the actual statement. This process of crafting a statement
will help solidify the reason for what you are doing and clarify your intentions of your
current or future association.

Best Practices
Define what you Must Achieve
In this section, you will learn how to write clear goals and objectives. To guarantee your mission
statement is not only defined but also accomplished, a distinction between outcome and process
objectives will be clarified. Outcome objectives state the quantifiable result of the project; in
other words the “what” of an objective. Process objectives qualify your method. Now that your
mission statement has been established, the next necessary is to develop goals and objectives to
give a clear picture of the results of implementing your association at your college or university.
A goal is a broad-based statement of the ultimate result of the change being undertaken. In
regards to associations which are and are not yet established, program goals are often written
for the association as part of a long-term planning process. In most cases these are already
developed for you as a result from the process of defining the mission statement. Developed
aspects of your long-term goals need to include the Learning Outcome Rubric for the Nonprofit
Leadership Alliance Competencies. These rubrics are included in the general appendix of this
handbook and explained in the Introduction chapter, and in the case of writing goals and
objectives the Alliance’s goal for every association is to reach the “Apply” or “Psychomotor”
section of each learning topic.
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Objectives are used to define achievable outcomes of goals. Unlike a goal, an objective is more
narrow and specific. To prepare an effective objective the following should be kept in mind:
 Objectives should state their target population.
 Objectives should be quantifiable. This means that objectives should be stated in
terms of outcomes, not methods.
 Objectives should be realistic of being accomplished within the time frame
indicated.
For Instance: If you have decided to focus your association’s programming on the Personal and
Professional Development competency for a semester, your goals might align with the
outcomes in the “Apply” section of the rubrics (see Introduction chapter for explanation of
rubrics). For Instance, one of your goal/outcome statements might look like this:
Goal: Our members each create a professional network by developing relationships with
contacts and mentors and incorporating continued outreach through networking
Outcome 1: Ensure that the top 5 roadblocks to developing a network are
addressed in this semester’s professional programming (survey students to
determine what roadblocks they perceive in networking).
Outcome 2: Increase the number of local nonprofit organizations participating in
networking events by 50%.
Outcome 3: Require ach student to attend at least 2 networking events and
participate in at least one site visit.
Outcome 4: Ensure that at least 80% of student members have a career mentor
(outside of faculty members or campus advisors).
Determine Accountability
Your Campus Director works directly with the national Alliance office and ensures quality of
coursework and the Alliance program. The role of the Campus Director varies from campus to
campus. He or she can be seen as the President of the organization, or the President of the board.
He or she oversees the work of the Student Association, particularly ensuring the legal, ethical,
and financial viability of the organization. The Student Association should be student-driven, but
you must ensure that you are in alignment with the leadership and oversight of your Campus
Director.
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To follow an organized form of accountability, your Alliance executive board should meet often
with the campus director to ensure responsibilities are clearly assigned between the two.
Usually, the President of the Student Association will meet weekly with the Campus Director.
If appropriate student leadership cannot be established, you may find the Campus Director is
more involved in the day-to-day tasks of the Student Association, until the students are able to
create enough structure and accountability to assume greater leadership.
The Workforce Coalition under the Alliance is a coalition built to aide student leaders in achieving
greater excellence. Composed of nonprofit and/or community leaders, this coalition will be able
to invest their knowledge into your student association. This coalition may also serve as an
advisory board that may grow to take the role of a “Board of Directors” for the Student
Association. This coalition should be expected to provide support and advise your association in
regards to operation, budget and vision. In some cases, some Alliance student associations have
been able to receive donations from coalition members to support actions that match the
Student Association’s organization vision.
To implement such a coalition, working with your campus director to determine if your
association is ready will be necessary. Each campus director is given the tools to understand
where your association must go and thus will know if this will hinder or facilitate growth. Please
see the Community Partnerships chapter for more information.
Review, Review, Review
Despite a widespread adoption of strategic planning in organizations across the country, many
continue to make fatal flaws that undermine the hours spent in defining their proposed direction.
This section of strategic planning will address several flaws to avoid. This will not only keep you
running as an association, but will also improve how you function and how your members
perceive you.
Upon establishing your direction (i.e. your mission statement, goals and objectives) utilizing
numerous tools of strategic evaluation will be important. These tools will help you gain a greater
understanding of how the environment is changing, how your activities are promoting your
mission and where your association’s strengths lie. The Alliance continues to diligently work with
nonprofit leaders to guarantee every student’s experience will be gainful in the social sector.
The most direct way to maintain a consistent focus on an effective strategic plan is evaluation.
The most beneficial way to address an evaluation is to schedule and hold regular evaluation
meetings. To construct a productive meeting, the leadership team should develop a standing
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agenda it can follow consistently each time the meeting is held. In addition, forms for evaluation
of all association activities should be created and completed for these evaluation meetings.
Annual goals and objectives, as well as general goals and objectives should be continually
reviewed to confirm if such statements are aligned with the Alliance Mission Statement and
Purpose of the Alliance National Student Association. Furthermore, effective evaluation
strategies should be flexible and adaptable to your own student association culture. To establish
these strategies, the Campus Director and Association Executive Board should discuss successful
evaluation strategies each has seen and implement ones that seem to fit your Student
Association culture.
The most direct method to deal with this crucial process is to break down and focus on one key
issue at a time. Each key issue can be assigned to an “issue team” comprised of your association
leaders, should you want further delegation. A common indicator of lacking strategy is when your
association encounters key issues semester after semester despite putting time and energy into
the planning process. In using this Guidebook many common issues will be avoided through “best
practices” being observed and building the associations across the country. In addition, many
chapters have strategy execution in a checklist; it’s more about creating a culture.
In this section, you have been given tools to build a culture of strategy execution. If you are
starting or are an existing association, we request the following: please do not go back to the
drawing board and roll out a new program. Do go back and implement these disciplines of
evaluation and execution in your leadership team. The Alliance has and will continue to provide
tools to help you reach your potential of creating social change. Strategic planning is not the final
step in generating success in your existing or future association; it is merely the fundamental step
every association must take.
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Checklist for Strategic Planning
 Research For Clubs and/or Associations with Similar Mission Statements
 Investigate College or University Requirements Regarding the Establishment of a
Student Association
 Create a Mission and Vision Statement
 Determine Target Population
 Establish Goals
 Assign Objectives
 Find a Faculty Administrator
 Create an Executive Board
 Create an Advisory Board
 Determine Evaluation Plans
 Establish an Annual Retreat
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Introduction to Annual Retreat
As part of your affiliation with the Nonprofit Leadership Alliance, every student association
should hold an annual retreat to create a greater impact in the Social Sector. Discussed in this
section will be several reasons to conduct an annual retreat, as well as considerations to
contemplate when planning an annual retreat. Further investigation is encouraged so your
retreat can be effective to your campus environment and executive board culture.
Among the various reasons for having an annual retreat, one overarching reason is to fulfill your
mission at a higher level. The reason your association exists is to “fill a gap” in the social sector.
Your Student Association is an instrumental group dedicated to changing the world; therefore,
designated time at the start of the academic year to reconnect and recharge is vital. In some
cases, having a nonprofit leader speak, read a letter from a grateful recipient of your work or
showing motivational videos may be necessary. This will serve as a “mission moment” to reignite
the passion for your association’s mission to your members.
Your annual retreat is used to review your strategic plan and discuss possible updates. At some
point during your retreat, you may want to break into subcommittees to establish goals and
plans. The annual retreat will help your Student Association build passion for the work and, as a
result, may generate ideas for the upcoming year. Retreats should be used for this reason.
Preparing and planning for the upcoming year is vital to ensure every member of your
organization is on the same page.
The final reason for conducting an annual retreat in Alliance associations is to network and
socialize. Working with strangers is difficult. Going to meetings where you are amongst friends
and colleagues is more fun. If you want an Alliance Student Association to work well together,
plan activities that “break the ice” to make them feel comfortable with each other. In providing
this time, you will notice changes in your culture; thus, improving work ethic and the ability to
collaborate on ideas. In other words, an annual retreat should be an enjoyable time to interact
with each other so that the upcoming year will be enjoyable and successful.
Measures to Consider Upon Planning an Annual Retreat
In planning for the retreat, you can create an agenda and designate who will be responsible for
preparing, presenting and/or facilitating each part of that agenda. This plan ensures a shared
responsibility for the retreat's preparation, success and follow-through.
Your executive board may be the same or may be newly appointed, however in both
circumstances your members need to know about the previous years’ performance. As stated
previously, the purpose of this retreat is coming to a common understanding. In presenting past
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accomplishments, your board may collectively be proud or seek improvement. Instilling these
important lessons, whether good or bad, will help you decide on what activities should or should
not occur in the upcoming year.
Strengths and weaknesses are in every association. In relation to these strengths and weaknesses
opportunities and threats may arise that inhibit desired progress. The ultimate goal of this
conversation is to plan and work to leverage your association’s strengths and opportunities, as
well as foreseen challenges and threats. Only when this information is well shared and
understood can your association make good decisions about its future direction and priorities.
This discussion is about collectively deciding, based on understanding your association’s past and
present, the most important opportunities, operational goals and management priorities for the
next one or more years. Ensuring long-term and current missions are in sync with proposed
activities should also be addressed. In some cases, your vision and mission statement may need
to be reviewed so that your board does not pursue initiatives that do not fit the desired direction.
By getting people to work in appropriate subgroups and to agree on the most important business
initiatives at the retreat, solid progress can be made through effectively utilizing everyone's ideas,
perspectives and involvement.
Mentioned previously, one of the main purposes of the retreat is to encourage and reignite your
passion for the upcoming year. Effective communication, coordination and collaboration skills
are generally not taught in most schools. Your association needs to fill the gap by giving your
officers greater abilities in these areas. Therefore, good retreat design sprinkles in a variety of
contrived, participatory exercises that get people to talk to each other more effectively, and to
commit to important changes and improvements, both individually and collectively. With new
relationship and problem-solving skills, attendees can also better engage in conversations about
the organizations past, present and future.
The more you are able to get your retreat participants engaged in these four related aspects,
the more powerful and practical your retreats will become. Make this coming year your
association’s best year yet.
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FAQs for Common Problems
1. Should I take the time to make a strategic plan?
Strategic planning is a process that brings forth the mission and vision of your Alliance Student
Association. In other words, it becomes the foundation of your Association within your college
or university. In developing a well-crafted strategic plan, both internal and external
considerations are evaluated and communicated to all stakeholders. It finally considers the full
potential of the association and links defined objectives to actions and resources required to
achieve them.
2. How often do I have to do strategic planning?
Strategic planning is a continual process. It never ends. You should always be looking at it and
revising it as needed. Most organizations will create a 3 year plan; however, they will review
and possibly revise that plan every year.
3. Who are your stakeholders?
Ultimately you are accountable to those you serve; therefore, making the general membership,
campus administration, faculty, and Campus Director your stakeholders. However, one of the
most important stakeholders in your association is your local nonprofit community.
4. I have done a strategic plan, now what?
Now that your mission statement has been established, developing goals and objectives to give
a clear picture of the results of implementing your association at your college or university will
be necessary. One question that should be considered while composing these statements is: How
would the situation look if it were changed?
5. Who can I ask for help?
The Alliance is here to help. Included in this Guidebook is contact information and ways to
contact other leaders from colleges and universities across the country. We encourage you to
contact these leaders to help you avoid some of the mistakes they have made in the past and
be able to network with colleges or universities like yours.
6. What if I have an idea I want to share with other campuses?
Great! We would love to hear it. Send your idea to
melissa.hill@nonprofitleadershipalliance.org, and it will be put in the next version of the
Guidebook.
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Chapter 4: Officer Positions and Elections
Officer Positions
A written job description is the most important criteria in managing your officers. A job
description should be prepared for every officer position, no matter how big or small. The
advantage of written job description is duties; expectations and responsibilities of both the
officer and the association are outlined clearly. Knowing the requirements of individual officer
jobs in advance simplifies the selection/recruitment and management of officers. In addition,
written job descriptions help to provide officers with opportunities to contribute that are both
challenging and rewarding.
Officer Job descriptions are the first step in a comprehensive risk management system. Defining
duties and responsibilities helps the organization assess risks: to the clients, the volunteers and
the organization so that they can be addressed, minimized or eliminated. Many organizations
invite officers to sign a copy of their job description for their permanent file as part of the risk
management procedure.
Your officer job descriptions may vary in format and length but should include certain basic
information. Some of this information includes:
 Job Title
 Estimated time required
 General purpose of elected positions
 Specific responsibilities of officers
 Qualifications needed
 Support that will be provided
 Supervisors to whom the officer will report
If you would like more information on how to write proper job descriptions for your organization,
please refer to the appendix for further detail.
An additional consideration is to have shadowing or “elect” positions (president-elect). As a
result of the Alliance Management/Leadership Institute being held in January, many associations
across the country seek new officers for the following year among those in attendance. To
promote an easier transition, many associations elect their new president months before the
semester ends. This allows the president elect time to sit down with the past president and learn
more about his/her new roles and responsibilities, thus allowing for a seamless transition of
officers and no lost information. A timeline that many follow to create this easy transitions is:
identify future officers in the academic fall semester, cultivate their experience at the Alliance
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Management/Leadership Institute and appoint the individual during the start of the academic
Winter/Spring semester. The Alliance encourages this form of organization because it has proven
to be extremely effective.
In developing these officer positions it the chapter should expect that organization and
responsibility will be maintained at a professional level. To ensure appointed officers understand
these obligations, define and present your work to each member of your executive board, as well
as at the proceedings of your elections. This tool will be able to “weed out” those who are either
unwilling or unable to fulfill this obligation; therefore, enabling you to accomplish more during
the academic year. The old adage “it takes a village” is extremely applicable concerning present
and future accomplishments within your association because one person cannot perform all
tasks to accomplish your mission to “strengthen the social sector with a talented, prepared
workforce.”

Competencies Addressed in this Chapter
While implementing this chapter, your activities will most likely address the following
competencies:
Program Development
 Peer, cross-age, and staff mentoring as a program implementation strategy
 Program logistics
 Mission-driven program design and outcomes
Foundations & Management of the Nonprofit Sector
 The size, impact, types, and organizational design structure of nonprofit organizations
from an American and international perspective
 The role of mission orientation for nonprofit organizations
Legal and Ethical Decision Making
 Basic laws and regulations under which nonprofits incorporate and operate
 Alignment of personal and organizational values

Examples of Officer Positions
There are numerous examples of different officer positions added in the appendix. Every
association should have committees to regulate the different aspects of your future or existing
association. These committees can include but are not limited to: recruitment, marketing,
fundraising, community engagement, professional development, AMI, service, events and
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activities, membership, and networking. Reviewing this Guidebook will help when creating
these committees because you will learn the necessary parts of each Alliance association. These
examples below are provided to help you form ideas on how you desire to organize your
Alliance Student Association. Each college or university functions differently; therefore,
combining and changing officer positions is at your discretion. For additional role descriptions,
please consult the appendix for materials from other Alliance Associations.

Elections
Under the Nonprofit Leadership Alliance, two elections each academic year to ensure greater
success to your future or existing student association are recommended. These elections will be
described in this chapter, with correlated procedures in the appendix.
The President Elect Election should be held in enough time so that the president elect has the
opportunity to shadow the past president, as well as become acquainted with the organization
before taking office. Before the commencement of the election, the president should be well
aware of the eligibility requirements, as well as his/her responsibilities.
The Executive Board Elections should be held after the presidential election to allow the president
elect time to get to know his/her members and find Executive Board members that fit his/her
agenda. Executive Board positions could include positions such as: the President, Past President
(if possible), President Elect, Executive Vice President, Campus Director, related Area Director
(i.e. Campus, Club and Community Directors) and past related Area Director (i.e. Campus, Club
and Community Directors). Just as the same for all positions, the members who are considering
running for office should be well informed of the eligibility requirements as well as their roles
and responsibilities. These elections can be held by vote of your campus’ active members,
through an election council or through appointment by the present officers. The way in which
these elections are held will vary based on the size, needs and mission of your executive board.

Examples of Election Procedures
Elections in the setting of Alliance Student Associations should be conducted less as a formality
and more as a necessity. In conducting these elections you will be able to find the most suited
person for your executive board who is your guiding team for your association. If these attributes
are assessed and implemented, your elections, as well as your association will bring students
from varying majors to bring diversity and expertise to your association. Be as professional as
possible to ensure an equal opportunity to all students interested in serving in officer roles. If you
would like specific examples of how the election process works at various Student Associations,
please see the appendix.
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Transition of Officers
The advantage of annual elections over semester elections is experience and opportunity. An
officer is more likely to make significant progress towards your organizations goals if he or she
has time to capitalize on opportunities.
Regardless of when the process occurs, the transition between officers is vital. In order to be the
most effective, officer terms should provide at least one month of overlap so that the new
officers have the opportunity to work closely with outgoing officers in order to understand the
roles and responsibilities of their respective leadership positions.
There are many reasons why this transition is critical for your organization including:
 Preparing incoming officers for the responsibilities of their new positions
 Preventing incoming officers from “reinventing the wheel”
 Introducing incoming officers to the advisors
There are a few critical steps each organization should take to insure that it has an effective
transition. These steps include arranging a meeting with the outgoing and incoming officers and
including the club advisor. During this meeting officers should discuss past, current and future
issues so that the incoming leadership is prepared. An organization should ensure that records
and financial data are being passed down. Some Student Association Leaders do this by creating
information/resource binders for every leadership role.

FAQs for Common Problems
1. How many officer positions should I have and can I combine positions?
Every association should have committees to regulate the different aspects of your future or
existing association. These committees can include but are not limited to: recruitment,
marketing, fundraising, community engagement, professional development, AMI, service, events
and activities, and networking. Reviewing this Guidebook is prudent to creating these
committees because you will learn the necessary parts of each Alliance association. However, the
generic officer positions that should be included are President and Vice President. These vital
roles will delegate and mitigate the functions of your association to empower students to change
the world. As mentioned previously, you are the ultimate judge of what is needed for your
association.
2. Why is a transition of officers important?
To promote an easier transition, many associations, especially concerning the President’s
position, elect their new president months before the semester ends so that he or she will have
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time to learn the ropes. A timeline that many follow to create this easy transitions is: identify
future officers in the academic fall semester, cultivate their experience at the Alliance
Management/Leadership Institute and appoint during the start of the academic Winter/Spring
semester. The Alliance encourages this form of organization because it has proven to be
extremely effective.
3. What do I do when an officer resigns?
Procedures should be created to ensure an equal opportunity is created. Examples from Alliance
student associations are as follows:
Article VI. Removal of Officers.
Termination of Executive Appointment – executive board members may be removed from officer
if they fail to meet one of the following requirements:
 Maintain a 2.5 GPA.
 Miss two consecutive board meetings, without giving prior notice to the President or
Faculty Advisor.
Georgia State University
Section 7–The Removal of Officer(s) will be held during the Executive Board Meeting.
 The Removal of Officers council will compose of The Executive Board Election council will
compose of the President, President Elect, Executive Vice President, Campus Director and
Area Directors (i.e. Campus, Club and Community Directors).
 Eligible Candidates include:
o Students who fail to maintain a 2.5 GPA.
o Students who fail to maintain good academic and honor code standing.
o Students who fail to attend and miss three consecutive Executive Board meetings
without giving prior notice to the President or Executive Vice President of the
Nonprofit Management Student Association or Campus Director.
o Students who fail to professionally complete assigned tasks.
 Procedures for Removal of Officer(s):
o Should a candidate be brought into question, such candidate will be reviewed on
performance by the President and Executive Vice President of the Nonprofit
Management Student Association and Campus Director.
o Upon review, candidate will be given a probation period of two weeks by either
the President and Executive Vice President of the Nonprofit Management Student
Association and Campus Director to improve performance
o Should performance fail to improve, candidate will be brought under review to
the Removal of Officer(s) council.
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o Should the Removal of Officer(s) council consider the candidate incapable of
fulfilling assigned duties, the President of the Nonprofit Management Student
Association will conduct an anonymous vote by the Removal of Officer(s) council
for the removal of the candidate.
o Should the Executive Board member candidate be a current Executive Board
member, he or she will relinquish vote at time of vote.
o For each conducted vote, the Campus Director will count the anonymous votes.
o The Removal of Officer(s) will be enforced upon the occurrence of a majority vote.
The Campus Director will give announcement of the selection to the Removal of
Officer(s) council.
Brigham Young University
4. How do I handle nonperformance?
Defined procedures are necessary when handling nonperformance to promote a professional
level of equality. Written in your bylaws or constitution should be an outlined procedure when
conducting evaluations and, in some cases, the removal of an officer. Examples of procedures to
remove an officer from well-established universities are mentioned above.
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Chapter 5: Recruitment
Purpose
Students are the lifeblood of any collegiate association. From high school students to nontraditional students, membership recruitment is essential for a student association to thrive
and function at its highest capacity. This chapter will focus on providing guidance and examples
of how student associations can develop a presence both on and off campus, as well as
methods to disseminate information to members.

Introduction
Recruiting members can be a difficult process for any organization. Membership retention can
be even harder. It is essential to have channels in place is essential to recruit members, inform
them of what the Alliance is and inform them of the events the student association puts on.
This chapter will give readers recommendations on membership recruitment practices as well
as how to keep active members informed and updated on what their student association is
doing as well as what the National Nonprofit Leadership Alliance is doing.

Competencies Addressed in this Chapter
While implementing this chapter, your activities will most likely address the following
competencies:
Communication, Marketing & Public Relations
 Community development tools build awareness and stakeholder relations in nonprofit
organizations
 The role of organizational and personal communication within a nonprofit organization
Foundations & Management of the Nonprofit Sector
 The role of mission orientation for nonprofit organizations
Personal & Professional Development
 Networking and mentoring
Volunteer and Human Resource Management
 Nonprofit human resource planning and management
 Orientation, training, supervision, and evaluation of paid and volunteer staff

Where to Start
First, establish a “Pipeline” for Membership Recruitment (high school/current /and
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nontraditional students). If you can recognize what the target demographic of your recruitment
efforts is, the development of recruitment programs and initiatives will be more effective.
High School Students
High School students are the untapped potential of a student association at a university. Many
high school students are looking for ways to get involved in the community. High School seniors
are trying to find their passion and turn it into a career. Recruiting these students into your
campus program will be beneficial for both the students and your campus program. Methods of
recruiting high school students include (but are not limited to):
College/University Fairs
Colleges and Universities across the country host events for incoming freshman and high
school students. Your campus program can capitalize on recruiting students by
contacting your office of student recruitment and preparing a table containing
information about the Nonprofit Leadership Alliance, your program, and how the
Alliance competencies transfer to careers in the nonprofit sector.
Host an event and invite high school students
High school students are always excited to visit college campuses. By holding an event
and inviting high school students, you can provide insight into what exactly your campus
program does as well as put the core competencies to work. Be sure to collaborate with
your Admissions office, as they might be willing to help fund your activity.
Give a presentation to your Admissions Office
We have found that, often, there is a gap in communication between Alliance campus
programs and campus recruitment officials. Therefore, this strategy is very important.
Prepare a date and time with the director of your campus recruitment office in order to
discuss what your program is, how the competencies would benefit students, what a
CNP is and what kind of career opportunities graduates of the program are prepared for.
By receiving this presentation, recruitment officers have a better understanding of your
program and can refer students to the program if their interests align with your campus
program and the Nonprofit Leadership Alliance.
Create a student association in the high schools.
When high school students are asked what the nonprofit sector is, the first thought they
have is either volunteering or working without compensation. Many students have no
idea that a skill-set is needed to make an impact in the sector. Creating a student
association in a high school is ideal for informing students what the nonprofit sector is,
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providing them an opportunity to practice Nonprofit Leadership Alliance competencies,
and recruiting them into another Nonprofit Leadership Alliance program upon their high
school graduation. Create a position(s) on your Executive Board that has primary duties
which will consist of coordinating the high school student association’s activities and
making sure the students are able to practice and get experience in the Alliance
competencies.
Current Students
Students currently enrolled in your college or university are also ideal candidates for
recruitment into your campus program. Many students come from various backgrounds, fields
of study, and interest. These students can be valuable by adding diversity to your campus
program as well as providing members dedicated to the mission of your association. Consult
with your Campus Director so you can communicate all paths to the CNP on your campus (i.e.
major, minor, CNP only)
General Information Tables are the easiest way to recruit new students. By setting up
tables or booths in heavy student traffic areas such as the student center or dining hall,
you will meet students from every walk of life. Prepare information about what the
Nonprofit Leadership Alliance and CNP are, what your association does, upcoming
events, and how the competencies would benefit their career. Be prepared to answer
questions about your program. Free giveaways at these tables never hurt. Even
something as simple as candy or pencils will make an impression!
Utilize campus systems. Campuses use Blackboard, Canvas, or similar online portals to
provide students with information about coursework. Use this to your advantage.
Contact your school’s IT department to ask if you can create a module dedicated to your
student association. Because you are a student association, the cost will be relatively
minimal or free. Creating a module on your campus online system is ideal because it
allows you to contact students and update them on current events and information
easily.
Meet & Greet. In your campus’ student center, host an informal meet and greet for
students. Invite your Student Association, campus director and your community
partners to the event to interact with students. By seeing who is involved with your
program students will be more inclined to join.
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Nontraditional Students
Nontraditional students are an untapped potential in colleges and universities across the
country. Nontraditional students tend to have work experience and have innovative ideas that
can be implemented by your Student Association. Nontraditional students may work full time
or have family obligations, therefore making information readily available to them and giving
them opportunities to participate in your student association even if they cannot be physically
present is important
Consult with your Campus Director about how a nontraditional student would attain
the CNP. Make sure that the appropriate coursework and requirements are in place so
that nontraditional students can be in the CNP pipeline.
Contact your campus nontraditional student association. Some campuses have an
office or association whose primary responsibility is retention and inclusion of
nontraditional students into campus life. Schedule an appointment with the director or
president and create a presentation about what your campus program and student
association do, what the CNP is, and how it reflects on their interests. After you have
given the presentation, invite the nontraditional student association to an event you are
hosting to show them your student association is implementing the information that
was in the presentation.
Create a survey for nontraditional students and assess their career interests. After they
have completed the survey, relate their answers to the Nonprofit Leadership Alliance
competencies and show how they would benefit from gaining these interests. If you
have the budget, a small gift card or other prize will greatly increase the number of
responses.
Make information readily available. Nontraditional students may not have as much
free time as other students. Use an email list or campus online system to communicate
what is going with your association as well as ask for their input for your student
association to become more appealing.
Membership Retention
Students may lose focus on your campus program’s mission for various reasons. Following up
on members who may be delinquent from student association meetings and events and finding
out the cause of their delinquency is important. Absences may be for personal reasons or
schedules changes. If students are no longer interested in the events your student association is
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holding, inquire about what kinds of events they would like to see and take on those leadership
roles.

Best Practices






Implement a well-rounded membership recruitment method. Create separate initiatives for
each of the groups listed above. Targeting will be the best way to attract new students to
your Alliance Student Association.
Create a Membership & Recruitment role position within your student association. This
position would coordinate events and activities aimed at recruitment new members. (see
appendix for position description)
Always acknowledge new members at general meetings.

FAQs for Common Problems
1. How much recruitment should I be doing as a student leader?
As a student, your recruitment efforts should be focused on the scope of your student
association. Your Campus’ Admissions Office is responsible is recruiting student across the
country. However, you can assist them by constantly updating and informing them of what your
program is and how the CNP competencies benefit students.
2. What is the campus director’s role in recruitment?
Your campus director has oversight of the Alliance Student Association, which means he/she is
there to help guide and advise you in student recruitment. As a faculty/staff member, he or she
is an invaluable resource in communicating the program to other faculty or advisors.
3. When should you start recruiting?
Recruitment efforts should be a continual process. You should attempt to recruit students
every semester, especially at the beginning when new students are on campus. Additionally,
don’t forget about including freshman visits!
4. Why is high school recruitment important?
High School recruitment is often overlooked. Getting high school students involved benefits
your student association because you receive creative ideas from a new perspective. By
recruiting high school students you are getting them involved early in the Nonprofit Leadership
Alliance. High school recruitment is also a tremendous way to demonstrate the value of your
program on campus; it is a way to show your office of admissions that you participate in
bringing new students to campus, which is always a large institutional goal.
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Chapter 6: Community Partners- Engagement
Purpose
The purpose of this chapter is to ensure Nonprofit Leadership Alliance students demonstrate
mastery in engaging community partnerships to complete the CNP and apply the skill in a real
world setting.

Introduction
Your community partners are a tremendous resource. They provide encouragement and
mentorship as well as financial and intellectual resources. Additionally, community partners
provide professional knowledge of the nonprofit sector and everyday work processes. Engaging
community partners is an intentional process that nurtures the relationships in a mutually
beneficial way. Partnerships impact all aspects of an Alliance Student Association’s work.

Where to Start
You will need to start by researching what resources your campus currently utilizes and assess
your organization’s resource needs in areas such as:
 Upcoming events
 Community service opportunities
 Fundraising
 Recruitment
 Communications and marketing
Next, you will need to decide which partnerships will aid in mission/goal fulfillment.
Prioritize which purpose or partner to pursue.
Overcoming Rookie Mistakes

Your organization is bound to make mistakes. Sometimes, it’s the best way to learn! Although
mistakes are going to occur, here are some tips on how to overcome the most common rookie
mistakes. First, keep organizational and goals in mind. Actions taken by each member in your
organization should ultimately support your mission. With this in mind, when your campus is
engaging community partners, prioritize the organizational mission and goals. If the activity and
mission don’t align, reevaluate the initial activity.
Secondly, and possibly the most important rookie mistake to avoid: not asking for help. Ask for
help! Community partnerships should be mutually beneficial. Effectively communicating your
needs and understanding those of your partners will maximize partnership benefits.
Third, your campus is unique. What works at one campus may not work at another. Make sure
all information is tailored to what works best for the members of your organization. By thinking
about what partnerships work best for your campus, your Alliance chapter should find
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community partners who are invested in your organization. All partnerships should be a winwin situation. You should be able to directly state the benefit you are providing to your
partner’s organization as well as the benefit they are providing for yours.
Fourth, not all community partnerships are permanent. End the partnership if necessary, in a
respectful manner which recognizes all that was accomplished in your partnership and the fact
that both organizations will greatly benefit from creating new partnerships to grow their own
respective organizations. You can always re-establish or grow partnerships if needed.
Fifth, your partnership lasts longer than you think. Stewardship (maintaining a relationship) is a
must! Make sure your organizational partner understands how important they are to your
organization’s growth and mission fulfillment. Thank you cards, recognition events, and even
reaching out to that person or organization once in a while to let them know how much they
mean to your organization are essential actions.
Lastly, Network, Network, Network! Once a partnership has been established with one
organization, find out if there is potential for future engagement with other related
organizations. If you don’t ask you won’t know!

Competencies Addressed in this Chapter
While implementing this chapter, your activities will most likely address the following
competencies:
Communications, Marketing and Public Relations
 Community development tools build awareness and stakeholder relations in nonprofit
organizations
 Public and community relations as functions in a nonprofit organization
 Marketing as a function in a nonprofit organization
 The role of organizational and personal communication within a nonprofit organization
 The role of advanced technologies in communications, public relations, and marketing in
the nonprofit sector
Foundations & Management of the Nonprofit Sector
 The role of mission orientation for nonprofit organizations
 Unique characteristics and management complexity associated with the nonprofit
sector
 Personal & Professional Development
 Nonprofit career opportunities and expectations
 Continual professional development
 Networking and mentoring
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Program Development
 The importance of needs assessment, asset identification, and other research findings
that identify authentic community need
 Mission-driven program design and outcomes
 Adequate allocation of resources (staffing, space, funding, etc.)
 Inclusive programming strategies
 Program logistics
 Program marketing plan
 Peer, cross-age, and staff mentoring as a program implementation strategy
 Program evaluation strategies

Best Practices
Although there is never one best way to something, there are some best practices that can help guide
you and your Alliance chapter toward successful and long-lasting community partnerships. One of the
first steps is establishing a Workforce Coalition of Nonprofit Leaders to function as an advisory board.
This Workforce Coalition is typically comprised of prominent nonprofit leaders in your community.
Having prominent and influential nonprofit leaders on your board will help give the Alliance greater buyin with community events, and will help bolster events held on campus if they are backed by large and
influential nonprofits in your community.

Your Coalition should be a constant networking resource in your community. Coalition
members are encouraged to invite students to their own workshops, seminars, career fairs and
other professional development and networking events, as students would invite Coalition
members to Alliance held workshops, seminars and other networking events. They should serve
as professional resources for workshops, providing appropriate speakers, group facilitators,
venues to hold your workshops, and other resources a Coalition member may be able to tap
into with their network. Network meetings at the beginning of each year are a great way to
start the networking process with an event like a “Meet and Greet” between Alliance alumni,
students and Workforce Coalition members.
Typically, these board members pay an affiliation fee. This is the same as many professional
nonprofit boards in the professional sector. The Coalition members also would serve as
mentors and would benefit from student internships. Whether that is through a buddy system
when a new Alliance member joins, or as a general Coalition of mentors for the Alliance study
body as a whole. Having a mentor to guide students through their education and training for
life in the nonprofit sector will be a long-term benefit.

Workforce Coalition Members should also support strategic planning and implementation, if
that practice is exercised by your Alliance chapter. Coalition members will have real-world
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experience to add professional and personal insight when creating a strategic plan. Coalition
members are also extremely beneficial when discussing the practicality of implementation and
the timeframe required for accomplishing goals as set by the strategic plan.
Finally, your Coalition should support all of your fundraising and programming efforts. Your
Coalition should financially and programmatically support your chapter by attending as many
Alliance hosted events as possible. Visible Coalition support at Alliance events will show other
potential sponsors and your college or university’s administration that your Alliance chapter has
an elevated level of professionalism attached to it. In turn, your Coalition should be supporting
your Alliance chapter through direct contributions as an individual Coalition member or through
support for fundraising efforts of Alliance students by making personal connections and helping
students on solicitations tasks.
Creating and utilizing a Workforce Coalition is not done overnight. There are many ways that
can utilize nonprofits in your community to build a solid foundation for creating a Community
Coalition. First, inviting nonprofit organizations to participate in Alliance workshops helps
showcase what your Alliance chapter does best. It displays students in their element of
fundraising, event planning, volunteer management and many other competencies. Just by
attending, this organization has started to support your Alliance chapter. Eventually, reaching
out to these organizations after a high-energy event could lead to a lasting partnership.
Another way to utilize area nonprofits is through developing service-learning relationships with
local nonprofits to create opportunities to practice competencies. You can also utilize
community service events to grow projects and deepen existing partnerships. Even inviting
nonprofit organizations to participate in meetings through Professional Development to help
fulfill the competency requirement will succeed in spreading the Alliance name in your
community.
Providing a fee for service opportunity for the Alliance student association helps to raise funds
for your organization while being a face of service and leadership in your community. Try to
find an organization, such as a Foundation, that needs volunteers and some type of service that
can be completed by Alliance students, where in turn your chapter would receive some type of
grant, donation or outright contribution. Finally, developing a venue for local nonprofit
recognition is a great way to expand partner opportunities. This can be done through a simple
reception or ceremony, up to a gala-type event.
There are even ways to create partnerships within your campus. Establishing a relationship with
like-minded student organizations will help both organizations. Creating these relationships
since they are within the umbrella organization known as your campus is easy, and all student
organizations are invested in growing their own organizations. Reaching out to these
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organizations for potential collaboration with a community partner outside your campus is one
way to utilize this relationship.

FAQ for Common Problems
1. How do we attract nonprofits to the Alliance?
First, you have to define what your organization needs, and how attracting a nonprofit would
help fulfill it. Second, finding nonprofits that are looking for services potentially offered by your
Alliance chapter is a great place to start. This way, the relationship is a win-win. Finally, invite
community partners to events like workshops, ceremonies and on-campus activities that
display what the Alliance does best at your school. Then, you are one step closer to finding a
link between your needs and your future partner organization's needs.
2. What do we have to offer to nonprofit partnerships?
A lot!! As future Certified Nonprofit Professionals, you are ready to “Change the World!”
Alliance students have the opportunity to tie classroom learning with real-world experiences.
Volunteer hours through community experience, internship work and future employees are a
few examples. Alliance students also broaden potential nonprofit partners’ network and may
help them infiltrate and have access to your University in a proactive way.
3. What can we learn from nonprofit partnerships?
The most obvious lesson learned from a nonprofit partnership is to see how an actual nonprofit
operates from an insider perspective. Beyond the obvious, one of the greatest lessons learned
from nonprofit partnerships is how to effectively and efficiently collaborate with one another.
Understanding what your nonprofit partner can provide for you and in turn, what you can
provide for your nonprofit partner is essential.
4. How do you establish the terms of engagement?
Go Direct, Go Dynamic and GO DO!
Go Direct: Be honest about what your organization hopes to get out of the partnership. Expect
the same answers from your potential partner organization. Questions like, ‘who is directly
involved within our organizations for this partnership?’, ‘What is our first step?’ and ‘What do
we want the end result to look like?’ are all good starting points.
Go Dynamic: Your partnership will most likely not look the same from ‘Start’ to ‘Finish.’ This is
okay! Open communication and a treating your nonprofit partner as an equal will allow for
positive growth in your partnership.
GO DO: The best way to work through terms of engagement is to actually start working
together. Addressing items as they come up will allow you and your nonprofit partner to make
the terms of engagement a continual work in progress.
5. How often do you engage with the partner?
It depends--As little or as often as you need to. Activity will depend on what type of partnership
your Alliance chapter has with a nonprofit partner. Setting terms of engagement at the
beginning of the partnership will help define how little or how often you engage. Additionally, a
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high volume of engagement at the beginning of a partnership is not unusual, as your
organization is learning about your nonprofit partner, its needs and expectations.
6. How long do you steward a nonprofit partner after the partnership is over?
It depends--this is another case-by-case decision. If it is not explicitly stated, the typical protocol
is to steward a nonprofit partner about one-half the length of time established in the terms of
engagement working relationship. Stewardship is vital for maintaining healthy and long-lasting
relationships. Stewardship highlights the fact your organization is not only interested in what
you will receive from your partner organization but what your Student Association can give
back. It is possible a partnership will be ongoing, and cycle between active partnership and
stewardship phases.
7. How do you intensify the partnership?
Go back to the drawing board and clarify why you would like to intensify within the
relationship. What do you hope to receive from an intensified relationship? Then, find out if
your nonprofit partner is interested in being more heavily involved with your organization. If
both these factors align, the terms of engagement should be re-written with a specific focus on
the actors, the length of time, and the end result of the partnership.
8. How do you evaluate if the partnership is still effective?
Ask your organization these three questions:
1. Does your organizational mission and the terms of engagement align with the current state
of our partnership?
2. Does your organization feel the partnership is 50/50 (or the levels set out in the terms of
engagement)?
3. Would your organization suffer if the partnership ended?
If the answer is “No” to any of these, re-evaluating the partnership to ensure it is still effective
for both organizations is important.
9. How do you ensure that your relationship with an organization goes beyond one person?
Involve multiple players from both organizations at the beginning. The Alliance is student-led
and therefore, ever-changing. Plus nonprofit organizations also experience turn-over so make
sure you engage with multiple staff members. Maintaining a flow of information in your
organization through succession planning, utilizing your organization’s strategic plan and having
an open flow of communication will accomplish a single person handling a partnership.
10. Do we have to have a Community Coalition or community partner?
No. Your organization should only partake in a partnership when it will be mutually beneficial
for you as well as your nonprofit partner. To create a partnership when not adequately
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prepared will take a significant amount of time that could be used to better other aspects of
your organization with longer-lasting results. But keep in mind, it is okay if a nonprofit
partnership is created and disbanded shortly. This may happen a few times. That is still okay!
Trial by error is one of the best ways to learn what is right for your organization. As long as
lessons are learned along the way, it is not a lost cause--just a small bump in your CNP journey!

Resources
1. Other local campuses
http://foundationcenter.org/findfunders/topfunders/top100giving.html
 List of foundations by state
2. Chronicle of Philanthropy
 Articles on effective local and regional organizations
3. Professional Organizations
 *Association of Fundraising Professionals (AFP)
 *Volunteer Administration Associations
 *Grand Writers Associations
 *State Association of Nonprofit Organizations

Appendix









6.A- WSU CC Agenda 9-27-11
6.B- WSU CC Minutes 9-27-11
6.C- Alliance Internship Policy
6.D Alliance Internship Requirements
6.E- Alliance Internship Evaluation
6.F- WSU Wine Tasting Invitation
6.G- Nonprofit Leadership Alliance Health Fair Survey Final Report
6.H- Ceremony Flyer
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Chapter 7: Fundraising
Purpose
Fundraising is key to the longevity of every nonprofit organization. Your Alliance chapter might
be raising money to get students to AMI or help out a local nonprofit in your area. No matter
what your reason, learning about fundraising is important for your future career as a Certified
Nonprofit Professional.

Introduction
An Annual Fund or an Annual Campaign is something that almost every nonprofit has
incorporated into its organization. An Annual Fund strives to raise unrestricted gifts in the form
of monetary donations that they can be used on operating expenses. By running an annual fund
through your Nonprofit Leadership Alliance Student Association, you will gain real life
experience that will put you above your peers in the work force.

Competencies Addressed in this Chapter
While implementing this chapter, your activities will most likely address the following
competencies:
Financial Resource Development & Management
 Methods and motivation for raising funds from traditional sources
 Emerging trends and innovations in financial resource development in nonprofit
organizations
 Structure and responsibilities of the development function within nonprofit
organizations
 Mission-driven resource development and budgeting
 Components and procedures for various types of nonprofit budgeting
 Transparency and accountability as critical values in nonprofit organization
 Fundamental principles and practice of nonprofit accounting and reporting
 Principles and standards for effective fiscal monitoring, control and compliance
Foundations and Management of the Nonprofit Sector
 The role of mission orientation for nonprofit organizations
Legal and Ethical Decision Making
 Decision-making models, methods, and application to nonprofit organizations
 Standards and codes of conduct that are appropriate to nonprofit sector professionals,
volunteers, and other stakeholders KNOW
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Where to Start
Before you start raising money there are a few things that need to be done and taken into
consideration.
Following the Rules of your State and School
Some schools have strict guidelines when it comes to student organizations raising money. Also
knowing and following the laws of your state will be important in your fund-raising activities. In
the appendix you will find a “Donor Bill of Rights” from the Association of Fundraising
Professionals. This is a good resource for your Alliance Chapter when trying to raise money.
Having a Reason
Your Alliance Chapter should have a specific reason for raising money. For example, “OKU
Nonprofit Leadership Student Association is raising money to get our students to the Alliance
Management/Leadership Institute ‘AMI’. This conference is one of the requirements that our
students have to fulfill in order to get the credential, and become a Certified Nonprofit
Professional (CNP).”
Tax Exempt Status through University
501(c) 3 is the status granted by the IRS so nonprofit organizations can be considered taxexempt. When an individual donates to an organization with a 501(c) 3 status, the individual
can write off his or her donation on income taxes for the year. A receipt might be something
people will request when giving a donation to your organization. One way to have this status
associated with your organization is to partner with your school or your school’s foundation.
You might have to work closely with your school or foundation and even possibly create a
Nonprofit Leadership Alliance Account for individuals to give to your Alliance Chapter through
the university’s or foundational accounts. Some schools are unwilling to work with student
organizations like this but do not worry. You can still ask for money even if you do not have taxexempt status. It might hinder a few people from giving but you will be getting the same
experience which is important.
Universities Foundation
If your school has a foundation, building a relationship with them is important if they are
willing. The people who work for the foundation and the resources that they can provide are
endless.
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Potential Prospects
Once you figure out whether you are fundraising all on your own or with the support of your
foundation, you need to start a prospective list of potential donors. These can be alumni of
your Nonprofit Leadership Alliance chapter, organizations and individuals you have worked
with in the community, professors from your campus who provide resources to your
organization or whom you think would have an interest, and whomever you think might be
willing to give to your Alliance Student Association and support your cause. Constantly looking
over the list and making sure that all of your prospects’ information is correct, is important.
Donor Management Software
Before you start raising money your organization should decide how you are going to track the
money that you are raising and how you are going to keep an updated list of potential
prospects. Microsoft Excel is used by many organizations and is a good tool, or you could go
with something that is specifically made for tracking donors and money like eTapestry.
ETapestry is a Blackbaud product used by many of the top nonprofits which would give your
members good experience. Salesforce for Nonprofits is free once you apply to them. No matter
how you plan on keeping your records, the following are things that you should consider
keeping track of:
 Names
 Addresses
 Phone numbers
 Email
 What is their current occupation
 What company do they work for
 Are they an Alumni and when did they graduated
 When they have given
 How much they have given
 What solicitation they gave to
 A budget for incoming money/outgoing expenses

Best Practices
Components of an Annual Fund
There are several components that can be a part of your annual fund. Remember that not all of
the components have to be used, and your organization needs to decide what is going to be
most beneficial when raising money. If you feel the need to gain experience in all of these areas
there is no harm in trying them all. Just make sure you are timely when sending out your
information so that you do not overwhelm the donor. It is also important to keep the
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individuality of the donor in mind. For example, when doing an “ask", the individual might not
be apt to give due to the form of solicitation you are currently using (i.e. preferring online
donation). Keeping this in mind will help you make sure you are reaching all your potential
prospects while giving them the chance to give the way most comfortable for them.
Direct Mail
Direct mail campaigns can be effective if done in the correct manner. You want to make sure
you have all the necessary items when sending out your letter to make it easy for the prospect
to give. This letter should be sent out at the same time on a year to year basis. Some nonprofits
choose to send out more than one letter a year; do what your student club sees fit. There are
different types of letters that can be sent out. The following are potential types of
correspondence for direct mail.


The Appeal Letter should give the prospect information about your organization, current
accomplishments with an “ask” at the end. Using the same formatting from year to year is a
good idea but you want to make sure you are updating the letter every time you send it. An
example of Indiana State University’s Appeal Letter is in the appendix.



The Response Card is what the prospects send back when they want to donate. This card
will give them a chance to send a check, make a pledge or a donation by credit card. You
will also want to make sure that you are getting updated information to put in your
database for the next campaign.



A Return Envelope should be included so that the donor does not have to pay for return
postage. The envelope should be addressed and have pre-paid postage, if money allows.

Additional material to include with your letter might include a small gift to the prospects or an
information card with something highlighting successful graduates of your program. Be creative
and add something fun or interesting that will appeal to the donor.
Direct E-mail
Direct E-mail is similar to the direct mail letter, but it is in electronic form. You can add things
into this like web links or links to press releases. This will help you showcase the work that your
organization is doing.


Website: If your Student Association has a website keep it up-to-date so that you can
reference it in your e-mail campaign. If you do not have a website, creating one would be
beneficial. If you do not have the ability to do so then utilize social media. (Social media is
also a good way to find and stay in touch with prospects).
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Donate Now Button: If your Student Association has the resources to have a “donate now”
button on your website, then you should have one. This way people can give at any time
they want. If you are working with your school’s foundation it could possibly help you with
this.



Modified Appeal Letter: You do not want to send an email that is copied and pasted from
your mail campaign. You want to keep the same idea and add new things into it. By making
this different from the direct mail you might get a donor willing to give multiple times to
different forms of solicitation.

Phone Solicitation
Phone Solicitation can be quick and effective if you are prepared. You need to make sure you
have a script. After you have recruited Alliance students to make the calls training is important
to keep them from jumping into calling right away. If you have a good relationship with your
university foundation, it might be able to help you make your phone solicitation more effective.
Most universities or university foundations have call centers. Inquiring about your Association’s
ability to use the center would be beneficial. They also might be able to give you tips and help
you with training for the callers.


The Script: needs to be short and to the point. Donors do not want to listen to someone
babbling on the phone. Make sure you research sample scripts before creating one
specifically for your Nonprofit Leadership Alliance Student Association.



Who you are soliciting: Having a list of those whom you are soliciting with their previous
giving will be helpful to personalize the call. If the callers are informed of the person they
are calling ahead of time they can make the call more personal. This will make the donors
feel like you truly care about their time and the money that they are donating to your
Alliance chapter.



Recruit Volunteers to make the calls: Those making the phone calls need to be Alliance
students. Moreover, the students need to be thoroughly informed of what your Nonprofit
Leadership Alliance chapter is achieving.



Instruction sheet: It is a good idea to have an instruction sheet for the callers to refer to if
someone wants to make a donation or a pledge. This way they are not putting anyone on
hold or wasting time.
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Signature event(s)
Signature events can be very successful for your organization if managed properly. When
choosing what kind of signature event your organization wants to do, be sure you are choosing
an event that backs the mission of the national Nonprofit Leadership Alliance, your local
Student Association, and school. Also keep in mind you are putting on this event to raise funds.
You do not want to spend an excessive amount of time or money on an event. Some examples
of successful events include: banquet with sponsors and a Rubber Duck Derby.
Grants
If your Student Association is tax-exempt, then you may be able to apply for some grants. If
members want experience writing grants and your Student Association is not tax-exempt then
you can try to find a local organization that needs help writing one. Below is a list of grants that
your Student Association could work on attaining:




Student Government Association Grants/ Student Organization grants through your
university (Especially key for traveling to conferences such as AMI)
Local Community Foundation Grants and Scholarships
Other Grant that apply to your Student Association

Personal Ask and Major Gift Giving
One of the easiest ways to make money is to simply ask. If students in your organization know
someone in the community whom they feel comfortable asking for a donation, let them. Also
asking for sponsorship to AMI might be something individuals are willing to help pay. There is
an art to asking people for money and most of it has to do with timing so make sure you do
your research before you start. You also want to keep track of when you have asked someone
and who asked that person. This way you are not overwhelming the prospect with repeated
requests.
Other Events and Ideas that Alliance Chapters are using to Raise Money
There are activities Alliance Student Associations do that are fun and will get people involved.
Focusing on your mission is important when choosing to do a small event, be sure that your
Alliance students are managing the event for competency experience. Below are some ideas of
events:
 Workshops: focusing on competencies
 Contract Services
 Ink Cartridge Collecting
 Tailgating
 Gift Wrapping
 Watermelon Smashes
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Car Smashes
Partial Proceeds Events
Restaurant Nights
Product/ Merchandise Sales
Asking Other Organizations On Campus for Money
Volunteering at the Color Run or Warrior Dash ($500 per 30 volunteers normally)
Prom Dress Sale: $20 max per dress
Breakfast with Santa
Garage Sale: near the end of the year
Labor: Cleaning up after sporting or other event s

Thanking Donors
Donors like to be recognized for giving to an organization. After soliciting donors or holding
events be sure to send thank you letters. This is by far the most critical component of an Annual
Fund. If you do not thank donors or show gratitude for their donations, then they are less likely
to give the next time you solicit them. When donors do get a thank you letter, especially a hand
written one, those individuals are likely to keep giving. They may even increase the amount of
future donations.
Tip: Invest in thank you cards specific to your Student Association and university!
Partnering with other organizations to help them raise money is a great way to gain experience.
Just make sure your Alliance members are gaining useful skills to complete their competencies.

FAQs for Common Problems
1. How do you approach the issue of cost to potential new members and members?
Fundraising is extremely important within your own Alliance Student Association. If you raise
enough money your organization could give scholarships to individuals who are active in the
Student Association. Chapters often fundraise together to go to AMI and some even save up
money. Let students know that AMI planning and attending an AMI closer to home will cut
down the travel expenses.
2. How should I get real fundraising work experience?
By incorporating an annual fund into your Student Association you gain experience that is used
by almost every nonprofit. In addition, students can host special event fundraisers providing
them with excellent experience.
3. Do I need to attain 501(c)3 status?
Attaining a 501(c)3 status with your university can be difficult. But don’t worry, even if you
don’t, you can still ask for donations. However, if your Student Association does not have a
501(c)3 status, donations are not tax deductible.
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Resources





Professional Association: Association of Fundraising Professionals
Professional Association: Grant Professionals Association
Donor Management System: eTapestry and Salesforce for Nonprofits
Book: The Complete Guide to Fundraising Management by Stanley Weinstein

Appendix



7.A- Indiana State University’s Appeal Letter
7.B- Donor Bill of Rights from the Association of Fundraising Professionals
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Chapter 8: Workshops and Professional Development
Purpose
The purpose of this chapter is to help Student Associations plan valuable workshops that
exemplify the Nonprofit Leadership Alliance competencies and help develop their members as
Nonprofit Professionals.

Introduction
Planning and implementing workshops into your Student Association may seem like a daunting
task. Members may be unsure how to ask a speaker to come present to your organization or
how to market themselves in a changing sector. The skills your organization helps cultivate
through workshops can help set your members apart when entering the sector. All members
have different needs. Finding a balance to reach each individual’s needs through career
development programs and workshops will help members not only reach all requirements to
become certified but also help members find their passion in the nonprofit sector. Through
workshops and program development, members can truly turn their passion into a profession
by allowing open discussion and activity based exploration of the nonprofit sector.

Competencies Addressed in this Chapter
While implementing this chapter, your activities will most likely address the following
competencies:
Communication, Marketing & Public Relations
 Community development tools to build awareness and stakeholder relations in
nonprofit organizations
 The role of organizational and personal communication within a nonprofit organization
Personal & Professional Development
 Nonprofit career opportunities and expectations
 Application, interview and negotiation process
 Continuing professional development
 Networking and mentoring

Getting Started
An Overview: How to Plan a Successful Workshop
Although there are many ways to plan a successful workshop there are critical steps that you
will need to follow to ensure that nothing is forgotten and the mission of the organization stays
at the forefront of each event. These steps are broken down into tasks that should be
accomplished before the workshop, at the event, and steps to take following up with those who
attended including guest speakers. If you would like a further breakdown on how to plan a
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successful workshop and critical questions to ask yourself while planning please see the
appendix.
Before the workshop, the goals of the workshop should be clearly defined. The skills you hope
members enhance should be well-defined. You should set a budget to identify what your
organization can afford. Once your goals and budget are clearly defined, your executive board
should identify a target audience and location to hold your event. Thereafter, an agenda
should be created including the main points you would like your speaker to touch upon as well
as any visual aids and activities you might need to prepare for the workshop.
To ensure that the workshop runs smoothly, it is beneficial to bring excitement to your event
and create group exercises to help members feel engaged before the speaker arrives. Be sure
to prepare your members for the speaker. Whoever welcomes the speaker will need to have a
short elevator speech prepared to introduce your guest to the members in attendance.
How to Find Great Speakers for Your Next Association Meeting
Below are some important points to consider when choosing your next speaker:
Great speakers innovate. Great speakers offer a unique perspective to the subject
matter they are presenting to initiate thought in the members to whom they are
speaking.
Great speakers don’t just talk about what they have learned but what the audience
can learn. Great speakers should speak to the hearts of the audience, creating an
internal dialogue for the members.
Great speakers not only impress but influence their audiences. Great speakers
influence their audiences; thereby, giving members the tools to influence others. As you
choose a speaker your hope is that the speaker does not just educate the mind but
touches the emotions and changes the will of those who are listening.
Where to Find your Next Guest Speaker. You should always determine the area of interest for
a prospective guest speaker presentation including what background you want the speaker to
have, what topic you want the speaker to focus on and what the purpose of the guest speaker
is. There are many places to look when trying to find your next guest speaker. Some of these
places include:
 Chapter Members and Alumni
 CNP Alumni
 Community Members (for example look to AFP Members and YNPN Members)
 National Speakers Association (nsaspeaker.org)
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Parents

You should always research potential guest speakers by asking family, friends and advisors
about the speaker as well as researching them on the Internet.
When choosing your next speaker be sure to share with them the time limit, the specific topic
and any specific talking points. Identify technology available to them and set presentation
content expectations. These tips will help ensure that your speaker stays on topic and gives a
great presentation!
If you still need ideas on what kind of speakers you should have or whom to ask, conduct a
survey. Many members have connections with speakers you can use and better meet the
needs of your association.
Making the Contact
When asking a speaker to present to your organization, you should always ask in a professional
manner. There are many ways to ask if someone will speak to your organization. However,
there are a few key questions you should ask a speaker, as well as things you should remember
to tell the speaker during the ask.
Questions to Ask the Speaker:
 What is your background?
 How did you get your expertise?
 What is your cost?
Information to Give the Speaker
 Contact person and information about the Alliance and your Student Association
 Event purpose and goals
 Event location and time
 Length of presentation, excluding Q & A
 Expected Audience (age group, number of attendees, education level, etc.)
The Presentation
The President, Vice President and/or Campus Director should arrange to meet with the speaker
when he/she arrives and make sure everything is in order to present to the audience. You
should also thank the speaker for his/her time and ensure that he/she is comfortable with any
media equipment you have provided.
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During the actual event, there are a few things to remember. First, a sign in sheet will help you
keep track of not only the number of attendees but allow follow-up. Prepare an introduction to
the event. This introduction should be brief, sincere, and enthusiastic. It can include
information including the topic of the presentation, why this topic is important to the audience
as well as the name and qualifications of the speaker in attendance. During the presentation,
you should keep time and notify your speaker if it is running out. You can remind students that
a question and answer session will be held at the end of the presentation, if necessary. After
the presentation, prepare a hand written thank you card and a small gift for the speaker and
distribute an evaluation form for the attendees to complete. Lastly, always document the
event with photos and/or videos if the speaker allows you to post on social media or in future
newsletters.
The Evaluation
After the event, be sure to read through the evaluation forms to assess the value of the event,
as well as analyze what went well and what did not for future reference. You should always
contact the speakers again to thank them for their time and invite them back to further
meetings or to speak at future events, if the presentation was done well.

How to Promote Professional Development of your Members
Promoting professional development in your organization is critical to the success of your
Student Association. The goal is that each of your members graduates with their certification
and is prepared to enter the nonprofit workplace. The National Leadership Alliance competency
development guide is a great tool to help members develop themselves as nonprofit
professionals BEFORE entering the workforce. Additionally, there are other tools for members
and associations to use to be better prepared. Some of these tools include:
 Career centers on campus
 Career websites, including LinkedIn
 Resume building workshops
 Networking events to observe and practice career development skills
It might be beneficial for members to get involved in other professional associations including
but not limited to Association of Fundraising Professionals, Grant Professionals Association, and
Young Nonprofit Professionals Network. Your Student Association should attempt to provide
additional opportunities to help members master their professional development skills. These
could include outsourcing to various career fairs, volunteer opportunities, job shadowing,
individual internships, and external club and organization participation.
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FAQs for Common Problems
1. How do I get speakers to prepare correctly and focus on the topic at hand?
One way to make sure that your speaker is prepared is to educate him/her on the group of
students to whom they will be speaking, the topic and competencies you would like them to
focus on, and their time limit. You could also ask them to send you a PowerPoint to have set up
and handouts to print so that you can go over the presentation before they get to the event.
2. How do I build relationships with speakers and nonprofits?
Build relationships with your alumni, members and advisory board to find connections in the
community. You could also find members in the community who share the same goal. Talk
with your community service or service learning center on campus to find out with which
nonprofits your school already has longstanding relationships. Speakers from those
organizations are more likely to speak. Additionally, others on campus are more likely to attend
if they have volunteered at that organization before. Be familiar with different professional
organizations.
3. Should I make the speakers open to the whole campus?
Yes you should! Having the speakers open to the whole campus increases the chance that you
could get funding from other student organizations or the SGA. It also helps to promote the
Alliance Student Association to others on campus. Make sure to have information about your
association at any events where non-members will be in attendance.

Appendix



8.A- Workshop Invitation
8.B- Workshop Program
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Chapter 9: Marketing Branding and Social Media
Purpose
The purpose of this chapter is to help Alliance Student Associations market their organizations
through the use of competencies, social media and branding. Marketing should be done in a
professional manner that incorporates the goals and visions of the Nonprofit Leadership
Alliance and your campus.

Introduction
Student Association leaders are daily ambassadors of the Nonprofit Leadership Alliance and
University. Conducting marketing in a professional manner to exemplify the competencies and
the mission of the Alliance is imperative.

Competencies Addressed in this Chapter
While implementing this chapter, your activities will most likely address the following
competencies:
Communication, Marketing & Public Relations
 Community development tools to build awareness and stakeholder relations in
nonprofit organizations
 Public and community relations as functions in a nonprofit organization
 Marketing as a function in a nonprofit organization
 The role of organizational and personal communication within a nonprofit organization
 The role of advanced technologies in communications, public relations, and marketing in
the nonprofit sector
Legal & Ethical Decision Making
 Basic laws and regulations under which nonprofits incorporate and operate
 Concepts and practices associated with facility and operational risk management
 Concepts and practices associated with crisis management
 Alignment of personal and organizational values
 Standards and codes of conduct that are appropriate to nonprofit sector professionals,
volunteers, and other stakeholders
 Decision-making models, methods, and application to nonprofit organizations
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Getting Started
Develop a Plan
 Identify your audience
 Determine your budget
 Check to see what resources are available
 Create a timeline with specific dates to keep everyone on track
 Seek permission if necessary
 Implement the plan
 Evaluate the plan with suggestions for future events
Tips and Reminders
 Do the Unexpected
 Consider the time and locations when traffic is the highest when promoting your event
 Use bright colors and signs that stand out or unusual shaped signs
Effective Promotion Should
 Sell the event
 Excite the audience
 Be CLEAR
 Encourage involvement

Best Practices
Branding 101
A brand is how people feel about a product, service, or organization. Brands are defined by
people, NOT organizations. YOUR BRAND is not what you say it is…it’s what they say it is.
Building a Brand
By building your brand your organization needs to find passion and purpose in all that you do.
You need to plan what you want to do as an organization and how you want to be perceived.
When an individual looks at your organization, you want them to be able to distinguish what
you are doing, this way an individual can find purpose in your work. When establishing a brand,
you must be cautious with whom your organization is interacting and what kind of image is
being presented. Networking is the key to an organization’s success; therefore, networking
should always be diligent and diverse. One of the most important aspects of building a brand is
differentiation. When marketing your organization to other students, reasons should be
obvious for new students to join the Alliance as opposed to other service organizations on
campus.
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Assessing your brand using Keller’s Brand Equity Model
Through the use of the Keller’s
Brand Equity Model, an
organization can evaluate and
build brand equity for your
Student Association. Starting from
the first step, each step is
contingent upon the completion
of the previous step.
Step 1: Salience
Salience is the extent your
organization’s brand is known
throughout campus and the
community you are serving. There are two distinct aspects of salience that stand out the most
for student organizations.
Awareness allows an individual to recognize or recall your organization.
Positioning is the act of placing your brand ahead of others in the minds of your community.
There are two points to consider when assessing your brand.
 Point of Parity questions help your organization offer a “competitive advantage” against
other organizations.
 Point of Difference asks: “What does your organization offer differently in order to
stand out from similar groups?” There are multiple questions to ask when assessing
your organizations saliency. Some of these questions are:
o Do people know about my Student Association? Can people recognize my
Student Association among other similar organizations?
o Do people know what my organization does? Do people think my organization is
legitimate? What is the reason for people being a part of your organization?
Step 2A: Performance to Judgments
Performance relates to how a member or a non-member evaluates between the quality of your
organizations events and his or her expectations.
Judgments are the emotional responses that people will evaluate what they think of your
organization’s performance. The questions to ask when assessing your organization’s
performance: “To what extent do people think my organization can achieve its mission? To
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what extent do people feel welcomed in my organization?” The questions to ask when
assessing your organizations judgments are: “What is everyone’s overall attitude toward our
organization? Do people think our organization is worth their time?”
Step 2B: Imagery to Feelings
In Imagery, people’s perception about your organization is based on things associated with
your organization’s mission and activities.
Feelings are emotional responses derived from imagery. Questions to ask when assessing your
organizations imagery are: “Is it sincere? Is it exciting? Is it understood? Is it sophisticated?”
Final Step: Resonance
Active Engagement is how much actively engaged members are willing to invest their time into
your brand.
Attitudinal Attachment allows members to consider the organization special and important to
them. Questions to ask when assessing your organizations active engagement are: “Do
members plan ahead to come to our events? Are people willing to volunteer for the
organization?” Questions to ask when assessing your organizations attitudinal attachment are
the following: “How many people will miss the organization if it disappeared? Do people
identify themselves with people at your events?”
Marketing your Brand
Each member of your organization should be able to give a 15-30 second elevator speech about
the brand of your organization. This speech should include answers to the following questions:
 What is your organization?
 What does your organization do and for what does it stand?
 What makes your organization “better” than the other organizations on campus? (what do
you have to offer members)
 Why is this organization worth his/her time?
 What makes you passionate about this organization?
How to Effectively Market YOUR Student Association
Planning
When planning how to market your organization, remember your Student Association’s
missions, values and goals.
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Mission of the Nonprofit Leadership Alliance
Strengthen the Social Sector with a talented, prepared workforce

Purpose of the Student Association
The Alliance Student Association is a professional student group, driven by
student leaders under the guidance of the Campus Director, which focuses on
the development of nonprofit management and leadership skills through the
practical application of the CNP competencies within the community and
campus community

You must determine what values are important to emphasize and why your event is unique
from other events on campus. As you assess these key items, you will be able to better prepare
your marketing plan for your event. Key questions to consider when you are starting to develop
a marketing plan include determining who your audience is and what the best way to reach
them is. Part of determining your target audience is thinking about making an attempt to
involve everyone. Obviously not everyone on the campus community can attend your event.
While that should not be your goal, would everyone be welcomed at your event? Is your
publicity gender neutral? Is your meeting accessible to people with physical disabilities? Would
there be any type of race, ethnic or sexual orientation prejudice? Being inclusive and
sponsoring events that are open to the differences in others should be a goal of any Registered
Student Organization (RSO) event/activity.
Publicity Materials
Publicity materials need to grab your audience's attention, interest them, provide them with
information and motivate them to attend your event. Not only should it answer the questions,
who, what, where and when, but also why? Why should I attend this event? What will I gain?
What are the benefits? When publicizing your event, plan on using at least three different
methods of promotion. Publicity should be creative, attractive, and of high quality. Information
that should always be included:
 Day of the week and date
 Time
 Description of Activity/Event
 Location
 Admission (Free or cost)
 Sponsor (with contact information for additional questions)
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Try to distribute publicity in waves, if possible. Make sure members of your organization are
fully aware of the program and are prepared to make announcements and discuss the event
with friends and other people who may ask questions. Word of mouth is still the number one
way that students find out about programs and events on campus.
Types of Publicity
Postering involves strategically placing printed marketing materials across campus for
passersby to see. Try to think of creative places and shapes to attract more attention
(please check any campus restrictions).
Chalking can be an effective strategy to market events in areas around campus where
there is a lot of pedestrian traffic (please check campus restrictions).
Listservs help organizations stay in touch with interested students. They are especially
helpful for signups at organization fairs and organizational events. Listserv services can
be obtained from Yahoo! Groups and Google Groups.
Campus Event Calendars post events on the campus calendar that goes out school wide
through email or on the Campus website.
Advertisements in the Student Newspapers are helpful as well. Advertising rates for
your campus Student Newspaper may apply but consider your online student papers.
Many times journalists are looking for stories and would love to write about your event
or organization.
Student Organization Display Cases are offered by many campuses. Using them is a
great way to market your organization by using bright signage especially for
undergraduates looking to get involved. A great location would be near the advising
office of your college so freshman and all incoming students are made aware of your
organization and what you are doing in the coming weeks. These should be updated
often with pictures, articles, dates and awards.
Student Organization Fair is a great way to market to incoming students on your
campus. Many students would love to get involved but simply do not know how. Using
a school wide fair is a great way to network with other students and help gear your
association’s mission to their needs.
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Create a Facebook event and invite your target market. You can also have members of
your organization change their profile pictures to reflect an upcoming event.
Networking is a lifelong skill. Use networking to involve collaboration with other
organizations to help spread your name on campus. Networking with University faculty
and staff can lead to information spread through class, advising sessions, and campus
information centers applicable to your organization. Maintaining these contacts is most
important; do not burn bridges!
How to Write an Efficient Marketing Plan
The following are the steps a marketing team should go through to create an efficient
marketing plan. Think about your organization’s mission and your marketing goals. What do
you want your members to get out of this? What are you trying to promote? What is the
purpose of this marketing venture and does it fit with your student association’s mission and
goals? Be specific about your audience. You must know who you are targeting so that you can
gear your marketing to reach the correct audience. Another question you must ask yourself is
once you reach this audience and make them aware of your organization what benefit is
derived? What would you like them to do after they are aware of your organization? The next
idea is: “How do we define our message?” Why would you care if you were hearing the same
message? Finding out what they will get from your organization will help you create your
proposal. By defining your audience, knowing what your message is and what benefit your
message provides, defining the best form of delivery should be easy. There are various ways to
market your message including direct mail, e-mail, and social media, or even in person at
community events or tabling.
Basic Places to Start Marketing Techniques
 Identify academic classes that match your mission and ask the instructor for an
opportunity to tell students about your Student Association and post flyers in these
class buildings
 Co-sponsor events with other student organizations
 Make your own business cards with your Student Association’s logo, meeting
information, etc. (Vistaprint and other websites offer them really inexpensively)
 Make association Facebook and twitter accounts required for members to “like”/
“follow”
 ALWAYS prepare press releases for your achievements and projects
 Create a Communications and Marketing committee
 Promote the competencies as a major benefit of the program
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Social Media Techniques
As a leader or member of an Alliance Student Association, you represent the voice of your
peers and are in charge of accurate distribution of news and information related to your
organization. Regardless of your opinion, people will see you, your thoughts, and your actions
as a reflection of the organization of which you are a member, regardless of whether or not
they are your individual ideas or that of the organization. You must be VERY careful when using
Social Media as a method of marketing, branding and communication. Below are some
guidelines for using social media as a part of your student association.
Student organizations represent themselves in online components including, but not
limited to: Facebook, Twitter, Blogs, LinkedIn, etc. Students should maintain a
professional demeanor online and are subject to the same guidelines as print and
broadcast media. Those responsible for monitoring accounts created for the
organization’s use should respond to questions and comments at least once a day.
Include citations when using or posting online material that includes direct or
paraphrased quotes, thoughts, ideas, photos or videos. If the content is not original to
you or your organization, include the original material or link to the original material, if
applicable.
Use your personal Twitter accounts for personal information. Use of personal Twitter
accounts for official organization business should be limited to promotions of events
and breaking news. If the content of your message would not be acceptable for face-toface conversation, over the phone or in another medium, it is more than likely not
suitable for social networking sites. Ask yourself: would you want the comment or
content published in the newspaper or posted on a billboard in the future?
Remember your audience. Be aware that a presence in the social media world can
easily be made public, including to current and future students, staff, faculty, alumni,
and the general Nonprofit Leadership Alliance community. Consider this before
publishing to ensure the post will not alienate, harm or provoke any of these groups.
“One mission. Many voices”: Regardless of the social networking vehicle you use, aim
for “best-of-class” communication. Be an ambassador for the Alliance. Each time you
tweet, blog, or post a message on Facebook related to the Alliance or your organization,
ask yourself: Does this help advance my student association’s mission? Does it coincide
with the values of the University? Am I helping to build a positive brand through my
message? Is the information I’m posting factual and timely? Can I dedicate the time
necessary to keeping a social networking site relevant and active? Use extreme care
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with posting photos online. If you are unsure whether an individual would object to his
or her photo being posted online, do not post it. Photos of children should not be
posted without the express written consent of their parents or guardians.
For consistency and a checks and balances system, we recommend that all sites have at
least two site administrators. Student organizations should make sure current
administrators train an incoming administrator whenever there is a change in
leadership. The advisor of a student organization should serve as one of the
administrators.
General Social Media Usage Tips


Be a selective expert. Write about what you know or are familiar with. Consider sharing
information on topics such as research or projects that you have worked on personally or
are closely associated with your organization.



Use a personal style. Social media uses a conversational tone. Avoid stilted and overly
formal language. Proper grammar and punctuation are a positive reflection on you and the
University. Choose a tone that is inviting and encourages feedback.



Identify yourself. Qualify your statements as your own and identify your role as it relates to
the organization.



Avoid reactive communication. When you tweet or post a message, its impact is
immediate. Refrain from negative comments about a situation. Remember, everything you
post on a social networking site may find its way to the Internet and Google searches.
Others could perceive your intended message differently.



Correct errors immediately. If you posted something incorrectly or feel your words may be
misinterpreted, post a correction immediately. Refer to your earlier post when making a
correction.



Honesty is appreciated. Honesty is always the best policy, especially in communication.
Share only information you know to be factual.



Share good news. Social networking sites offer a great opportunity to share contributions
and success stories of alumni and those associated with the University and the Alliance. Use
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these vehicles to let others know why the Alliance and your organization creates leaders
and make a positive impact on the community.
Social Media Platforms and Instructions
Facebook
Social media is another way for the public to gain information and interact with your student
group outside your events and tabling. In the same few hours you spend tabling in a day, your
organization’s social media manager can organize an attractive Facebook page that will give
users unlimited, 24/7 access to your organization. Membership does not begin with a like or a
follow. An effective social media presence draws meaningful interactions with its users. A
minimum recommendation for number of posts is one post a day, three to five days a week.
Posting too frequently can lead to users feeling annoyed by your organization causing them to
leave. However, more updates may be necessary in the occasion of a special event or crisis. By
posting photos, videos and user content to your page you can encourage interaction beyond
just a like. Hosting photo contents is an easy way to get your content off your page and in front
of users who do not currently like your page.
Twitter
Twitter is a great tool for promoting content, engaging readers and building community. But
poorly phrased tweets, offensive content or too many automated posts can alienate readers.
Here are some pointers for making the most of your organization’s Twitter presence. Create a
profile that includes your organizations name, basic information, and your logo. Select a user
name that is a variation of your organizations name or recognized nickname. Follow, do not just
lead. Follow various nonprofits, schools, towns, and members. Make it a conversation. For
example, “First-year members: What did you think of the car wash?” Reply to @_____ and let
us know!” Proofread your posts. Report news as it is breaking. Shorten your URLs using sites
like bit.ly, owl.ly or is.gd to compress Web page addresses. Retweet interesting comments or
news alerts from other organizations. Make your tweets useful by promoting events. Use
hashtags to make it easy for readers to follow you and the issues you are covering. Respond to
your audience and let them know you are listening to them. Correct mistakes. Tweet photos.
Hoot Suite
Hoot Suite is one of many tools referred to as a “Social Media Management System.” It helps
you keep track and manage your many social network channels. It can enable you to monitor
what people are saying about your brand and help you respond instantly. You can view streams
from multiple networks such as Facebook, Twitter and Google+ and post updates or reply
directly. With so many networks for businesses to manage, no doubt Social Media Management
tools have become so popular and relied upon by many companies today.
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Blogs
Facebook and Twitter are considered “micro-blogs.” Although these sites are the most effective
way to garner a social media presence, hosting a blog on a site such a Tumblr, Word Press, or
Blogger allows users an in-depth look into your organization. Blogs are good for sharing your
member’s writings and ideas. If you are the leader of your organization, write a welcome letter
at the beginning of the semester outlining your organization’s goals and objectives for the year.
If your organization hosts a speaker, ask the speaker to write a guest submission for your blog.
Nothing looks better on a student organization’s blog than an expert’s advice and support. Save
the cute and flashy content for Facebook and Twitter. Allow your blog to show your
organization’s nuts and bolts by getting down the nitty-gritty in your descriptions and advice.

FAQs for Common Problems
1. How can I create a united front through branding when members are from such diverse
majors and backgrounds?
Although many members might have different majors and backgrounds you can use this as an
advantage and not a hindrance to your marketing strategies. Although members might have
differences in the sector of nonprofit work in which they are interested, they still all want to
change the world. Through these diversities you can add various perspectives to your
marketing strategies incorporate members of different majors and organizations into your
events and use the competencies to touch on all the various types of organizations that exist in
the nonprofit sector.
2. How can I make sure all members know the brand and have an elevator speech when
asked about the association?
One way to ensure all members are prepared to give an elevator speech when asked about the
association, is to go over the important topics you want them to use in their answer and even
make business cards that discuss these topics. You can also create a Q&A page for new
members to quickly learn the important aspects of the organization. Questions you might want
to consider going over with member include:
 What is your organization?
 What does your organization do and what does it stand for?
 What makes your organization “better” than the other organizations on campus? (what do
you have to offer members)
 Why is this organization worth his/her time?
 What makes you passionate about this organization?
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3. How can I evaluate marketing/branding methods and effectiveness?
There are various ways to evaluate your marketing and branding methods and their
effectiveness. The organization could ask its members and guests how they heard about the
Alliance Student Association or what they thought about the marketing of the specific events.
Another way is to ask members of the community how they perceive your organization or if
they simply know you exist. In this way, you can evaluate whom you might have forgotten to
incorporate in your marketing plan and re-strategize for the next event. Another way to
evaluate your marketing techniques is to see if your participation numbers and/or if you met
your fundraising goal. Through this way you can evaluate if you have truly reached the original
goals you had for your marketing campaign.
Examples of Marketing Techniques Used
 Human signs/billboards
 T-shirts with your Student Association’s logo for members to wear — and for sale to others!
 Participation in campus wide philanthropic events to increase known presence on campus
 Placemats to put on food trays in campus dining halls with event information
 Free tickets to events, even if the event is free
 “Gimmick” handouts like Snickers for a comedian event
 Bumper stickers on backpacks
 Giveaways at the event
 Letters to student organizations, faculty, department chairs
 Announcements at sporting events
 Printed calendar of events
 Sticker giveaways... “I’m going to…..”
Word-of-mouth to tell everyone about upcoming events
 Bookmarks for the library and bookstore with event info on the back
 Posters and flyers with TONIGHT written on them the day of the event\
4. How do I increase participation of my Alumni through marketing, branding and social
media?
Reach out to them in Social Media forms that Alumni most use. Post topics that would be of
interest to them as well.
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Chapter 10: Making National Connections in the Alliance (and
AMI)
Purpose
This chapter will address how to use the resources of the Alliance, particularly our national
conference, AMI to expand your national connections.

Introduction
The Alliance Management/Leadership Institute (AMI) is the premier conference for individuals
who are or plan to work in the nonprofit sector. Each year the conference is located in a
different city with a thriving social sector. Held by the Nonprofit Leadership Alliance, students
attend the conference from affiliated campuses. Nonprofit professionals, and alumni who want
to refresh their knowledge and skill set are also in attendance. The AMI conference activities
include workshop sessions, mock interviews with a potential job and/or internship opportunity,
a case study, and endless networking opportunities. Whether you are just beginning your
journey into the nonprofit sector or are a seasoned professional; there is value to be gained
from attending AMI. This chapter addresses how to get the most out of your AMI experience
regardless of your skill-level in the field. Additionally, this chapter will address proper behavior,
attire, and etiquette at a professional conference.

Competencies Addressed in this Chapter
While implementing this chapter, your activities will most likely address the following
competencies:
Personal & Professional Development





Nonprofit career opportunities and expectations
Application, interview and negotiation process
Continuing professional development
Networking and mentoring

Where to Start
If you have not attended AMI, talk to a student who has, to learn about his/her experience.
You will read a lot about it here, but the experience of AMI is often difficult to capture in words.
Keep in mind that AMI is designed at an intermediate-advanced skill level for all workshops and
programming; so, juniors, seniors, and graduate students will often get the most out of AMI. If
your Student Association chooses to send younger students, ensure they are aware that the
programming will be advanced, and they may want to consider returning later in their college
career.
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New to the Alliance?
Attending AMI as a new student in the nonprofit sector and the Alliance curriculum is a great
way to gain valuable knowledge and experience that will benefit you for the duration of your
career. Please be advised that the programming at AMI is designed to be “intermediate” to
“advanced,” so if you attend as a freshman or junior, you will be highly advised to attend again
closer to your certification. You will see hundreds of students dressed in business casual attire
moving from place to place like they have been active in the sector their entire lives; but, the
reality is they started just like you. The first step is to meet with your Campus Director to
determine if you would be advised to attend AMI.
The Alliance Management Institute hosts mock interviews. Mock Interviews are a great way to
refine your interview skills. Make sure to bring a copy of your resume with you.
During AMI, you will see various booths with information about internships, graduate schools,
and job opportunities from Alliance national partners, campus affiliates and area nonprofits.
Visiting these tables is the perfect way to gain information about the many different aspects of
the nonprofit sector and how they are all under the Alliance umbrella.
The final activity, and student favorite is the AMI case study. During the case study you are
given the opportunity to work with other students to solve a problem or issue that a nonprofit
is having. Entering the case study as a new student in an Alliance program, you may feel as if
you have nothing to contribute or that other students who have more experience are better
suited for the case study. Do not underestimate your ability. While you are participating in the
case study make sure to remember that your opinion is just as valid as everyone else. Do not
think your idea lacks value to the case study because you feel you do not have experience in the
sector.
Going to AMI as a newcomer to the field may seem overwhelming. However, with planning, it
can be one of the most enjoyable experiences of your college career. If you have any questions
about how to get the most out of AMI outside of this chapter, contact your local Campus
Director or the Nonprofit Leadership Alliance National Office. They will be more than willing to
help you get the most out of your AMI experience.
End of Alliance Program/Entry-level
If you are nearing the end of your Alliance program, and you are close to finishing your CNP and
becoming an entry-level professional, you will find that AMI programming has been designed at
a challenging but engaging level. Attending AMI for a second time, you will find great value in
the experience because of the versatility. Attending AMI as a soon to be graduate will give you
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the opportunity to refresh your knowledge before you start your career or next journey within
the sector. Register for "advanced" level workshops because you are equipped with the tools to
utilize the information. Understanding this information will give you a better opportunity of
obtaining a career in the field.
If you are about to graduate and end your Alliance Campus experience and have not yet found
a job within the sector, revisiting AMI will prove beneficial. Nonprofits from within the area can
inform you of openings in their organizations both locally and nationally. Also, do not be afraid
to talk to Nonprofit Leadership Alliance national staff while at AMI to inquire about any open
positions at their partner affiliates.
Dress, & Etiquette
AMI is a professional conference. Professionals who have years of experience in the nonprofit
sector attend AMI, and are looking for talented graduates to fill the workforce. Being able to
properly present yourself can make the difference between being just another student and
being offered a job.
Dress
The attire for the conference is business professional. For men, this means jeans, t-shirts, polo
shirts, boots, or tennis shoes are not recommended. For women, revealing tops that expose too
much cleavage, jeans, sandals, skirts that come above the knee, and “busy” patterns are not
ideal. Remember that what you wear will go a long way to how you are perceived.
Etiquette
A few etiquette tips that will benefit you during AMI include (but are not limited to):


Please refrain from using technology devices during AMI sessions unless it is for taking
notes or completing surveys via text message.



Respect the speaker’s time. Speakers usually only have a few minutes between sessions.
Speakers may have to use the bathroom, prepare for the next workshop, or take care of
personal business. After the session is over, thank the speaker for presenting and ask for
his/her business card so that you can contact him/her about any questions you may have.

Tipping & Dining
During AMI, please do not forget the importance of tipping. You may use cab services or visit
local restaurants. Tipping is an important part of travel and dining during your AMI experience.
Therefore, good practice is knowing how to tip, how much and when. See appendix for
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instructions. At the Alliance Leadership/ Management Institute there are two meals that are
considered “fine dining”. (For a chart of what fine dining looks like see appendix)
Cost of AMI
The national office does all that it can to keep the cost of AMI is affordable as possible. Planning
in advance of going to AMI will allow your Association to develop a fundraising plan that is most
appropriate. Some Student Government Associations will award money to your organization to
help defer the cost. Also, if the cost of getting to AMI this year is cost prohibitive talk to your
Campus Director about waiting till next year. The national office tries to rotate the geographical
location of AMI on a yearly basis. One fundraiser campuses have had success with is a “friends
and family campaign” where you write letters to friends and family explaining the benefits of
AMI and asking if they would support you. There are also fair trade gift sales where your
organization gets to keep 50% of the proceeds.

Best practices
1. Evaluate your experience in the sector before registering for AMI workshops so you may gain
the most out of your AMI experience.
2. Remember proper dress and etiquette while attending AMI. You are a direct reflection of the
Nonprofit Leadership Alliance and your Campus program.
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Chapter 11: Career Preparation, Training, and Placement
Purpose
The aim of this chapter is to provide knowledge and advice for building one’s career and
realizing successful internship placement.
Introduction
Career Preparation Training and Placement Assistance can be a harrowing task. Members may
be unsure how best to market their participation with the Nonprofit Leadership Alliance.
Freshman will approach Career Preparation Training and Placement Assistance much differently
than, say, a senior or graduate student. This chapter will provide a suggested career timeline,
pointers for discussing the Alliance with potential employers, and additional helpful resources
(See Appendix 11.A-11.C).

Competencies Addressed in this Chapter
While implementing this chapter, your activities will most likely address the following
competencies:
Personal & Professional Development
 Nonprofit career opportunities and expectations
 Application, interview and negotiation process
 Continuing professional development
 Networking and mentoring

Getting Started
Below is a suggested timeline for communicating career preparation milestones with your
general membership:
Undergraduate - Freshman & Sophomore
Considering your major. The beginning of your college experience is exhilarating! Students are
encouraged to give great thought to what it is they enjoy spending their time thinking about
and doing as they consider their majors. Students should meet with academic and career
advisors to discuss their interests and possible career plans and paths.
Creating a personal mission statement and elevator speech. As your student association
members think about what it is they want to do, encourage them to write a personal mission
statement. This is a great way to focus on what you want your endeavors to be. An elevator
speech slightly expands upon a mission statement and is useful for explaining your interests
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and intent to other people. Providing resources is a helpful way to move members’ mission
statements forward.
Creating a professional resume. While most students starting college do not yet have much
working experience, preparing a resume as soon as possible is advisable. Volunteer experiences
are great activities to talk about. Resumes should be easy to read and action oriented. Choose a
rich variety of verbs to accurately describe your previous experience and provide specific
information as much as possible. For example, if you have experience in fundraising, share how
much you were able to raise and how many people participated (See Appendices 11.E-11.L for
examples).
Creating a cover letter. Beginning a draft of a cover resume is a great exercise for thinking
about what you want to spend your time doing. Great cover letters often pull from personal
experiences and speak to why specific positions and opportunities appeal to you and what
makes you a great candidate for the position. They can also serve as a way to highlight or
expand upon interests expressed in your elevator speech and relevant experiences detailed
in your resume.
Interview Practice. Start practicing how to answer possible interview questions. It will give
you a lot to consider as you move forward in considering your major and focusing on what
kinds of internships and work experiences you would like to pursue.
Undergraduate: Junior & Senior
Changing your major. As you gain more experience and give greater consideration to
your interests, determine if your major is what you really want it to be. If you decide to
change it, make sure you are aware of your college’s policies.
Further resume development. As you gain more working experience, make sure you
keep your resume updated and recent. Share and revise it as much as possible.
Developing your cover letter/alternative forms. Keep customizing your cover letters
with each position so that your future applications get easier and easier to complete.
Practicing your elevator speech. Keep practicing networking and hone your elevator
speech so that it becomes easier to share with others. This will make interviewing much
easier!
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Gap analysis. As you hone in on the kind of work and career you would like to do, begin
looking at similar job openings to determine what the required and desired
qualifications are. Then assess how your experience compares. This will assist in
identifying your strengths and gaps. With this knowledge, you can be more discerning as
you pursue different internships and other opportunities in order to better qualify you
for the type of work you would like to get in the future (See Appendix 11.D for a
template).
Mock interviews. Keep practicing your interview skills! If you get the chance to meet
with someone, do not miss an opportunity because you feel put on the spot or tonguetied by a question.
Informational interviews - Interviews are not only for applying for jobs, you can also
meet with people to learn more about their work to find out how you can pursue a
similar career. Most people are eager to share this kind of information and it is also a
great strategy for networking.
Graduate & Ph.D.
Changing your career. Changing career paths can be a difficult decision, but it is always
an option. Maintaining a varied and healthy network is a great way to facilitate such a
change.
The power of networking. Networking is the most reliable way for finding new jobs and
opportunities. Consider joining professional organizations, attending community
meetings, volunteering in areas of interest, informational interviews, and maintaining
relationships with your alumni network.
Job focused resume. As you accumulate greater experience, consider keeping a
universal resume and pulling from that to create a customized resume for each job
application.
Gap analysis. Continue conducting gap analyses in order to ensure that you are staying
competitive within your chosen career. Appendix M demonstrates an alternative
timeline format.
Professional Development
In addition to preparing for one’s career, finding positions that result in developing the right skills
will become important. Possible strategies for making opportunities available to members include
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sending out a survey asking for input from members regarding where their interests are and what
relationships and opportunities would be of most interest to them. This information can then be
used to focus on relationship building being done by the Alliance through guest speakers and
community service events. In addition, the Alliance Student Association should create
opportunities to discuss the importance of career development (this may vary greatly depending
on where students are in their academic careers). Marketing external events provide additional
opportunities for members to master their career preparation skills. These can include:
 Attending career Fairs (through the Alliance or College/University)
 Doing volunteer work
 Finding individual Internships
Participating in external club and organizations (Young Nonprofit Professionals Network,
Association of Fundraising Professionals, etc.)
 Hosting a dinner with industry contacts
Providing an opportunity for great conversations, such as those that would be provided by a
networking panel
 Offering a speed networking opportunity with different nonprofits

Best Practices










Provide materials and channel discussion regarding the importance of Career Preparation
emphasizing the importance of building these skills throughout each student’s academic
career.
Allow students to meet with the Campus Director or a Career Services Advisor to ensure
career goals are met
Never underestimate the power of networking!
Provide opportunities for members to learn more about themselves through selfassessment and understanding (e.g. MBTI).
Encourage members to create and contribute to a professional portfolio.
Within the group, maintain a database of contacts and draw on them for placement
opportunities, whether directly or through referral. On campus, take advantage of existing
programs and services (e.g. Career Development, Get Your AYS in Gear!, etc.). In the wider
community, leverage community partners and opportunities for engagement to integrate
an increasing number of external opportunities.
Encourage mentorship and support between mentors and within their internships
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FAQ for Common Problems
1. How do I track the placement rate of our program?
Establish a reporting process for when members secure an internship, then follow-up with
specific points throughout the year to get feedback from members and employers. Having a
LinkedIn group will help with this.
2. How do I stay engaged with alumni of our program?
Consider implementing a virtual exit interview in survey form that gathers feedback about
membership experience and contact information. Then be sure to invite alumni to mixers,
socials, other events, and ask them to stay involved as speakers. Having an alumni chapter or an
alumni liaison on your board to stay in constant contact would be beneficial, especially since
your alumni could be invaluable resources in the sector.
3. What do you do if you don’t like your internship?
In the unfortunate event that you do not like your internship, first talk with your faculty advisor
about your frustrations. Consider meeting with your college’s career services as they often have
many resources available on a wide variety of issues. Finally, be sure to talk with your
internship supervisor to discuss your dissatisfaction. Getting ahead of any problems while there
is a chance to resolve them is best.
4. How do I know if our career preparation training is effective?
Gather information about members’ internship experience throughout and after the position to
assess how well they feel prepared. At the same time, create a protocol for communication
with employers to gather information about their perspective on how well Alliance interns are
performing. This can also be done via an electronic survey so as to be convenient for
employers.
5. How to respond when the answer to an application is “no?”
“No” will inevitably happen. Use these situations as learning opportunities as much as possible.
To this end, following up with a “thank you” for considering you and asking if there is any
advice and/or insight as to how you could make your application stronger are advisable. This
showcases you as a professional who is eager to learn and makes a favorable impression.
6. How do I maintain good relationships?
Communication is a key part of being professional. Admitting mistakes can be uncomfortable,
but is essential for growth. Asking for help and letting people know when you have a problem
will help to make sure everyone is on the same page and that goals can be achieved as
seamlessly as possible.
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7. How do I reach out to a Career Services Advisor?
Utilize your college or university’s website. Usually a simple search will navigate you to the
appropriate website. Also, talk to faculty, staff, or peers for guidance on professionals who may
have insight on best contacts
8. How do I know if our career preparation training is effective?
Send out a survey. Survey Monkey is a great tool to gain feedback from members http://www.surveymonkey.com/. Another great free survey tool is Google Doc’s Forums (or
surveys)

Resources
1. Books
 How to Become a Nonprofit Rockstar by Rosetta Thurman

2. Career Websites
 LinkedIn - http://www.linkedin.com
 Professional Association Websites
i. Association of Fundraising Professionals - http://www.afpnet.org/
ii. Grant Professionals Association - http://grantprofessionals.org
iii. Young Nonprofit Professionals Network - http://ynpn.org

Appendix














11.A- Marketing Your Alliance Membership
11.B- Righting the Ship: How to Get Your Career Planning in Gear
11.C- How to Market Your Community Service
11.D- Template for Gap Analysis
11.E- Chronological Resume- MSW
11.F- Chronological Resume- Undergrad with Leadership
11.G- Chronological Resume- Undergrad with Courses
11.H- Combined Resume Example
11.I- Combined Resume with Courses
11.J- Functional Resume
11.K- Student Leadership Resume Example
11.L- Undergraduate Resume with Experience
11.M- Career Development Timeline
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Appendix
This is the opening page of the Appendix. The documents following have been provided to the Alliance
from campuses across the country. You may use these documents as examples when creating the
materials and resources used on your own campus!
Additionally, if you have materials that you would like to add, please contact Melissa Hill at
Melissa.hill@nonprofitleadershipalliance.org
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INTRODUCTION
During the last 63 years, the Nonprofit Leadership Alliance (formerly American Humanics) has
been credentialing people in nonprofit management and leadership. The recipients of this
certification include managers and leaders of some of our nation‟s most noted nonprofit
organizations, such as the YMCA of the USA, Boy Scouts of America, Girl Scouts of the USA,
United Way and many more. The Nonprofit Leadership Alliance‟s mission, through its national
network of college- and university-affiliated programs, is to assure that the nonprofit sector has
the talent needed to successfully meet the challenges faced by our nation and the world. The
Alliance remains the only national nonprofit organization dedicated to educating, preparing, and
certifying the next generation of nonprofit leaders. Today, the Nonprofit Leadership Alliance
includes 56 affiliate college and university campuses nationwide. We are supported by our
workforce partners through their thought leadership, board representation and funding support.
The Nonprofit Management and Leadership Certificate, offered by the Nonprofit Leadership
Alliance, recognizes that credential holders have met a standard for work preparation that the
nonprofit sector requires. Over the last few years, reports (Tierney, 2006; Kunreuther, 2005)
about the increasingly diverse U.S. population, rapidly advancing technologies, complex
societal issues not addressed by government or corporate entities, and the growth of the
nonprofit sector confirm that attention to nonprofit sector workforce preparation is more
important than ever. Nonprofit organizations are increasingly being depended upon to solve
complex social problems and provide the safety net that once was one of the principal roles of
government. They are playing a significant role in the management and improvement of our
changing communities and meeting the challenges of our world.
The potential exodus of retiring baby boomers, who constitute significant numbers of nonprofit sector managers and leaders, is predicted to create a leadership gap that the nonprofit
sector has no long-term strategy to address. According to research conducted by the Bridgespan
Group (Tierney, 2006), a leading nonprofit sector think tank, over the next decade non- profit
organizations, conservatively, will need to attract and develop 330,000 to 640,000 new seniorlevel managers. Increased demand for services could push this estimate to over one million new
managers and leaders needed. And by 2016, these organizations will need almost 80,000 new
senior-level managers annually.
Since 1948, the Nonprofit Leadership Alliance has based the provision of its credential
certification in nonprofit management and leadership on the competencies the sector requires of
managers and leaders. Based on our relationships over the years, we have gleaned the
competencies the sector requires, translating them directly into the preparation that program
participants receive and the skills they acquire. Once the determination is made that all
competency requirements have been met, and requirements for certification have been achieved,
the credential is awarded. The Nonprofit Leadership Alliance works collaboratively with a
Curriculum and Assessment Committee, composed of our affiliated campus program
faculty/executive directors and representatives from the nonprofit sector who oversee the
competency development and currency.
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As one can imagine, these competencies have evolved over the years. With the recognition that
societal changes, complex social issues and increased global concerns have also increased the
demands placed on nonprofit managers and leaders, continuous quality improvement is required
to ensure that the nonprofit sector has the talent needed to address the challenges our world
faces. Therefore, in 2010, the Nonprofit Leadership Alliance determined that a comprehensive
research study was needed to ensure that the competencies being used to prepare nonprofit
managers and leaders were current and reflected the management and leadership skills required
to meet today‟s challenges. To our knowledge, this is the first comprehensive assessment ever
conducted of the skills required by the nonprofit sector. This research examined the currency of
competencies being used for Nonprofit Leadership Alliance-affiliated campus programs‟
preparation of nonprofit managers and leaders. The outcomes of this research provide a
comprehensive analysis of the skills required by the nonprofit sector of its managers and
leaders. They also provide an analysis of the differences between the competencies needed at
the managerial level and at the leadership level. And finally, these outcomes offer a view, from
the respondent‟s perspective, of the current state of preparedness of nonprofit managers and
leaders to successfully meet the challenges their organizations and agencies face.

METHODOLOGY
More than 3,200 nonprofit leaders responded to the survey. The survey focused on nonprofit
agencies and organizations with budgets of $1 million or more. The research strategy sought
respondents with hiring authority, input into hiring processes and/or responsibility for training
and education within the nonprofit sector. The survey strategy also sought to ensure that the
diversity of nonprofit organizations and agencies was represented. The survey process used an
online survey asking respondents to evaluate the relevance of each Nonprofit Leadership
Alliance competency to today‟s nonprofit managers and leaders. Two bands of organizational
levels were rated on each competency; entry to mid-level professionals and mid-level to
executive professionals. All respondents were asked to rate both levels. Ratings reflect the
perceived importance of each competency at each level. Respondents were also asked to
provide comment, in an open field format, on the competency‟s currency and asked to make
suggestions for additional competencies required.
A significant percentage of respondents indicated they worked for an organization with a
Human Services mission focus (35%). The remainder of respondents reported that they
represented organizations/agencies with: an Educational mission focus (17%), a Health mission
focus (10%), an Arts, Culture and Humanities mission focus (7%), an Environmental and
Animals mission focus (4%), a Capacity Building/Management Support mission focus (4%), a
Philanthropic/Grant Maker mission focus (4%), a Membership/Association mission focus (4%),
a Religious-Related mission focus (3%), and an International and Foreign Affairs mission focus
(1%). Eleven percent (11%) categorized their organization as “Other.
Thirty-five percent (35%) of respondents were at the Executive Director or CEO level. The next
-highest category of respondents was staff with partial Human Resource responsibilities (11%).
The majority of respondents worked for organizations with a local purview (43%). Thirty-two
percent (32%) reported that their organization had a regional or state purview. Ten percent
(10%) worked for an organization with an international purview. As indicated in the table be3|P a g e
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low, half of the respondents worked for either large organizations (25% worked at an
organization with more than 100 employees) or small organizations (25% worked at an
organization with fewer than 10 employees). This bimodal distribution is also reflected in the
organizational budget, though the majority of respondents (60%) worked for an organization
with a budget of $5 million or less.

Number of Employees of
Respondent Organizations

Respondent Organization
Budget Size

1-10 employees

25%

Under $1,000,000

18%

11-25 employees

21%

$1,000,001 - $2,000,000

20%

25-50 employees

17%

$2,000,001 - $5,000,000

22%

51-100 employees

12%

$5,000,001 - $10,000,000

13%

101 or more employees

25%

$10,000,001 - $25,000,000

8%

$25,000,001 - $50,000,000

4%

$50,000,001 - $100,000,000

5%

* Due to rounding, totals may not equal 100%
Because of the volume of open ended responses, responses only from those indicating that their
organization had a local purview were analyzed since that group represented the largest number
of survey respondents.
SUMMARY OF KEY FINDINGS
Our analysis of survey data revealed four key findings, each of which is highlighted and
explored below.
Finding #1: A significant number of the competencies underpinning the Nonprofit
Management and Leadership Certificate remain important to the nonprofit sector.
Eleven (11) of the thirteen (13) competencies assessed were determined to be highly important;
the remaining two competencies (specifically Historical and Philosophical Foundations and
Youth and Adult Development) were only considered moderately important for both levels of
leadership rated. Ethics and Values, Diversity Awareness, and Board and Committee
Development were at the top of the ratings in terms of being the most important competencies
required for nonprofit leadership success.
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While there were eight (8) other competencies determined to be highly important, the ranking was
different for entry- to mid-level professionals than it was for executive- and leadership-level
professionals. The ranking order of the eight competencies determined to be highly important for
Entry- to Mid-Level Professionals was: Nonprofit Management; Community Outreach/Marketing
and Public Relations; Program Planning, Implementation and Evaluation; Nonprofit Accounting
and Financial Management; Volunteer Management; Fundraising Principles and Practices; Risk
Management and Legal Issues; and Information Management and Technology. Though slightly
different in ranking order in terms of importance to Executive- and Leadership-Level Professionals,
the competencies were ranked as: Nonprofit Accounting & Financial Management; Nonprofit
Management; Community Outreach/Marketing and Public Relations; Risk Management and Legal
Issues; Fundraising Principles and Practices; Program Planning, Implementation and Evaluation;
and Volunteer Management. The two competencies that were indicated as moderately important
included Historical and Philosophical Foundations and Youth and Adult Development. Information
Management and Technology was seen as an important competency requirement, but not one that
should stand on its own. Rather, it was seen as a critical component to Communications.
The Historical and Philosophical Foundations competency merits greater scrutiny. Every
organization has been shaped by its history and the legacy upon which it is built. Traditional
workforce preparation for nonprofit organizations includes a focus on the political, philosophical,
and social forces that shape the development of the sector. However, survey respondents indicated
that there is greater value to understanding the current nature of the sector and its relationships and
interactions with other industries outside of the nonprofit world. Though the Historical and
Philosophical Foundations competency remains relevant, it no longer reaches the level of being
defined as a stand-alone competency and could be integrated within one of the other competencies.
Finding #2: Some of the leadership competencies need to be redefined to reflect the
current context of nonprofit organizations.
Though some competencies required only interpretive changes, qualitative critiques revealed the
need to update the definition of others, bringing greater currency to their value. As previously
noted, the nonprofit sector is growing quickly and is dynamic in meeting complex societal
challenges. Issues affecting the world and the communities in which we live have become more
interrelated. Thus, in the requests for a qualitative examination of the competencies required by the
nonprofit sector of its managers and leaders, there were some significant observations made by
respondents:
The need for managers and leaders who understand the significance of and
know how to integrate impact analysis into planning processes is high.
The need for fundraising professionals to see their role in the broader function of
resource development, including human capital and business development, was
noted.
The need for nonprofit organization leaders to communicate their relevance to
larger foundation and corporate transformation agendas was also noted.
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Twenty years ago, the buzzword in most organizations focused on the use of technology and more
specifically on information management and technology. At that time, organizations wanted
managers and leaders to have basic computer literacy skills. Now the question is how organizations
can integrate multimedia, web-based information management systems and sophisticated
approaches to social networks into their communication and marketing approaches. Information
management and technology is critical to nonprofit leaders, but the specific knowledge required of
nonprofit managers and leaders to effectively utilize technology has changed.
Still a sensitive subject, the diversity competency also needs updating. Securing representation
across the broad spectrum of diverse groups is no longer enough. Managers and leaders need to
assess how the diversity of voices, opinions, perspectives and backgrounds brings value to
problem-solving and the increased assurance that positive impact will be achieved. This is a
significant departure from traditional views of diversity and representation, thus requiring nonprofit
managers and leaders to navigate the divides that affect our communities, their effectiveness and
the measure of their organizations‟ success.
Finding #3: A significant commitment to management and leadership development is
needed by nonprofit sector organizations.
When asked whether entry-level to director-level professionals are properly prepared for
management positions, seventy percent (70%) of the respondents replied “no.” The results are
slightly more promising for senior-level leaders. The majority of respondents (54%) do not believe
that nonprofit executive and leadership professionals are properly prepared for management
positions. These results are consistent with results reported elsewhere (Enright, 2006; Tierney,
2006; and Halpern, 2005) and confirm the need for a greater commitment to leadership development
by the nonprofit sector and improved preparation in the form of education and training.
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When asked “how do you feel about the leadership bench strength in your organization,” thirty- six
(36%) of respondents indicated that their organization had the talent pipelines in place to ensure
leadership now and into the future. Thirty-five percent (35%) of respondents believe that they lack a
system for ensuring future leaders. This could present enormous challenges for the nonprofit sector
in the future. With twenty-nine percent (29%) of respondents neither believing that their
organization has the leaders they need now nor a system in place to cultivate future leaders, there is
the sense that the absence of leadership continuity will place their organizational effectiveness in
jeopardy. The key to sustained competitive advantage in any industry is not size, image or
technology but the leadership talent within an organization (Barner, 2006). Hence, the critical factor
for every organization to sustain its strength is being able to hone in on hiring, developing, and
retaining the best talent pool to ensure that it has the “bench” – its own next generation of leaders –
to move the organization forward.

Further, without a leadership team where all members are able to contribute fully, today‟s nonprofit managers and leaders will find themselves challenged to maintain not only the health of the
organization, but also that of their own careers. Survey results suggest that, as importantly, the
nonprofit sector must attend to issues of succession planning, human capital management and
resource allocation, as it impacts management and leadership preparedness.
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Finding #4: More comprehensive experience-based learning is needed to prepare
nonprofit leaders.
Seventy-nine percent (79%) of the nonprofit leaders responding to the survey indicated that more
experience-based learning would help prepare future nonprofit leaders. Nonprofit managers and
leaders participating in the survey consistently expressed that people entering the field need more
practical and hands-on experience. Based on respondents‟ critique of field-based experiences, the
data suggest that many education and training programs are failing to provide the comprehensive
management and leadership experiences necessary for adequate workforce preparation. Although
it is common for nonprofit management and leadership programs to require an internship, survey
participants expressed a need for internships to occur in various types of nonprofit organizations
and for interns to gain multiple experiences. For example, an intern should not only be involved in
one aspect of nonprofit management such as grant writing, but also take part in such activities as
stakeholder relations and risk management analysis. Respondents also indicated that practical
experience can be gained through other avenues such as service-learning, structured volunteerism
and community partnership projects.
For workforce preparation and education programs to garner the confidence of the nonprofit sector,
it is critical that our future leaders have the necessary experience-based/hands-on preparation prior
to entering the field. More succinctly, this thought was crystallized by one participant‟s response:
“Most effective „non-profit learning‟ comes from actually living it and figuring it out. You really
can‟t possibly understand the dynamics of the often complex funding and operating environments
of non-profit businesses until you‟ve experienced it first-hand. It is eye-opening in both the
challenges and rewards” (Revalidation Study Respondent, 2010).
The more experience one has prior to entering the nonprofit sector, the better equipped the
individual will be in maximizing his or her potential in the sector. This is consistent with the
Bridgespan Report (Tierney, 2006) finding that real-world experience was the most highly rated
criterion for hiring the next generation of leaders and managers.
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AN IN-DEPTH LOOK AT COMPETENCIES

Overall, leaders at higher levels are seen as needing more of everything. Every competency
measured is indicated as more important for leaders at the executive level. Ethics and Values and
Board and Committee Development are indicated as among the most important competencies
regardless of leadership level; though both are seen as more important for higher level leaders. It is
not surprising that Ethics and Values tops the list, because as one respondent notes “Ethical practice
is fundamental in the ongoing sophistication of the nonprofit sector. Without it, public confidence is
eroded.” The areas that are deemed of less importance included: Youth and Adult Development,
Historical and Philosophical Foundations, and Information Management and Technology. The
graph on the following page illustrates the rating trends of the competencies importance to the duties
of entry to mid-level managers and to mid-level to executive leaders. Ratings were made on a 3-point
response scale including: High Importance (3), Moderate Importance (2), and Low Importance (1).
D I F F E R E N C E S D U E T O P E R S P E C TI V E

Data about the overall trends of ratings can be illuminating, but important nuances in data can be
missed when only examining the big picture. Thus, we examined the pattern of ratings based on the
size of the organization, the purview of the organization, and the role of the person providing ratings
to determine if there were any meaningful differences between the groupings. Differences that were
statistically significant (p<0.01) and more than 0.20 are highlighted. Because of the large sample
size, differences may be statistically significant, but so small that they are unlikely to be of practical
consequence. The 0.20 cutoff is used as the minimum difference worth highlighting, though
additional data are needed to establish a cutoff that is related to outcomes of interest. None of the
differences in mean ratings due to organizational purview exceeded the 0.20 cutoff, indicating that
raters from organizations with different organizational purviews provided similar importance ratings
of the competencies. For example, individuals from international organizations rated the importance
of the competencies similarly to individuals from local organizations.
Ratings of only two competency areas were meaningfully different because of the size of
organization. The competency Risk Management and Legal Issues was rated as more important for
entry to mid-level managers by individuals in small organizations (with 1-10 employees) than those
in slightly larger organizations (with 11-25 employees). This difference in ratings may be because
the consequences associated with risk may be greater for smaller organizations. The competency
Volunteer Management was rated as more important for entry to mid-level managers by individuals
from medium-sized organizations (with 51-100 employees) than those from smaller organizations
(with 1-10 employees). This difference may be because medium-sized organizations may have a
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larger pool of volunteers to manage, but may not have the management systems of a larger
organization.
Data from respondents were organized into regions based on the U.S. Census Bureau classifications
(indicated below). State and zip code information provided by the respondent were used to determine
into which region the respondent‟s data should be grouped. None of the differences in mean ratings
due to regional classification exceeded the 0.20 cutoff, indicating that raters from organizations
located in different regions provided similar importance ratings of the competencies.
Regional Classifications
Northeast (Region 1): Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island,
Connecticut, New York, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey
Midwest (Region 2): Wisconsin, Michigan, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Missouri, North Dakota,
South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Minnesota, Iowa
South (Region 3): Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia, West Virginia, North
Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Kentucky, Tennessee, Mississippi, Alabama,
Oklahoma, Texas, Arkansas, Louisiana
West (Region 4): Idaho, Montana, Wyoming, Nevada, Utah, Colorado, Arizona, New
Mexico, Alaska, Washington, Oregon, California, Hawaii
We also examined differences in ratings from Human Resource Directors and Executive Directors
/CEOs. While there were a few statistically significant differences, none exceeded the 0.20 cutoff,
and thus they are not considered meaningfully different. This suggests that Human Resource
Directors and Executive Directors /CEOs have similar importance ratings of the competencies.
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Importance of Competencies
3.00

2.50

2.00

1.50
Entry to Mid-level Mean
Mid-level to Executive Mean
1.00
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Less Important 

Most Important

The figure below provides another perspective on the leadership competencies deemed important to
nonprofit leaders. The competencies are listed by their importance ratings; from most important to
less important. It is important to keep in mind that even the competencies at the bottom of the list
(such as Youth and Adult Development) are rated as important; just less so as compared to the other
competencies.
Entry to Mid-level Managers

Mid-level to Executive Leaders

Ethics and Values
Diversity Awareness
Board and Committee Development

Ethics and Values
Board and Committee Development
Nonprofit Accounting & Financial
Management
Diversity Awareness
Nonprofit Management

Nonprofit Management
Community Outreach/Marketing and
Public Relations
Program Planning, Implementation, and
Evaluation
Nonprofit Accounting & Financial
Management
Volunteer Management
Fundraising Principles and Practices
Risk Management and Legal Issues
Information Management & Technology
Youth and Adult Development
Historical & Philosophical Foundations

Community Outreach/Marketing and
Public Relations
Risk Management and Legal Issues
Fundraising Principles and Practices
Program Planning, Implementation,
and Evaluation
Volunteer Management
Historical & Philosophical Foundations
Information Management &
Technology
Youth and Adult Development

While there are areas of convergence, there are also differences in terms of what is important at
different levels. The areas of biggest gap between levels of leaders included: Risk Management and
Legal Issues, Fundraising Principles and Practices, Nonprofit Accounting & Financial Management,
and Nonprofit Management.
The areas listed below represent the items on which there is the biggest gap between lower levels of
management and upper levels of management in terms of ratings of most important. The numerical
gap indicated in parentheses is the difference in the percentage of respondents indicating the item as
of “High Importance” for mid-level managers to executive leadership versus entry to mid-level
managers.
Can explain effective risk management and crisis management. (38 point gap)
Can discuss strategies for determining staff support needs for committees and boards. (34
point gap)
Can discuss the aspects of managing the fundraising process. (34 point gap)
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Can identify the various types of nonprofit organizations that compose the sector. (34 point
gap)
Can discuss the various form and methods of fundraising, including major gifts, planned
giving, in-kind support, annual funds, grants, and special events. (33 point gap)
Can explain the variety of techniques and skills used to raise funds from multiple sources.
(33 point gap)
Can identify and explain the fundamental principles of nonprofit accounting. (33 point gap)
Can describe the four basic steps involved in risk management. (33 point gap)
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C OM PE T E N C Y 1: B O A R D

AND

C OM M I T T E E D E V E L O PM E NT

This competency is defined as an understanding of the purpose and role of the Board of Directors in
a nonprofit organization, of the dynamics between an organization’s staff and its volunteer directors,
and of staff support strategies. Overall, being knowledgeable about board and committee
development is important for leaders in nonprofit organizations. In fact,
“Boards are the heart
it is one of the top-rated competencies. Not surprisingly, almost all
of the enterprise and
board development /
respondents think that it is highly important for mid-level managers to
board management is
executive leadership to be able to explain the purpose of a non-profit
THE most important
board and its role in a nonprofit organization. However, three -fourths of
skill!”
Revalidation Study
respondents believe that it is highly important for entry to mid-level
Respondent, 2010
managers, too. While it is highly important for the top levels of the
organization to be able to discuss strategies for determining staff support
needs for committees and boards, it is only moderately important for entry to mid-level managers to
have that ability.

Entry to Mid-level Managers

Can explain the purpose of a
nonprofit board and its role in
the nonprofit organization
Has awareness and
understanding that board
members themselves are
volunteers
Can discuss strategies for
determining staff support
needs for committees and
boards

Mid-level Managers to Executive
Leadership

High
Importance

Moderate
Importance

Low
Importance

High
Importance

Moderate
Importance

Low
Importance

75

23

2

94

5

0

68

29

2

89

10

1

55

40

6

89

9

1
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Board and Committee Development
89%

Can discuss strategies for determining staff
support needs for committees and boards

55%
89%

Has awareness and understanding that board
members themselves are volunteers

68%
94%

Can explain the purpose of a nonprofit board
and its role in the nonprofit organization

75%
0%

20%

Mid-Level Managers to Executive Leadership

40%

60%

80%

100%

Entry to Mid-Level Managers

Board and Committee Development: View from the Local Purview
Written comments indicate Board and Committee was considered extremely important for entry level to
director level positions within local organizations. The following were the top 5 most frequently
mentioned areas for focus:
1. Interacting with, engaging and motivating Board members
2. Clearly understanding the role of the board in the success of the organization
3. Clearly understanding the differences between board and staff activities and responsibilities
4. Basic background in nonprofit boards and how they function
5. Recruitment of board members
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C O M PE T E N C Y 2: C O M M U N I T Y O UT RE A C H , M AR KE T I N G

AN D

P UB L I C R E L AT I ONS

This competency is defined as an understanding of the role of community outreach and marketing
strategies in building public awareness of the mission and messages of nonprofit organizations.
Community outreach, especially the ability to explain the role of
“Understanding the role
community outreach and development, is more important than marketing
of community outreach is
important for any
and public relations skills to both levels of leadership. However,
nonprofit manager.”
marketing and public relations activities are more important for the upper
levels in the organization. There is great need for employees to
Revalidation Study Respondent, 2010
understand the importance of marketing, public relations and networking
to non-profit organizations. This is cited as critical to most organizations as they rely heavily on
fundraising, which is affected by the exposure of the organization.
Entry to Mid-level Managers

Can explain the role of community
outreach and community
development activities in building
public awareness of the mission and
messages of nonprofit organizations
Demonstrates an understanding of
public relations and marketing
functions in a nonprofit organization
Has skills to develop and implement
an effective marketing plan

Mid-level Managers to Executive
Leadership

High
Importance

Moderate
Importance

Low
Importance

High
Importance

Moderate
Importance

Low
Importance

77

22

1

88

11

1

61

37

2

83

15

1

41

48

11

67

29

3
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Community Outreach, Marketing and Public Relations
67%

Has skills to develop and implement an effective
marketing plan

41%
83%

Demonstrates an understanding of public relations and
marketing functions in a nonprofit organization

61%

Can explain the role of community outreach and
community development activities in building public
awareness of the mission and messages of nonprofit
organizations

88%
77%
0%

Mid-Level Managers to Executive Leadership

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Entry to Mid-Level Managers

Community Outreach, Marketing and Public Relations: View from the Local Purview
For nonprofits with a local purview, the area of marketing was identified as an area in which outside
consultants or specialized staff is important for organizational success. The individual skill levels
measured by the survey were considered very relevant for marketing specific staff, and less for others,
based on the written comments. One exception is for smaller nonprofits that may not have a marketing
position on staff. Overall, comments reflect that greater recognition is needed by nonprofits regarding the
importance of public relations.
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C O M PE T E N C Y 3: D I V E R S I T Y A W ARE NE S S
Diversity awareness is defined as an understanding of professional practice and interaction skills in
culturally diverse settings, enabling the student to navigate encounters, dilemmas, and challenges in
such settings. All aspects of diversity awareness are highly rated for entry level positions through
executive leadership. The top competency within diversity awareness
“Diversity awareness is
for all groups is the ability to understand alternative views. It is
not an area receiving
important to note that diversity extends beyond visible diversity. Other
sufficient focus and
studies have reported similar findings. There is a growing voice among
competency building
nonprofits expressing the importance of promoting leadership that
but very, very critical.”
reflects the diversity of the populations they serve (Bell, Moyers, and
Revalidation Study Respondent,
Wolfred, 2006; Halpern, 2006; Kunreuther, 2005; Smeadley, Butler,
2010
and Bristow, 2004; Fernandopulle, Masaoka, and Parsa, 2002).
Currently, however, the leadership of the nonprofit sector does not fully reflect the ethnic diversity of
these communities.
High
Importance

Moderate
Importance

Low
Importance

High
Importance

Moderate
Importance

Low
Importance

70

28

2

81

17

1

Demonstrates interaction skills with
diverse populations

78

21

1

85

14

1

Can understand alternative views

86

14

1

88

11

1

Is able to appreciate similarities and
differences

79

20

1

85

13

1

83

16

1

88

11

1

Can demonstrate preparedness for
professional practice in culturally
diverse settings

Can mindfully approach and successfully
navigate encounters, dilemmas, and
challenges with diverse populations
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Diversity Awareness
Can mindfully approach and successfully navigate
encounters, dilemmas, and challenges with diverse
populations

88%
83%
85%

Is able to appreciate similarities and differences

79%
88%

Can understand alternative views

86%
85%

Demonstrates interaction skills with diverse populations

78%
81%

Can demonstrate preparedness for professional practice
in culturally diverse settings

70%
0%

Mid-Level Managers to Executive Leadership

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Entry to Mid-Level Managers

Diversity Awareness: View from the Local Purview
Diversity was considered key for all nonprofits, all positions and leaders at all levels at the local purview.
Many comments urged a broad definition of diversity within the field and in the learning process. This
broad diversity includes race, ethnicity, gender, age, religion, sexual orientation, subdivisions within
groups, geographical and economic differences from the comments.
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C O M PE T E N C Y 4: E T HI C S

AND

V AL U E S

The top rated competency area, ethics and values is defined as an understanding of the importance of
personal
and
organizational
ethical
standards,
“Anyone working in the field of
accountability structures, and a code of conduct for an
service can explain its value.
organization devoted to public service. This is a critical
That's easy. But understanding
area for the non-profit leaders. Being able to explain the
accountability and that a nonprofit
is still a business that needs to
importance of ethical standards as well as the importance of
have high ethical standards is
accountability are the two highest rated items for the
much more difficult.”
leadership of the nonprofit organization, with 95%
Revalidation Study Respondent, 2010
reporting them as highly important. However, 88% of
respondents reported that both attributes are also highly
important for lower levels in the organization. Being able to explain the value of commitment to the
service of others is also viewed as important throughout the organization, but not to the same degree.
This question prompted many questions as to how the organization measures this competency.
Though a theoretical knowledge of this subject is seen as helpful, it was noted that this is an inherent
part of all other aspects of the field and therefore, of all the competencies and is much more a quality
that must be exhibited, not explained. It was also suggested that this was vital to the fundraising
aspect of the field and could have great impact on organizations.
Entry to Mid-level Managers

Can explain the importance of
having ethical standards and a
code of conduct in a nonprofit
organization
Can explain the importance of
accountability in a nonprofit
organization
Can explain the value of a
commitment to the service of
others

Mid-level Managers to Executive
Leadership

High
Importance

Moderate
Importance

Low
Importance

High
Importance

Moderate
Importance

Low
Importance

88

12

0

95

5

0

88

12

0

95

5

0

75

23

2

86

13

1
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Ethics and Values
86%

Can explain the value of a commitment to the
service of others

75%
95%

Can explain the importance of accountability in a
nonprofit organization

88%

Can explain the importance of having ethical
standards and a code of conduct in a nonprofit
organization

95%
88%
0%

20%

Mid-Level Managers to Executive Leadership

40%

60%

80%

100%

Entry to Mid-Level Managers

Ethics and Values: View from the Local Purview
Like Diversity, written comments indicate Ethics is a competency area considered critically important for
all positions, levels and types of local nonprofits. Of greater importance than understanding and
explaining ethics is the ability to role model ethical behavior.
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C O M PE T E N C Y 5: F U N D R A I S I N G
The fundraising competency is defined as an understanding of the variety of fundraising strategies
and methods used to support the mission of an organization,
“Understanding the role
including grants, major and planned gifts, annual funds, and
fundraising plays in a nonprofit
is critical to any manager. As
special events. Understanding fundraising strategies and tactics
the director of development, I am
is very important for the leadership of nonprofit organizations.
always trying to help managers
The ability to discuss the importance of developing fundraising
understand their role in the
fundraising process - many of
activities that support the mission rated the highest for the top
them do not understand or
levels (90%). However, only 69% believe the top levels need to
accept that role.”
demonstrate the ability to write an organizational case statement
Revalidation Study Respondent, 2010
and grant proposal.

Entry to Mid-level Managers

Can discuss the importance of
developing fundraising activities that
support the mission of the
organization
Can discuss the various form and
methods of fundraising, including
major gifts, planned giving, in-kind
support, annual funds, grants, and
special events
Can explain the variety of techniques
and skills used to raise funds from
multiple sources
Can discuss reasons why individuals,
corporations, and government
agencies give to nonprofit
organizations
Can discuss the aspects of managing
the fundraising process
Can demonstrate the ability to write
an organizational case statement and
grant proposal

Mid-level Managers to Executive
Leadership

High
Importance

Moderate
Importance

Low
Importance

High
Importance

Moderate
Importance

Low
Importance

70

28

2

90

9

1

46

44

10

79

19

2

39

48

13

72

25

3

57

37

6

81

17

2

40

45

15

74

23

3

48

40

12

69

26

5
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Fundraising
69%

Can demonstrate the ability to write an organizational
case statement and grant proposal

48%
74%

Can discuss the aspects of managing the fundraising
process

40%
81%

Can discuss reasons why individuals, corporations, and
government agencies give to nonprofit organizations

57%
72%

Can explain the variety of techniques and skills used to
raise funds from multiple sources

39%

Can discuss the various form and methods of
fundraising, including major gifts, planned giving, inkind support, annual funds, grants, and special events

79%
46%
90%

Can discuss the importance of developing fundraising
activities that support the mission of the organization

70%
0%

Mid-Level Managers to Executive Leadership

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Entry to Mid-Level Managers

Fundraising: View from the Local Purview
At the local purview, fundraising is another area in which expertise is critically important for the staff
specifically responsible for this area. For staff not responsible for fundraising, a basic understanding is
important, as well as the ability to access resources, internally or externally.
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C O M PE T E N C Y 6: H I S T O R I C A L

AND

P HI L O S O P HI CAL F O U ND AT I ON S

This competency is defined as an understanding of the unique character and role of nonprofit
organizations within American society, and an understanding of the historical and social forces that
influenced
the
sector's
development.
“This should be an early part of the curriculum
Understanding the historical and philosophical
for background, but discourse on the philosophy
is not an essential entry level skill”
foundations of nonprofit organizations is not
rated as important as other competencies. It is
Revalidation Study Respondent, 2010
more of a „nice to have‟ versus a „must have.‟
However, the emphasis varies by level. About
a quarter of respondents rate the attributes as highly important for lower levels and a little more than
half rating them important for the top levels.

Entry to Mid-level Managers

Can describe the unique character
and structure of nonprofit
organizations and role in the civil
society
Can identify the various types of
nonprofit organizations that compose
the sector
Is able to understand the historical,
philosophical, religious, political,
economic and social forces that
shaped the development of the
nonprofit sector in contemporary
American society

Mid-level Managers to Executive
Leadership

High
Importance

Moderate
Importance

Low
Importance

High
Importance

Moderate
Importance

Low
Importance

33

49

18

61

32

7

25

54

21

59

34

8

21

48

31

50

39

11
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Historical/Philisophical Foundations
Is able to understand the historical, philosophical,
religious, political, economic and social forces that
shaped the development of the nonprofit sector in
contemporary American society

50%
21%
59%

Can identify the various types of nonprofit
organizations that compose the sector

25%
61%

Can describe the unique character and structure of
nonprofit organizations and role in the civil society

33%
0%

20%

Mid-Level Managers to Executive Leadership

40%

60%

80%

100%

Entry to Mid-Level Managers

Historical and Philosophical Foundations: View from the Local Purview
This was not considered a priority area according to the written comments. Understanding one‟s own
organization is considered important and can be learned on the job. A basic understanding of the
historical and philosophical foundation is important but not considered highly relevant.
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C O M PE T E N C Y 7: I N F OR M A T I O N M A NA GE M E NT

AND

T E C H N OL O GY

This competency is defined as basic computer and technology literacy, and an understanding of the
benefits and responsibilities associated with technology at a modern nonprofit organization.
Everyone in a nonprofit organization needs basic computer skills. However, being able to identify
components of computer equipment and other technology is not as important. Interestingly, the
ability to explain the ethical considerations of using technology in the
“Students should not
nonprofit sector is seen as moderately important. This most likely
graduate without being
relates to Ethics and Values, which was the top rated section. The
computer literate.
importance of this competency appears to depend significantly on the
Nonprofits are usually
very behind in this field
size of the organization and its ability to rely on an IT staff to provide
and it’s the students who
these functions. It is critical for small organizations because of their
teach those who work at
inability to afford to pay for these services but not for organizations that
a nonprofit how to use a
computer and
are able to outsource IT needs or hire a permanent staff. Respondents
programs.”
indicated that social media is a critical skill, in addition to basic
computer skills. Confidentiality of client data is a concern for some
Revalidation Study Respondent,
2010
respondents, as well. It is also expressed that nonprofit organizations
tend to be behind the curve when it comes to technology and that keeping current is important.
Entry to Mid-level Managers

Can demonstrate basic computer
literacy skills
Can identify component parts of
computer equipment and available
technology
Can explain the important of the
role of information technology in
the nonprofit sector
Can discuss the social impact and
responsibility of technology
Can explain the ethical
considerations of using technology
in the nonprofit sector
Can demonstrate awareness and
knowledge of technology resources

Mid-level Managers to Executive
Leadership

High
Importance

Moderate
Importance

Low
Importance

High
Importance

Moderate
Importance

Low
Importance

86

13

1

78

19

3

28

46

26

35

40

3

36

50

14

53

37

10

31

49

20

50

37

12

42

44

13

61

31

8

45

47

8

53

39

8
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Information Management and Technology
Can demonstrate awareness and knowledge of
technology resources

53%
45%

Can explain the ethical considerations of using
technology in the nonprofit sector

61%
42%

Can discuss the social impact and responsibility of
technology

50%
31%

Can explain the important of the role of information
technology in the nonprofit sector

36%

Can identify component parts of computer
equipment and available technology

35%
28%

53%

78%

Can demonstrate basic computer literacy skills

86%
0%

Mid-Level Managers to Executive Leadership

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Entry to Mid-Level Managers

Information Management and Technology: View from the Local Purview
Strong computer and database skills are considered critically important for all levels of leaders and all
functions within nonprofit organizations. Many of the specific skill items in the survey are considered
important for IT specific staff within an organization, but not highly relevant to all leaders. The ability to
leverage technology as a tool to accomplish the work of the organization was noted as an important skill.
The ability to consider the pros and cons of social media and utilize appropriately for the organization
also emerged as a critical issue.
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C O M PE T E N C Y 8: N O N P R OFI T A CC O UNT I N G

AN D

F I NA NCI AL M AN AG E M E NT

This competency is defined as an understanding of basic nonprofit accounting, budget development,
audits, and the monitoring of fiscal operations. The importance of nonprofit accounting and financial
management increases with the level in the organization. In
“EVERY employee no matter
fact, all four of the components of this area are rated important
the level should be part of
for the upper levels. The most highly rated skill for leaders is
creating an agency's budget
the ability to read and interpret financial statements and audit
as this increases their ability
to use company resources and
reports. The ability to explain the procedures of the nonprofit
understand cuts when they
ranked a close second, with 88% reporting it as highly
happen.”
important. About half of respondents said that nonprofit
Revalidation Study Respondent, 2010
accounting and financial management was also important for
the entry to mid-level managers. As with other areas, this is
most likely due to the size of the nonprofit organization.
Entry to Mid-level Managers

Can identify and explain the
fundamental principles of nonprofit
accounting
Can explain components of and
procedures for a nonprofit agency
Can explain the principles and
standards for effective control and
monitoring of fiscal operations
Is able to read and interpret
financial statements and audit
reports

Mid-level Managers to Executive
Leadership

High
Importance

Moderate
Importance

Low
Importance

High
Importance

Moderate
Importance

Low
Importance

46

43

11

79

19

2

63

31

5

88

11

1

55

38

7

86

13

1

59

33

8

90

9

1
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Nonprofit Accounting and Financial Management
Is able to read and interpret financial statements
and audit reports
Can explain the principles and standards for
effective control and monitoring of fiscal…
Can explain components of and procedures for a
nonprofit agency
Can identify and explain the fundamental
principles of nonprofit accounting

90%
59%
86%
55%
88%
63%
79%
46%
0%

20%

Mid-Level Managers to Executive Leadership

40%

60%

80%

100%

Entry to Mid-Level Managers

Nonprofit Accounting and Financial Management: View from the Local Purview
As with marketing and fundraising, this competency is believed to be of most relevance to positions of
financial responsibility with the organization. The written comments indicate many respondents believe it
is less relevant to non-financial positions, but s significant minority believe it is of critical importance and
the skills and abilities described should be more widely distributed among nonprofit leaders. Budgeting,
however, was endorsed as an essential skill for all managers across the organization.
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C O M PE T E N C Y 9: N O N P R OFI T M AN A GE M E NT
This competency is defined as an understanding of the central importance of mission orientation,
and also of general nonprofit management knowledge, including public policy processes, human
resource procedures, and strategic planning.
“Every manager should understand their
Overall, nonprofit management is more important
mission and the importance of being missioncentric. Managers also need to have a general
in the upper ranks of the nonprofit. One exception
(though not detailed) understanding of
is the ability to explain the importance of a
employment issues and long-range agency
mission orientation and mission statement. This is
planning, as these topics affect everyone in the
organization”
highly important across the organization. The
importance of this competency depends on the
Revalidation Study Respondent, 2010
level of the employee. It is deemed much more
important for mid- and senior-level staff than for entry-level employees. For most respondents, a
good grasp of strategic planning is critical. HR and benefits knowledge also is listed as important.
Entry to Mid-level Managers

Can explain the importance of a
mission orientation and mission
statement for nonprofit
organizations
Can explain the role of nonprofit
organizations in advocacy and the
public policy process
Can demonstrate basic knowledge
of human resource and
employment issues
Can demonstrate basic knowledge
of strategic planning components

Mid-level Managers to Executive
Leadership

High
Importance

Moderate
Importance

Low
Importance

High
Importance

Moderate
Importance

Low
Importance

85

14

1

94

5

1

47

45

7

78

19

2

50

44

6

82

17

2

57

39

4

88

10

1
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Nonprofit Management
88%

Can demonstrate basic knowledge of strategic
planning components

57%
82%

Can demonstrate basic knowledge of human
resource and employment issues

50%
78%

Can explain the role of nonprofit organizations
in advocacy and the public policy process

47%
94%

Can explain the importance of a mission
orientation and mission statement for…

85%
0%

Mid-Level Managers to Executive Leadership

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Entry to Mid-Level Managers

Nonprofit Management: View from the Local Purview
Management is a competency considered highly relevant to leaders at the entry and director level within
organizations, especially mission orientation and strategic planning. This is also a competency that grows
in importance as leaders move up in the organizations.
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C O M PE T E N C Y 10: P R O GR A M P L A NNI N G , I M PL E M E NT A T I ON

AN D

E V AL U AT I O N

This competency is defined as the ability to assess needs within a population, ascertain the
feasibility of a program, calculate the appropriate resources and staffing necessary, implement a
program, and then evaluate and improve the program to maximize resources and increase program
quality and inclusiveness. Like other areas, program planning, implementation and evaluation are
more important skills for the top levels. However, the gap between the two levels is narrower for this
competency. The most important for all levels is the ability to discuss criteria for evaluating program
outcomes followed closely by the ability to describe the process for developing and implementing
new programs. Being able to discuss how a program may be promoted through the media is seen as
something that is more important
“I cannot stress how highly important it is to help AH grads
for
mid-level
managers
to
understand how to evaluate program outcomes in the REAL
executive
leadership.
Most
world. It is much easier to do in case studies where, for
instance, in theory you would get academic information from
respondents indicate the ability to
your program participant's school. In reality it may be
effectively plan, implement and
impossible to get the schools to give you that information. AH
evaluate a program is a critical
grads should be able to figure out creative and accurate ways
to measure outcomes.”
skill, especially since many
nonprofit professionals begin their
Revalidation Study Respondent, 2010
career in a program capacity.
Entry to Mid-level Managers

Can describe the process for
developing and implementing new
programs, including conducting a
needs assessment for the targeted
clientele
Can describe the importance of
building inclusive programs for
diverse individuals and groups
Can discuss scheduling
considerations and challenges for
activities and staffing
Can discuss how programs may be
promoted by accessing various
media
Can discuss criteria for evaluating
program outcomes

Mid-level Managers to Executive
Leadership

High
Importance

Moderate
Importance

Low
Importance

High
Importance

Moderate
Importance

Low
Importance

65

32

3

79

19

2

62

34

4

75

22

3

52

42

6

65

29

5

40

51

9

60

34

6

71

27

2

81

17

2
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Program Planning, Implementation and Evaluation
81%

Can discuss criteria for evaluating program outcomes

71%
60%

Can discuss how programs may be promoted by accessing
various media

40%
65%

Can discuss scheduling considerations and challenges for
activities and staffing

52%
75%

Can describe the importance of building inclusive
programs for diverse individuals and groups

62%

Can describe the process for developing and implementing
new programs, including conducting a needs assessment
for the targeted clientele

79%
65%
0%

Mid-Level Managers to Executive Leadership

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Entry to Mid-Level Managers

Program Planning, Implementation, and Evaluation: View from the Local Purview
Within this competency area the ability to articulate outcomes and engage in evaluation is considered
highly relevant by organizations with a local purview. This was the most frequent comment regarding this
set of skills, but all of the skills covered in this competency are considered critically important.
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C O M PE T E N C Y 11: R I S K M A N A GE M E N T

AND

L E GAL I S S UE S

This competency is defined as a working knowledge of risk management, crisis management, and the
basic laws and regulations under which nonprofits operate. Understandably, the importance of risk
management and legal issues rests with the leadership of the
“Depends on the level of
management and how
nonprofit organization. The ability to demonstrate knowledge of
complex the organization is.”
basic laws and regulations and to explain effective risk
management and crisis management are the two highly rated
Revalidation Study Respondent, 2010
attributes. Respondents indicate this competency was especially
more relevant to manager-level staff and above. In general, they
communicate that it was a critical skill for senior staff to have and important for nonprofit
organizations to focus on.

Entry to Mid-level Managers

Mid-level Managers to Executive
Leadership

High
Importance

Moderate
Importance

Low
Importance

High
Importance

Moderate
Importance

Low
Importance

58

37

6

89

10

1

Can describe the four basic steps
involved in risk management

37

49

14

70

26

4

Can explain effective risk
management and crisis management

41

48

11

79

19

2

Can demonstrate a working
knowledge of the basic laws and
regulations under which nonprofits
operate
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Risk Management and Legal Issues
79%

Can explain effective risk management and
crisis management

41%
70%

Can describe the four basic steps involved
in risk management

37%

Can demonstrate a working knowledge of
the basic laws and regulations under which
nonprofits operate

89%
58%
0%

20%

Mid-Level Managers to Executive Leadership

40%

60%

80%

100%

Entry to Mid-Level Managers

Risk Management and Legal Issues: View from the Local Purview
Few written comments were received by respondents from organizations with a local purview and those
comments received provided no consistent themes. The comments include:
1. Relevancy based on function and level within the organization
2. Leaders need to have access to resources/consultants
3. Important subject not recognized by nonprofits
4. General awareness by entry level and director level leaders is good
5. Leaders should understand legal aspect
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C O M PE T E N C Y 12: V OL U N T E E R M A NA GE M E NT
This competency is defined as an understanding of American volunteerism coupled with the ability
to create a volunteer program that employs effective techniques that both harness volunteer
service to further the organization's mission and also foster the spirit of volunteerism. Overall,
volunteer management does not appear as important as some of the other areas. This might be due to
the fact that not all nonprofit organizations use or depend on volunteers and did not rate it high in
importance. Again, as with other areas, volunteer management is
“This is the most important
seen as more important for the leadership of the organization. The
area for academic and
internship experiences as a
most important skill for all levels within volunteer management is
student.”
the ability to explain the importance of fostering volunteer/staff
relationships. The importance of this area is largely role dependent.
Revalidation Study Respondent, 2010
It is ranked high for those who work in a volunteer management
role or senior staff but lower for those who don‟t. Although an understanding of volunteer
management is ranked high, being able to actually implement a volunteer program from the ground
up is also indicated as important. While some respondents specified that their organization do not use
volunteers, some indicate volunteers were critical to the success of their organization.

Entry to Mid-level Managers

Can discuss the reasons why people
do and do not volunteer
Can explain techniques for the
recruitment, orientation, training,
motivation, supervision, evaluation,
recognition, and retention of
volunteers
Can explain the importance of
fostering volunteer/staff
relationships
Can describe the components of a
volunteer program
Can describe the process used to
plan, develop, and implement a
volunteer program

Mid-level Managers to Executive
Leadership

High
Importance

Moderate
Importance

Low
Importance

High
Importance

Moderate
Importance

Low
Importance

45

46

9

62

32

6

54

38

8

58

35

7

65

30

4

73

23

4

41

47

12

51

39

10

44

43

13

53

38

9
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Volunteer Management
53%

Can describe the process used to plan, develop, and
implement a volunteer program

44%
51%

Can describe the components of a volunteer program

41%
73%

Can explain the importance of fostering volunteer/staff
relationships

65%
58%
54%

Can explain techniques for the recruitment, orientation,
training, motivation, supervision, evaluation,…

62%

Can discuss the reasons why people do and do not
volunteer

45%
0%

Mid-Level Managers to Executive Leadership

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Entry to Mid-Level Managers

Volunteer Management: View from the Local Purview
Advanced volunteer management skills were thought to be relevant to volunteer managers within the
organization, and highly relevant for any organization utilizing volunteers. A few agencies indicated they
are unable to utilize volunteers except for board positions due to the nature of their work, so this area was
less relevant. But a strong foundation in this area is important to agencies with a local purview.
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C O M PE T E N C Y 13: Y OU T H

AND

A D UL T D E V E L OPM E NT

This competency is defined as the ability to develop unique activities and programs that are
responsive to the different development stages and needs of both youth and adults, and an
understanding of the dynamics and specific challenges involved in working with each group. This
competency received the lowest scores of all competencies. The top rated item “can explain the
importance of recognizing red flags and engaging in appropriate
“This area is critical if
follow-up for child protection issue” is equal in importance for all
someone is working in youth
development but if they are
levels of the organization. Respondents indicate that this question was
working in another area such
too specific and does not apply to their particular organization because
as animals, environment, etc.
they either do not serve youth or are not a service organization at all.
then I would give them the
option to learn those areas.”
Several did point out that knowing how to attract and keep youth as
members and volunteers is important to the future of their organization.
Revalidation Study Respondent, 2010

Entry to Mid-level Managers

Can describe the development
stages and needs of youth and how
they differ from those of adults
Can explain the ways in which
nonprofit organizations meet the
development needs of youth and
adults
Can demonstrate ability to plan,
organize and conduct activities that
encourage and foster mentoring
among youth and youth workers
Can explain the importance of
recognizing red flags and engaging
in appropriate follow-up for child
protection issues
Can explain the challenges faced
and special skills required by youth
workers
Can discuss basic research findings
in areas of youth development and
mentoring

Mid-level Managers to Executive
Leadership

High
Importance

Moderate
Importance

Low
Importance

High
Importance

Moderate
Importance

Low
Importance

32

47

21

42

42

16

37

46

17

51

35

14

38

43

18

41

41

18

57

29

14

57

29

14

37

45

18

44

39

16

28

47

25

43

38

19
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Youth and Adult Development
43%

Can discuss basic research findings in areas of youth
development and mentoring

28%
44%
37%

Can explain the challenges faced and special skills required
by youth workers

57%
57%

Can explain the importance of recognizing red flags and
engaging in appropriate follow-up for child protection…
Can demonstrate ability to plan, organize and conduct
activities that encourage and foster mentoring among…

41%
38%

Can explain the ways in which nonprofit organizations
meet the development needs of youth and adults

37%

51%
42%

Can describe the development stages and needs of youth
and how they differ from those of adults

32%
0%

Mid-Level Managers to Executive Leadership

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Entry to Mid-Level Managers

Youth and Adult Development: View from the Local Purview
This competency area was considered quite relevant for youth serving organizations, but not at all
relevant for agencies serving different populations or with a different mission (e.g. environment). Many
respondents believe this could be considered an elective specialty area for students interested in youth
work, but that additional elective areas could be developed for other populations, such as older adults.
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EMERGING TRENDS IN COMPETENCIES FOR NONPROFIT LEADERS

In addition to measuring identified competencies, respondents were asked to list additional
competencies that are important for nonprofit leaders. The following table is based on data provided
by respondents working for organizations with a local purview. The most frequently suggested
competencies are indicated.
Top 5 Most Frequently Suggested Additional Competencies: View from the Local Purview
Survey respondents were given the opportunity to suggest additional competencies for leaders at the
entry to director level. Suggestions related to leading employees and communication were
overwhelmingly endorsed by respondents, followed to a lesser extent by teams, collaboration and
interpersonal skills. Coursework related to supervision and coaching employees and all forms of
communication should be explored as possible additions or integrated into the current curriculum,
specifically the development of written and verbal communication skills.
Leading Employees:
Supervision
Performance Management
Developing Others
Human Resource Knowledge
Communication:
Written Communication
Verbal Communication
Listening Skills
Teams:
Building and leading teams
Acting as an effective team member
Collaboration:
External
Horizontal
Networking
Relationship Building
Interpersonal skills
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
It should be no surprise that our research and that of others (such as Tierney, 2006) underscores the
need to dedicate attention and resources to preparing nonprofit managers and leaders. It is critical
that this preparation occurs according to industry needs. The perception that there are not enough
individuals ready to lead in the nonprofit sector should cause great concern, especially if the trend
continues toward greater reliance on the nonprofit sector to attend to societal issues and complex
global concerns. Collaboration between the nonprofit sector and educational institutions is
required to fill the leadership pipeline and to connect training and education with the needs of
nonprofit organizations. A clear articulation and understanding of the skills needed to be
successful in management and leadership roles will ensure greater individual and organizational
success.
At the Nonprofit Leadership Alliance, we are seeking leadership potential from a wider range of
sources. We are reaching further into communities to attract and recruit high school students who
are interested in working in the nonprofit sector as a career. Many of these young people have been
engaged in community service and/or service learning programs, or have participated in the Boy
Scouts or Girl Scouts, the Boys and Girls Club, or similar programs and want to continue to make a
difference in the world by developing their career in this area. These sources are rich pools of
underutilized leadership talent.
Over the next few months, based on this research, the Nonprofit Leadership Alliance will revise and
reissue the competencies required by nonprofit managers and leaders. These revised competencies
will inform the curriculum development processes of our affiliated programs and the requirements
for our national certification in nonprofit management and leadership. Our commitment to ongoing
quality enhancement will mean that this research will be refined and replicated every five (5) years
to ensure that the talent is being prepared for the work of the nonprofit sector.
It is evident that continued advocacy for additional management training and leadership
development in the nonprofit sector is essential. We will seek avenues to increase internship
opportunities for individuals preparing to enter nonprofit careers. As importantly, promulgating
research-based practices throughout institutions that educate and train future nonprofit managers
and leaders will be critical to ensuring that those professionals are developing the real-world skills
required by the nonprofit sector.
Additional research is needed; particularly research focused on the connection between leadership
in the nonprofit sector and organizational effectiveness and mission accomplishment. Best-practice
research is needed within the nonprofit sector to share how organizations and agencies are selecting
leaders and what they are doing to develop and increase their “bench strength.” And finally, more
research is needed to advance thought-leadership on nonprofit workforce preparation needs, trends,
and solutions. Traditionally, nonprofit organizations‟ funding strategies have been focused on
programs, products, and services. For those funding strategies to continue to bear fruit, assurances
that the talent is available to reach these goals must also be considered.
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The Nonprofit Leadership Alliance
The Nonprofit Leadership Alliance is a national alliance of colleges, universities, and nonprofit
organizations dedicated to educating, preparing and certifying professionals to strengthen and
lead nonprofit organizations. Founded in 1948 as American Humanics, we are the only national
organization credentialing future nonprofit managers and leaders. In March 2010, our Board of
Directors moved to change the name of the organization to the Nonprofit Leadership Alliance.
Now the relationship between our name and mission is unmistakable.
This publication may not be reproduced without permission. To obtain permission, contact the
Nonprofit Leadership Alliance at 816-561-6415. This publication is available in electronic
format at www.nonprofitleadershipalliance.org

Nonprofit Leadership Alliance
1100 Walnut St. STE 1900
Kansas City, MO 64106
816-561-6415 phone
816-531-3527 fax
www.nonprofitleadershipalliance.org
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CNP Nonprofit Management and Leadership Competencies
Competency Format:
Name of Competency
Summary Statement
 Learning Topics
(Learning outcomes –qualified by learning domain and level - for each Learning Topic are found in the Competency Rubrics)

Competency Listing:
Communication, Marketing & Public Relations
Highlights knowledge, attitudes and activities that nonprofit organizations use to understand, inform and influence their
various constituencies
 Community development tools to build awareness and stakeholder relations in nonprofit organizations
 Public and community relations as functions in a nonprofit organization
 Marketing as a function in a nonprofit organization
 The role of organizational and personal communication within a nonprofit organization
 The role of advanced technologies in communications, public relations, and marketing in the nonprofit sector
Cultural Competency and Diversity
Highlights the development of cultural competency preparation for professional practice in culturally diverse settings
 The role of culture, alternative views, and difference when advancing mission and engaging in nonprofit
management practice
 Self-awareness to reduce the influence of personal biases and values when approaching and navigating
encounters, dilemmas, and challenges when working with diverse populations
 Intercultural communication when working with diverse populations
Financial Resource Development & Management
Highlights financial resource acquisition, budgeting, financial management, control and transparency in nonprofit
organizations
 Methods and motivation for raising funds from traditional sources
 Emerging trends and innovations in financial resource development in nonprofit organizations
 Structure and responsibilities of the development function within nonprofit organizations
 Mission-driven resource development and budgeting
 Components and procedures for various types of nonprofit budgeting
 Transparency and accountability as critical values in nonprofit organization
 Fundamental principles and practice of nonprofit accounting and reporting
 Principles and standards for effective fiscal monitoring, control and compliance

Foundations & Management of the Nonprofit Sector

Copyright 2012 - by the Nonprofit Leadership Alliance. All Rights Reserved.
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Highlights the history, contributions, and unique characteristics of the nonprofit sector and its management
 The historical development, role and significance of philanthropy, nonprofits and civil society
 The size, impact, types, and organizational design structure of nonprofit organizations from an American and
international perspective
 The role of mission orientation for nonprofit organizations
 Unique characteristics and management complexity associated with the nonprofit sector
Governance, Leadership & Advocacy
Highlights the stewardship and advocacy roles, responsibilities and leadership of the board of directors, staff and volunteers
in the development of policies, procedures, and processes by which nonprofits operate and are held accountable
 Roles and responsibilities of a nonprofit board and its committees
 Differentiation between management and leadership across the nonprofit organization
 Essential function of strategic planning for effective operation and sustainability
 Board design, performance, and ongoing board development
 Development of leaders and their roles
 Critical function of nonprofit organizations in advocacy and the public policy process
Legal & Ethical Decision Making
Highlights basic laws, regulations and professional standards that govern nonprofit sector operations, including a basic
knowledge of risk and crisis management, ethics, and decision-making
 Basic laws and regulations under which nonprofits incorporate and operate
 Concepts and practices associated with facility and operational risk management
 Concepts and practices associated with crisis management
 Alignment of personal and organizational values
 Standards and codes of conduct that are appropriate to nonprofit sector professionals, volunteers, and other
stakeholders
 Decision-making models, methods, and application to nonprofit organizations
Personal & Professional Development
Highlights the nature of employment in the nonprofit sector, from researching career opportunities, applying and interview
for a job, to continuing professional development
 Nonprofit career opportunities and expectations
 Application, interview and negotiation process
 Continuing professional development
 Networking and mentoring
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Program Development
Highlights program design, implementation, and evaluation strategies applicable to all nonprofits (youth services, arts,
environment, health, recreation, social services, advocacy, etc.)
 The importance of needs assessment, asset identification, and other research findings that identify authentic
community need
 Mission-driven program design and outcomes
 Adequate allocation of resources (staffing, space, funding, etc.)
 Inclusive programming strategies
 Program logistics
 Program marketing plan
 Peer, cross-age, and staff mentoring as a program implementation strategy
 Program evaluation strategies
Volunteer and Human Resource Management
Highlights the knowledge, skills, and techniques for managing volunteer and paid staff
 Nonprofit human resource planning and management
 Staffing: recruitment and hiring
 Employment law and personnel policy in nonprofit operations
 Orientation, training, supervision, and evaluation of paid and volunteer staff
 Total rewards: compensation, incentives, and benefits
 Organizational and programmatic performance management and evaluation
 Organizational development, analysis and design
Future of the Nonprofit Sector
This is NEW competency based on comments from 2011 Competency Revalidation Survey and Stakeholder Feedback
Highlights the dynamic nature of the nonprofit sector, the importance of continuous improvement, emerging trends and
innovations, and the critical role research plays in shaping best practices
 Research design, implementation and analysis methodologies
 Recognizing and responding appropriately to external factors that impact nonprofit decision making
 Emerging trends in organizational structure and governance
 Emerging language and innovations that define and shape the future of the nonprofit sector, such as terms such as
community benefit organizations, community impact vs. community service delivery, etc.
 Role of advanced technologies that enhance efficiency and effectiveness of nonprofit organizations
 The global nature of the nonprofit sector and structure of international NonGovernmental Organizations (NGOs)
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How to Create a CNP Profile Video

Video is embedded at: www.nonprofitleadershipalliance.org/login
Direct link to video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qpPzLbASXBc
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Learning Outcome Rubrics for the
Nonprofit Leadership Alliance Competencies
Communication, Marketing, and Public Relations
Highlights knowledge and activities that nonprofit organizations use to understand, inform and influence their various constituencies
Learning Topic
Community development
tools to build awareness and
stakeholder relations in
nonprofit organizations

Basic

Practicing

Mastery

Identify the community
development tools for building
KNOW public awareness and
(Cognitive) stakeholder relations

Illustrate the use of tools to
collect data to inform
community development
strategy

Analyze community data to
create effective community
development strategies

Sensitize to the needs and
FEEL assets of community
(Affective) stakeholders

Ensure community voice to
Create a shared understanding
identify local needs and assets of needs and assets within the
and develop strategies
community

Select appropriate community
development tool(s) for
Utilize the appropriate tools
APPLY collecting data about the
needed to sustain community
(Psychomotor) community
voice
Public and community
relations as functions in a
nonprofit organization

Create data-driven community
development and future
outreach strategies

Define the function of public
KNOW and community relations in a
(Cognitive) nonprofit organization

Investigate the components of Design an integrated public
nonprofit public relations and relations and community
community relations
relations campaign

Awareness of the affective
nature of public relations
strategies in image building
FEEL and community relations
(Affective) strategies in outreach

Demonstrate an ability to align
public relations/community
relations strategies with values
of the organization

Observe public relations and
APPLY community relations tools in a
(Psychomotor) nonprofit setting
Marketing as a function in a
nonprofit organization

Incorporate organizational
values in a public
relations/community relations
campaign that influences
constituency behavior

Formulate integrated public
relations and community
Utilize a variety of public
relations plans which include
relations mediums and
promotional and outreach
community relations strategies strategies and measures of
to generate a positive image effectiveness

Recognize and define key
KNOW marketing concepts,
(Cognitive) processes, and approaches

Compare and contrast the
roles and interactions of
marketing concepts,
processes, and approaches

Synthesize and evaluate a
marketing strategy using
complementary marketing
concepts, processes, and
approaches

Discuss the role of marketing
FEEL to meet the mission of the
(Affective) nonprofit organization

Justify the role of marketing in
motivating various
stakeholders and advancing
the mission of the nonprofit
organization

Advocate for the use of
marketing strategies in order to
achieve organizational
objectives within the mission.

Develop the elements of a
marketing plan and an
APPLY Notice the market orientation of integrated marketing
(Psychomotor) a nonprofit organization
communication plan

1.D- CNP Competency Rubrics
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Formulate a marketing plan and
an integrated marketing
communication plan which
includes promotional strategies
and measures of effectiveness

Learning Topic

Basic

Practicing

Mastery

Identify the techniques of
KNOW written, oral, and non-verbal
(Cognitive) communication

Examine the different
communication techniques,
taking into account audience
perceptions of organizational
versus personal
communication

Adapt personal and
organizational messaging
strategies, combining
techniques to best advance the
mission and communicate
effectively with the audience.

Show awareness of the
motivational impact of
FEEL communication messages and
(Affective) mediums

Compare and contrast the
different types of messages
that evoke action based on
organizational values

Generate appropriate
messages that evoke action
based on organizational values

Demonstrate the skills
necessary to research and
organize information for the
effective delivery of a clear,
articulate speech to
accomplish an organizational
objective

Combine organizational
communication techniques into
a communication plan,
including your personal role in
advancing the plan through
your own communications

Compare and contrast the
applications and strengths of
various technologies used to
advance the mission

Identify and incorporate the
appropriate technologies into
comprehensive
communications, public
relations, and marketing plans

The role of organizational
and personal
communication within a
nonprofit organization

Express ideas in oral and
written messages that are
APPLY coherent, persuasive, and
(Psychomotor) ethical
The role of advanced
technologies in
communications, public
relations, and marketing in
the nonprofit sector

Recognize and define various
technologies used to advance
the mission through
KNOW communications, public
(Cognitive) relations, and marketing

Select the appropriate
FEEL Identify the motivational impact technology to influence the
(Affective) of technology.
intended change

Review the various advanced
APPLY technologies used in
(Psychomotor) communications

Determine strategies to use
advanced technologies in
communications, public
relations, and marketing

1.D- CNP Competency Rubrics
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Develop a technologically
effective communications
campaign that persuades
organizational constituencies
Assess prospective
technologies to meet needs of
the mission, and propose an
integration of these
technologies in the public
relations and marketing plans

Learning Outcome Rubrics for the
Nonprofit Leadership Alliance Competencies
Cultural Competency and Diversity
Highlights the development of cultural competency preparation for professional practice in culturally diverse settings
Learning Topic
The role of culture,
alternative views, and
difference when advancing
mission and engaging in
nonprofit management
practice

Basic

(1) Define the dimensions of
culture to include language,
sexual orientation, gender,
age, race, ethnicity, disability
status, religious beliefs
(including atheism), socioeconomic status, educational
attainment, veteran status etc.
(2) Define terminology related
to cultural competency and
diversity, including: diversity,
oppression, cultural
competency, power, privilege,
discrimination, the "isms,"
underrepresentation,
marginalization, at-risk, etc.);
(3) Describe the difference
KNOW between cultural tolerance and
(Cognitive) cultural celebration

Practicing

Mastery

(1) Define the dimensions of
culture to include language,
sexual orientation, gender,
age, race, ethnicity, disability
status, religious beliefs
(including atheism), socioeconomic status, educational
attainment, veteran status etc.
(2) Define terminology related
to cultural competency and
diversity, including: diversity,
oppression, cultural
competency, power, privilege,
discrimination, the "isms,"
underrepresentation,
marginalization, at-risk, etc.);
(3) Describe the difference
between cultural tolerance and
cultural celebration

(1) Describe the role of
community engagement when
advancing the mission of the
nonprofit organization; (2)
Articulate what cultural humility,
cultural diversity and cultural
competence are and their roles
in ongoing professional
development of nonprofit paid
staff and volunteers (including
Board members)

(1) Be sensitive of your (i.e.,
the practitioner) use of
language about stakeholders
and program participants from
underrepresented,
marginalized, and/or at-risk
groups (i.e., awareness of the
creation of the "other," use of
stereotypes, and other
discriminatory language when
practicing); (2) Analyze and
(1) Be aware of the impact of reconcile concepts related to
the "isms" (e.g., sexism,
diversity and cultural
racism, classism, genderism
competency to building
FEEL etc.) and other social stressors organizational and community
(Affective) on various cultures
capacity building

(1) Interpret intercultural
experience from the
perspectives of own and more
than one worldview and
demonstrates ability to act in a
supportive manner that
recognizes the feelings of
another cultural group,
especially when
managing/superivising others

(1) Research and contribute to
the planning, implementation,
and evaluation of culturally
(1) Use culturally sensitive
competent program designs;
language in oral and written
(2) Communicate information
communication; (2) Apply
about diverse stakeholder
knowledge of diversity and
groups to other professionals;
cultural competency, along
and (3) Advocate and support
with affective skills to gain the for the recruitment, selection,
trust, respect, and legitimacy and retention policies,
of the nonprofit's stakeholders procedures, and strategies that
(1) Identify the various types of (e.g., volunteers, funders,
ensure diversity and inclusion
issues arising out of the
program
within the nonprofit
APPLY various dimensions of culture participants/customers,
organization, sector and
(Psychomotor) and diversity
donors, etc)
profession
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Learning Topic
Self-awareness to reduce
the influence of personal
biases and values when
approaching and navigating
encounters, dilemmas, and
challenges when working
with diverse populations

Basic

Practicing

Mastery

(1) Recognizes new
perspectives about own
cultural rules and biases (e.g.
not looking for sameness;
comfortable with the
complexities that new
perspectives offer.); (2)
Demonstrates adequate
understanding of the
complexity of elements
important to members of
another culture in relation to its
(1) Identify how culture and
history, values, politics,
ethnocentrism affect personal communication styles,
KNOW and institutional prejudice and economy, or beliefs &
(Cognitive) forms of discrimination
practices

(1) Articulates insights into own
cultural rules and biases (e.g.
seeking complexity; aware of
how her/his experiences have
shaped these rules, and how to
recognize and respond to
cultural biases, resulting in a
shift in self-description)

(1) Shows awareness of
cultural cues, concepts,
activities, and beliefs that are
different from your own (2)
Shows awareness of self
biases and how that bias may
impact various stakeholders;
(3) Expresses openness to
most if not all interactions with
culturally different others. Has
difficulty suspending any
judgment in her/his interactions
with culturally different others,
and is aware of own judgment
FEEL and expresses a willingness to
(Affective) change

(1) Demonstrates an
understanding of the impact of
personal values and nonprofit
values and ethics in working
with diverse populations and
awareness of the potential for
value conflicts; (2)
Demonstrates willingness to
explore cultural elements and
aspects that influence decision
making by nonprofit
stakeholders

(1) Demonstrates a willingness
to collaborate to overcome
linguistic and literacy
challenges when working with
stakeholders and program
participants; (2) Appreciates
the influence of institutional
history and culture on learning
content, style, and opportunities
of professional training
programs

(1) Employs self-reflection to
evaluate the impact of one's
management and leadership
style; (2) Identifies some
cultural differences in verbal
and nonverbal communication
and is aware that
misunderstandings can occur
based on those differences but
APPLY is still unable to negotiate a
(Psychomotor) shared understanding

(1) Critically examines
personal traits attitudes and
values regarding human
diversity and evaluates their
compatibility with the values of
the organization; (2)
Recognizes and participates in
cultural differences in verbal
and nonverbal communication
and begins to negotiate a
shared understanding based
on those differences.

(1) Conducts culturally
appropriate risk and asset
assessment, management, and
communication strategies with
nonprofit stakeholders
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Learning Topic

Basic

Intercultural communication
when working with diverse
populations
(1) Identify how language
creates cultural norms; (2)
Describe how the power of
language (verbal and
nonverbal) is used to
KNOW communicate effectively
(Cognitive) across difference

(1) Appreciate similarities and
differences of various cultures;
(2) Shows awareness of the
power of language (verbal and
nonverbal) to be able to
FEEL communicate effectively
(Affective) across difference

(1) Identify one's own assets
and learning needs related to
APPLY intercultural communication
(Psychomotor) and cultural competency

Practicing

Mastery

(1) Demonstrates adequate
understanding of the
complexity of elements
important to members of
another culture in relation to its
history, values, politics,
communication styles,
economy, or beliefs &
practices

(1) Demonstrates sophisticated
understanding of the complexity
of elements important to
members of another culture in
relation to its history, values,
politics, communication styles,
economy, or beliefs & practices

(1) Utilize culturally sensitive
language (verbal and
nonverbal) to effectively
communicate across
difference

(1) Asks complex questions
about other cultures, seeks out
and articulates answers to
those questions which reflect
multiple cultural perspectives;
(2) Initiates and develops
interactions with culturally
different others; (3) Suspends
judgment in valuing her/his
interactions with culturally
different others.

(1) Articulate a complex
understanding of cultural
differences in verbal and
(1) Incorporates specialized
nonverbal communication (e.g.,
knowledge and understanding demonstrates understanding of
about the history, traditions,
the degree to which people use
values, family systems, and
physical contact while
artistic expressions of major
communicating in different
stakeholder groups that
cultures or use direct/indirect
nonprofits serve; (2) Works
and explicit/implicit meanings)
effectively in a transdisciplinary and is able to skillfully negotiate
setting/team; (3) Demonstrates a shared understanding based
shared decision-making
on those differences
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Learning Outcome Rubrics for the
Nonprofit Leadership Alliance Competencies
Financial Resource Development and Management
Highlights financial resource acquisition, budgeting, financial management, control and transparency in nonprofit organizations
Learning Topic
Methods and motivation for
raising funds from traditional
sources

Basic

Practicing

Analyze the effectiveness of
Define traditional fundraising
various fundraising strategies
KNOW methods and the related donor in relation to appropriateness
(Cognitive) motivations
with mission

Explain the theory behind
various fundraising methods

FEEL Awareness of personal giving
(Affective) motivation

Demonstrate the ability to write
an organizational case
statement and grant proposal to
persuade others to give

Observe and classify
APPLY fundraising methods and
(Psychomotor) motivations
Emerging trends and
innovations in financial
resource development in
nonprofit organizations

Identify emerging trends in
fundraising, such as social
enterprise, fee for services,
KNOW program related investment,
(Cognitive) etc.

Formulate a personal giving
strategy

Plan a fundraising strategy that
Implement a fundraising
includes multiple methods and
activity based on a prescribed logical rationale for meeting a
plan
goal

Critique the potential
effectiveness and barriers for
implementation of emerging
trends

Relate the potential outcomes
Recognize the risk and reward (risk and reward) to a personal
FEEL associated with innovative
tolerance for risk in the
(Affective) strategies
nonprofit environment

Participate in an innovative
APPLY fundraising practice as a
(Psychomotor) volunteer
Structure and
responsibilities of the
development function within
nonprofit organizations

Mastery

Define the role of development
as a strategic function for
nonprofit organizations,
impacting all departments,
affecting service delivery and
stakeholder satisfaction, and
KNOW influencing ability to fulfill
(Cognitive) mission

Awareness of interpersonal
FEEL relationships as the basis for
(Affective) development activities

APPLY Chart the development
(Psychomotor) structure in a nonprofit

Integrate emerging and
innovative strategies with
traditional strategies as part of
a comprehensive
understanding of resource
development
Justify a risky strategy in terms
of threats to financial
resources, public image, and
stakeholders

Adapt a prescribed emerging
fundraising method to a
specific situation

Specify a new strategy for an
existing resource development
plan based on existing
organizational capacity

Analyze a development plan to
determine funding structure,
diversification, and personnel
responsible

Attribute strategic nature of
development for nonprofits by
integrating relevant literature to
discuss roles and structure of
development function

Interpret importance of
relationships to meeting
development goals

Relate development practice to
current relationship building
through Alliance program
activities, such as networking
with alumni, partnering with
community council, and
campus outreach

Role play an ask for a
significant amount from a
wealthy donor

Construct a comprehensive
development plan
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Learning Topic
Mission-driven resource
development and budgeting

Basic

Practicing

Explain the impact of mission
on an organization's ability to
Categorize nonprofit mission
attract resources; discuss how
KNOW by sub-sectors; list and define mission-orientation affects
(Cognitive) a range of budgeting methods budgeting process

FEEL Explore a personal mission
(Affective) focus for service and giving
Review a budget in relation to
APPLY an organization's mission and
(Psychomotor) strategic goals
Components and
procedures for various types
of nonprofit budgeting
KNOW List and define a range of
(Cognitive) budgeting methods
Recognize importance of
utilizing appropriate component
FEEL and procedures for various
(Affective) types of budgets

Defend a budget
Clarify a budget request based recommendation relating the
on mission position and
activity and expense to mission
development capacity
adherence
Read and interpret financial
reports based on an annual
budget

Prepare a line-item budget to
respond to a set income
strategy at the program level

Analyze appropriate processes
for nonprofit budgeting and
differences relevant to the
sector

Distinguish the purposes and
functions of budgets in
nonprofit organizations as
planning, reporting, and
accountability tools

Provide evidence of finance as
a tool to manage behavior

Analyze financial policy
regarding process for budget
development from a case
study

Prepare a line-item budget

Identify the concepts of
transparency and
KNOW accountability in the nonprofit
(Cognitive) context

Interpret a set of standards
from a case study or personal
experience as accountable
and transparent

Apply concepts from a review
of the accountability literature to
knowledge of operations in the
sector

Acknowledge the significance
FEEL of trust in a nonprofit
(Affective) framework

Respond to criticism of the
sector related to scandal or
malfeasance and relate these
breaches to gaps in
accountability and
transparency

Challenge outdated concepts of
privacy in nonprofit operations
with a sound argument of the
benefits of transparency

Review state sunshine laws
APPLY and discuss operations that
(Psychomotor) adhere
Fundamental principles and
practice of nonprofit
accounting and reporting

Critique the need for mission
focus versus need for prudent
financial planning and laborintensive relationship building

Seek clarification to ensure
budget components are
accurate and appropriate
procedure has been followed

APPLY
(Psychomotor) Review a budget document
Transparency and
accountability as critical
values in nonprofit
organization

Mastery

Prepare a document, such as
Show issues of transparency minutes from a meeting, that
and accountability in current
complies with appropriate
sector through media reports transparency measures

Recognize the concepts of
nonprofit accounting; identify
restricted, temporarily
restricted and unrestricted
contributions and net assets;
classify the different
accounting methods relevant to
KNOW nonprofit operations (cash,
(Cognitive) accrual, fund)

Analyze a set of financial
statements to determine
current organizational financial
position

Develop a case study with
financial implications by
applying in depth knowledge of
nonprofit accounting practices

Understand the responsibility
FEEL of leadership in financial
(Affective) management

Explore a personal affinity for
financial management as a
career path

Strengthen organizational
decision-making processes by
comparing and examining
financial statement components

Prepare basic nonprofit
financial statements

Recommend components and
design for dashboard reporting
based on an organization's
financial statements

Review and discuss a full set
APPLY of GAAP standard financial
(Psychomotor) reports
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Learning Topic

Basic

Practicing

Principles and standards for
effective fiscal monitoring,
control and compliance

Mastery

Translate the roles of
compliance and monitoring in
the grants economy; identify
KNOW contributing factors of fraud in
(Cognitive) nonprofit operations

Critique current compliance
system for benefits and
challenges (i.e. dollar chasing,
mission creep, influence of
funders vs evidence of
community needs); recommend
Analyze a set of fiscal policies measures to reduce fraudulent
to determine adherence to
activity through internal control
usual compliance standards
standards

Recognize the importance of
fiscal monitoring in the
FEEL nonprofit control and
(Affective) compliance system

Distinguish the unique aspects
of the nonprofit compliance
system (volunteer board,
stakeholder accountability,
obligation to clients, etc)

Detect gaps in a
control/compliance system
based on knowledge of smart
practices for nonprofits

Interpret audit report and
propose resolutions for any
findings

Produce a charge statement for
an audit committee defining
specific tasks and role in
compliance

APPLY Review audit and financial
(Psychomotor) policies of an organization
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Learning Outcome Rubrics for the
Nonprofit Leadership Alliance Competencies
Foundations and Management of the Nonprofit Sector
Highlights the history, contributions, and unique characteristics of the nonprofit sector and its management
Learning Topic
The historical development,
role and significance of
philanthropy, nonprofits and
civil society

Basic
Describe the historical,
philosophical, economic,
religious, political and social
forces that shape
development, role and
KNOW significance of nonprofits and
(Cognitive) civil society

Practicing

Mastery

Explain the field of nonprofit
studies

Apply an organization's
historical development to its
existing organizational culture

Appreciate the contribution the
FEEL nonprofit sector makes on
Justify the nonprofit's
(Affective) quality of life
existence in civil society

Advocate the role of nonprofits
in society; revise judgments
and change behavior to
recognize oneself as a
professional in the sector

APPLY Report on the role of nonprofits Assemble materials regarding Construct an organizational
(Psychomotor) in civil society
an organizational history
history
The size, impact, types, and
organizational design
structure of nonprofit
organizations from an
American and international
perspective

Describe the size, impact,
types, and organizational
design structure of nonprofit
organizations from an
KNOW American and international
(Cognitive) perspective

Compare and contrast the
size, impact, types, and
organizational design structure
of American and international
nonprofit organizations

Recommend the appropriate
organizational design (size,
impact, type, structure) for an
organization

Discover the breadth of
FEEL nonprofit organizations in
(Affective) nonprofit sector

Debate organizational design
and structure in the context of
mission, culture and operating
environment

Revise judgment and change
behavior in light of new
evidence regarding
organizational design and
structure

Illustrate a nonprofit
organizational design

Originate an organizational
design

Define mission orientation for a
nonprofit organization; and
KNOW define characteristics of an
(Cognitive) effective mission statement

Analyze effectiveness of
mission statement as it
pertains to identified
community needs

Synthesize relevant literature
as it pertains to mission
statements

FEEL Awareness of a need the
(Affective) mission addresses

Articulate the motivation of a
mission

Theorize the impact of the
mission on various
stakeholders

APPLY List components of
(Psychomotor) organizational structure
The role of mission
orientation for nonprofit
organizations

APPLY Identify community needs and
(Psychomotor) core values
Write a mission statement
Unique characteristics and
management complexity
associated with the nonprofit
sector

Design a program that supports
the organization's mission

Identify the characteristics
associated with the for-profit,
KNOW nonprofit, and
(Cognitive) government/public sectors

Distinguish the management Apply management skills and
skills and techniques within the techniques appropriate to the
three sectors
nonprofit sector

View nonprofit management
FEEL from various disciplinary
(Affective) perspectives

Value using various
management techniques in
nonprofits

Question, modify, and adopt a
personal management style

Determine appropriate
response to management
situations

Evaluate the strengths and
weaknesses of management
techniques

Detect and perform various
APPLY management skills and
(Psychomotor) techniques
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Learning Outcome Rubrics for the
Nonprofit Leadership Alliance Competencies
Governance, Leadership, and Advocacy
Highlights the stewardship and advocacy roles, responsibilities and leadership of the board of directors, staff and volunteers in the development
of policies, procedures, and processes by which nonprofits operate and are held accountable
Learning Topic
Roles and responsibilities of
a nonprofit board and its
committees

Basic

Define the role of and
responsibility of nonprofit board
of directors to provide strategic
direction, ensure resources
and oversight for nonprofit
organizations and the role of
board committees in the
KNOW management of these
(Cognitive) responsibilities

Practicing

Mastery

Analyze the role of and
responsibility of nonprofit board
of directors to provide strategic
direction, ensure resources and
oversight for nonprofit
organizations and the role of
board committees in the
management of these
responsibilities

Outline board and committee
roles and responsibilities
including such documents as
board member job descriptions,
board member agreements and
committee expectations for a
real or fictitious nonprofit
organization

Articulate the ways in which
effective board governance
Identify the critical relationship equates to organizational
between effective governance success by creating mission
FEEL and organizational
orientation and resource
(Affective) effectiveness
development and transparency

Describe nonprofit boards roles
and responsibilities as they
APPLY relate to organizational stability, Assemble a list of necessary
(Psychomotor) sustainability and success
board committees
Differentiation between
management and
leadership across the
nonprofit organization

Value the level of responsibility
given to board members to
uphold and carry out the mission
of the organization
Participate in the development
of a nonprofit board of directors
including creation of board
committees and identification of
member roles and
responsibilities

Compare and contrast the
impact of leadership and
Define leadership and
management on nonprofit
KNOW management characteristics, organizational effectiveness
(Cognitive) traits and development models and efficiency

Critique frameworks of thought
relevant to leadership dynamics
such as “Governance as
Leadership”

Identify the role of leadership
and management in the
development mission oriented,
teamwork focused nonprofit
Respects the balance in the
FEEL organizations boards, staff and relationship between board and
(Affective) constituencies
staff

Appreciate the relationship
between leadership and
management in establishing and
attaining mission, long and short
term goals

Identify the roles of leaders in
establishing the organizational
mission, vision and direction
and managers in development
of the transactional methods of
management to implement
APPLY methods of achieving the
(Psychomotor) organization mission and vision

Compare tools and frameworks
available to assist with
managing and leading specific
challenges
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Critique frameworks of thought
relevant to leadership dynamics
such as “Governance as
Leadership”

Learning Topic
Essential function of
strategic planning for
effective operation and
sustainability

Basic
Identify the methods of
strategic planning designed to
create a proactive approach to
maintain mission alignment,
address internal and external
weakness and threats and
KNOW ensure organizational
(Cognitive) sustainability

Practicing

Mastery

Discover how the essential
function of strategic planning
promotes mission oriented
operational success and
organizational sustainability

Demonstrate the value of board
directed strategic planning
designed to align stakeholders
with the organizational purpose
and facilitate proactive
responses to changing
organizational and
environmental conditions

Recognize the impact of the
board in strategic planning and Value the importance of having
FEEL issues of the organization's
long term and short term goals
(Affective) vision and mission
and constant re-evaluation

Affect opportunities to improve
and sustain organizational
performance through strategic
thinking and management,

Conduct an environmental
Describe a SWOT analysis and scan, stakeholder analysis,
APPLY its place in the strategic
assessing internal and external
(Psychomotor) planning process
environments

Construct a strategic plan based
appropriate analyses providing
strategic direction to an
organization

Identify and describe essential Examine the “best practices”
KNOW characteristics of highly
found in high-performing
(Cognitive) performing boards
boards

Complete a project
demonstrating competency in at
least one aspect of governance

Explain that in regular
Participate in a discussion
organizational planning as an
FEEL about the effective composition integral part of effective board
(Affective) of a board
leadership

Appreciate the need for boards
to adopt and regularly review an
organizational code of ethics
and conflict of interest policy

Board design, performance,
and ongoing board
development

Develop evaluation methods to
assess strengths, weaknesses
Identify several ways nonprofit and job performance for the
APPLY boards can improve their
Board of Directors and Chief
(Psychomotor) effectiveness
Executive Officer
Development of leaders
and their roles

Develop job descriptions and
board expectations utilizing the
effective assessment methods
to optimize board efficiency and
effectiveness

Identify leadership
characteristics, styles and
competencies which promote
KNOW organizational effectiveness
(Cognitive) and efficiency

Apply knowledge of leadership
and promotion of teamwork as Assemble, develop, staff,
pertains to both boards of
engage and maintain a board of
directors and projects
directors

View the Interactional
Framework of Leadership to
effectively understand the vital
FEEL dynamic between leader,
(Affective) follower and situation

Analyze the effect of the
Interactional Framework for
leadership and its role in
establishing leadership and
identifying appropriate
leadership methods

Observe the effectiveness of
multiple leader and followership Determine the most effective
APPLY styles and motives in various leadership model for given
(Psychomotor) situational models
scenarios
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Theorize effective leadership
methods in various given
situations

Build analytic and applied skills
for developing effective
governance in nonprofit
organizations

Learning Topic
Critical function of nonprofit
organizations in advocacy
and the public policy
process

Basic

Practicing

Identify the critical function of
nonprofit organizations in
Analyze a public policy and its
KNOW advocacy and the public policy impact on the nonprofit sector
(Cognitive) process
and stakeholders

Mastery

Recommend and support policy
changes

Demonstrate an appreciation of
the role of the nonprofit
organization sector and it's
FEEL Point to public policy that
professionals in policy and
(Affective) impacts the social environment legislation
Advocate for policy change

APPLY Observe the public policy
(Psychomotor) process in action

Role play the various
stakeholders within advocacy
and public policy situations
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Construct a strategy for
advocating and lobbying for
policy change

Learning Outcome Rubrics for the
Nonprofit Leadership Alliance Competencies
Legal and Ethical Decision Making
Highlights basic laws, regulations and professional standards that govern nonprofit sector operations, including a basic knowledge of risk and
crisis management, ethics, and decision-making
Learning Topic
Basic laws and regulations
under which nonprofits
incorporate and operate

Basic

Practicing

Recall the various laws and
KNOW regulations under which
(Cognitive) nonprofit operate

Analyze the impact of laws and
Analyze the applicable laws
regulation on the organizational
and regulations under which
dynamic of nonprofit
nonprofit organizations operate organizations

Identify the role existing laws
FEEL and regulations in nonprofit
(Affective) management

Critically examine the practical
impact that laws and
regulations have on the
operation and structure of
nonprofits in relation to their
intended outcome

Observe appropriate
application of the laws and
APPLY regulations under which
(Psychomotor) nonprofit organizations function
Concepts and practices
associated with facility and
operational risk
management

Mastery

Debate the role of laws and
regulations in protecting
nonprofits and the public,
analyzing the intended and
actual impact of the laws in the
nonprofit sector

Demonstrate the application of Contribute to the incorporation
laws and regulations relating to and legal organization of a
the operation of a nonprofit
functioning nonprofit
organization
organization

List various practices used in
KNOW facility and operational risk
(Cognitive) management

Compare and contrast the
application and impact of risk
management practices in
different situations

Synthesize risk management
practices into a comprehensive
risk management strategy

Appreciate the impact of risk
FEEL management on nonprofit
(Affective) organizations

Interpret the role of risk
management practices in
limiting risk and mitigating
liability

Promote the value of a risk
management plan for nonprofit
organizations

Development of a
comprehensive risk
management plan - which
includes results from the risk
management assessment - that
Observe actual risk
Engage in a risk management appreciates the needs and
management practices at a
assessment to identify areas promotes effective follow up for
APPLY nonprofit and identify the risks of vulnerability for a real or
at-risk populations (youth,
(Psychomotor) they address
fictitious nonprofit organization elderly, the disabled, etc.)
Concepts and practices
associated with crisis
management

Identify the different types of
KNOW organizational and situational
(Cognitive) crisis management

Compare and contrast crisis
management practices for
organizational crises
(perceived or actual failure in
governance, transparency, or
accountability responsibilities)
versus situational crises
(environmental disaster or
social crisis)

Critically examine how
effective crisis management
Appreciate the impact of crisis plans help maintain nonprofit
FEEL management on nonprofit
and community integrity and
(Affective) organizational sustainability
continuity

Identify the role of crisis
management tactics in
APPLY protecting nonprofits and the
(Psychomotor) community

Apply crisis management
plans to various actual and
fictitious organizations and
situations
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Synthesize practices into a
comprehensive crisis
management plan which can
respond to various types of
crises
Promote the value of a creating
a comprehensive crisis
management plan before it is
needed

Develop proactive and reactive
crisis management plan

Learning Topic

Basic

Practicing

Mastery

Analyze the correlation
between personal and
organizational ethics as it
relates to nonprofit
organization operation

Synthesize personal and
organizational values as it
related to a nonprofit
organization operation

Alignment of personal and
organizational values
Explain the different types of
organizational values (e.g.,
accountability, transparency,
responsiveness, equity,
efficiency, effectiveness), and
Cognitive identify personal value system

Balance personal values and
ethical principles with
Discuss personal values and organizational values when
ethical principles as a basis for making decisions that affect
identifying, analyzing, and
the organization and
Affective managing ethical issues
stakeholders
Utilize the different types of
organizational values to
ensure an ethical
Identify the correlation between organizational culture and
personal and organizational
commitment to the service of
Psychomotor values
others
Standards and codes of
conduct that are appropriate
to nonprofit sector
professionals, volunteers,
and other stakeholders

Identify with organizational
values as an extension of
personal values and a
commitment to serve others
Engage in the development of
an ethical organizational culture
that facilitates accountability,
transparency, responsiveness,
equity, efficiency, and
effectiveness

Define the components of a
code of conduct for nonprofit
KNOW professionals, volunteers and
(Cognitive) other stakeholders

Analyze the components of a
code of conduct for nonprofit
professionals, volunteers and
other stakeholders

Apply the components of a
code of conduct for nonprofit
professionals, volunteers and
other stakeholders

Appreciate the impact that
stakeholder and staff behavior
FEEL can have on public perception
(Affective) of the organization as a whole

Observe and explain the
impact of organizational
Ensure that personal and
behavior on public perception organizational behavior is
of the organization
aligned with a code of conduct

Review and align behavior with
the code of conduct of a
nonprofit organization while
Observe examples of a code of acting as an organizational
Develop a code of conduct for
conduct (or lack thereof), and stakeholder (intern, staff
nonprofit professionals,
comment on the impact on the member, board member,
volunteers and other
organization's public
volunteer, etc.), observing the stakeholders in a fictitious or
APPLY perception and perceived
impact of personal behavior on real world nonprofit
(Psychomotor) alignment with mission
public perception
environment
Decision-making models,
methods, and application to
nonprofit organizations

Describe decision making
models, and define the impact
of laws and regulations on
KNOW personal morals in decision
(Cognitive) making models

Critically examine and
evaluate how traditional
decision making models apply
to real world situations

Construct and apply an
effective decision making
model that aligns personal and
organizational ethics with
current legal expectations

Appreciate the interplay of
personal ethics, organization
FEEL ethics, and legal regulations in
(Affective) organizational decision making

Critique the interplay (and
occasional conflict) of personal
ethics, organization ethics, and
legal regulations in
organizational decision making

Synthesize the spirit and ethic
of the organization's mission
with the legal limitations of an
incorporated organization

Compare and contrast the
impact of ethical versus legal
priorities in making decisions
that protect the mission and
the organization itself

Apply regulations and ethical
concepts and to a complex
ethical situation accurately, and
be able consider the full
implications of the application
for both the mission and legal
safety of the organization

Identify the role of personal
and professional ethics and
regulations in determining
APPLY decision making methods and
(Psychomotor) models
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Learning Outcome Rubrics for the
Nonprofit Leadership Alliance Competencies
Personal and Professional Development
Highlights the nature of employment in the nonprofit sector, from researching career opportunities, applying and interview for a job, to continuing
professional development
Learning Topic
Nonprofit career
opportunities and
expectations

Basic
List nonprofit career
opportunities within the sector
as a whole, and within
KNOW specific sub-sectors of
(Cognitive) personal interest

Practicing

Mastery

Summarize the knowledge
and skill expectations,
compensation practices, and
employment opportunities
within the nonprofit sector

Analyze appropriate personal
expectations for employment
opportunities based on training
mission interest, size of
organization, or position

Balance personal and
professional interest in career
Identify personal interests and with expected compensation Promote the value of nonprofit
FEEL expectations for nonprofit
(salary, benefits, flex time,
careers as a viable employment
(Affective) employment
etc.)
opportunity
Identify employment
opportunities aligned with
Scan employment
APPLY opportunities at a national and personal values and
(Psychomotor) local level
professional expectations
Application, interview and
negotiation process

Apply for job opportunities meeting
personal values and professional
expectations

Describe the steps of the
KNOW placement process from
(Cognitive) application to negotiation

Design an application plan
including an updated resume,
interview strategy, and negotiation
Analyze the component parts standards and strategy - including
of each step in relation to the strategies for tailoring the plan to
potential employer's
the unique expectations of each
impression of you and your
position/organization offering a
abilities
position

Understand the application
and interview process as a
conversation designed to
FEEL meet the needs of both
(Affective) parties

Interpret the position in
relation to your personal
goals, expectations, skills,
and knowledge

APPLY Participate in career
(Psychomotor) development workshops
Continuing professional
development

Advocate the alignment of your
candidacy with the requirements of
the position and mission of the
organization

Update resume and portfolio,
and seek advice for interview Conduct a real or mock application,
and negotiation tactics
interview, and negotiation process

List the types of professional
KNOW development opportunities
(Cognitive) available

Identify relevant professional
development opportunities
based on personal interests Outline a personal professional
and skills
development strategy

Appreciate the necessity of
continuous professional
FEEL development for nonprofit
(Affective) professionals

Justify the role of professional Prioritize personal professional
development in your career development as a career goal

Complete or attend a
APPLY professional development
(Psychomotor) opportunity

Research programs,
organizational training,
webinars, associations, and
conferences aligned with
personal interests and skills
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Create and implement a personal
professional development plan

Learning Topic

Basic

Practicing

Mastery

Identify the types of personal
connections within the
nonprofit sector (networking
contacts, prospects,
colleagues, mentors, etc.) and
KNOW the types of relationships
(Cognitive) possible with them

Compare and contrast the
investment required and the
benefits derived from different
types of personal connections
within the nonprofit sector

Synthesize a personal connections
plan, incorporating networking,
ongoing management of personal
and professional relationships, and
mentoring strategies

Understand the mutual
FEEL benefits of networking and
(Affective) mentoring relationships

Engage in networking
activities and mentoring
relationships; assess the
benefits derived from the
connections and relationships
that are developed

Seek to help others by introducing
people in your network to each
other, identifying potential contacts
to mentor, and sharing your
personal connections plan within
your network

Engage in ongoing
networking and initiate
strategic mentoring
relationships

Create a professional network by
developing relationships with
contacts and mentors and
incorporating continuing outreach
through networking

Networking and mentoring

Participate in networking
events, introducing self,
APPLY collecting information, and
(Psychomotor) following up with contacts
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Learning Outcome Rubrics for the
Nonprofit Leadership Alliance Competencies
Program Development
Highlights program design, implementation, and evaluation strategies applicable to all nonprofits (youth services, arts, environment, health,
recreation, social services, advocacy, etc.)
Learning Topic
The importance of needs
assessment, asset
identification, and other
research findings that
identify authentic community
need

Basic

Practicing

Mastery

Define needs assessment,
asset identification, and other
KNOW research findings that identify
(Cognitive) authentic community need

Discover the needs of the
community and contrast with
the pre-existing community
assets

Synthesize the authentic needs
of the community, and identify
the need(s) that the
organization will address

Recognize importance
of identifying authentic
FEEL community need prior to
(Affective) establishing a program

Solicit community voice

Advocate for action to address
the identified community needs

Conduct field-based research Complete a comprehensive
APPLY Distinguish among community and needs assessment tactics community asset map and
(Psychomotor) needs and assets
to discover community need
community needs assessment
Mission-driven program
design and outcomes
Explain the steps of aligning
KNOW program outcomes with
(Cognitive) mission and community need

Compare and contrast
community needs with
organization mission

Propose program outcomes
that meet both community need
and organization mission

Appreciate the importance
FEEL of mission-driven program
(Affective) development

Seek clarification to ensure
outcomes and implementation
are considered during program Relate mission and outcomes
design process
to programs

Design research-based,
Compare inputs, outputs, shortmeasurable program outcomes
APPLY term and long-term outcome
that support the organizational
(Psychomotor) statement
Create logic model for program mission
Adequate allocation of
resources (staffing, space,
funding, etc.)
State the process of identifying Compare and contrast
KNOW necessary resources for
program needs with available
(Cognitive) program delivery
resources
Discuss the importance of
resource stewardship in the
FEEL allocation of resources for
(Affective) programs

Design a program delivery
model outlining the necessary
resources and identifying the
additional resources that will be
needed

Question the importance of the
program and necessity of
resources in contrast to
Defend the resource needs of a
organizational limitations
program

Identify the resources (cost
Observe a nonprofit program
APPLY and non-cost bearing) required and identify and evaluate the
(Psychomotor) for program delivery
resources used its delivery
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Create a program budget
(including staff time, program
costs, and materials), including
an itemized list of additional
non-cost bearing resources
needed (space or volunteer
time)

Learning Topic

Basic

Practicing

Mastery

Inclusive programming
strategies
KNOW Define various reasons for
(Cognitive) inclusive programming

Modify an existing program so Apply concepts of inclusivity to
that it is inclusive
a program you design

Appreciate the importance of Justify the importance of
FEEL making programs accessible to considering diversity when
(Affective) all interested persons
creating programs
Build program solutions to
common inclusive barriers,
and contrast with additional
costs or resources required

Manage an inclusive project or
program that provides
for reasonable
accommodations

List the logistical steps in
KNOW planning and implementing a
(Cognitive) program

Relate logistical steps
necessary to implement a
specific program

Present a logistical plan for a
program you will implement

FEEL Experience staff discussions
(Affective) regarding program logistics

Justify logistical steps taken in
a program which
Influence the choice of logistical
you organized or in which you steps that will be taken to
participated
implement a program

APPLY Identify common barriers to
(Psychomotor) inclusive programming
Program logistics

Advocate for inclusive
programming

APPLY
(Psychomotor) Assist with program delivery

Propose a program plan

Plan, implement and evaluate a
program

Program marketing plan
Describe the process of
KNOW creating a program marketing
(Cognitive) plan

Construct marketing tactics to
meet program outcomes
Design a marketing plan

Recognize that marketing
FEEL strategies impact program
(Affective) effectiveness

Relate program goals to
various target markets

Generate messages that evoke
action based on program
outcomes

Prepare an original program
marketing document

Plan, implement, and evaluate
a program marketing plan

Review various types of
APPLY program marketing strategies
(Psychomotor) and tools
Peer, cross-age, and staff
mentoring as a program
implementation strategy

KNOW Define peer, cross-age, and
(Cognitive) staff mentoring

Compare and contrast types of
mentorship and their
Integrate mentoring
respective impact of program components within a program
outcomes
delivery model

Understand the opportunities
of mentoring and cross-age
FEEL interaction as a program
(Affective) delivery method

Seek examples of mentoring
as a program implementation
strategy and reflect on
personal experience with
mentoring

APPLY Participate in a mentoring
(Psychomotor) activity

Promote the inclusion of
mentoring components when
beneficial to program outcomes

Outline the components of a
Build a mentoring activity for
successful mentoring strategy inclusion in a program

Program evaluation
strategies
KNOW Identify various evaluation
(Cognitive) strategies

Apply evaluation strategies to Review evaluation options and
specific programs
justify your recommendations

Acknowledge that selection of Defend which evaluation
FEEL evaluation strategies must fit
tool(s) is appropriate for
(Affective) program design
assessing a specific program

APPLY Review a program evaluation
(Psychomotor) document

Support the evaluation you
conducted as an accurate
assessment of a program's
effectiveness

Demonstrate ability to utilize at
least three different evaluation
Conduct a program evaluation
tools
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Learning Outcome Rubrics for the
Nonprofit Leadership Alliance Competencies
Volunteer and Human Resource Management
Highlights the knowledge, skills, and techniques for managing volunteer and paid staff
Learning Topic
Nonprofit human resource
planning and management

Basic
Define key terminology
associated with nonprofit
KNOW human resources planning
(Cognitive) and management

Practicing

Mastery

Investigate organizational
theories and application in
nonprofit and voluntary
organizations

Compare and contrast current
nonprofit Human Resources theory

Recognize the need to
Seek clarification on the major develop critical and analytical
FEEL functions and processes of
thinking skills while exploring
(Affective) human resource management HR problems and issues
Apply skills HR issues faced
by HR managers; recreate an
overview of staffing practice
and research, including
APPLY recruiting, selection, and
(Psychomotor) human resource management

Explain the theories and
research findings as they
relate to HR functions and
processes, and of how these
theories relate to the role of
HR professional

Design ethical human resource
systems for employment, labor
relations, compensation and
benefits, training and development,
and performance assessment

KNOW Describe selection devices
(Cognitive) used in staffing

Apply legal guidelines which
govern the practice of staffing
and related human resource
decision-making and policy

Evaluate the effectiveness of
recruiting methods and the validity
of the selection procedures, and
implement them appropriately

Participate in discussions
regarding the use of social
FEEL media in recruitment and
(Affective) hiring

Demonstrate an
understanding of the
importance of professional
networking in recruitment

Staffing: recruitment and
hiring

Differentiate between job
APPLY descriptions and job
(Psychomotor) specifications
Employment law and
personnel policy in nonprofit
operations

Accept professional ethical
standards in the role of HR
managers and HR functions in the
current competitive environment

Use an objective approach to
assess external, environmental
conditions that affect the practice
of staffing and overall human
resource management
Design and apply HR planning,
recruitment, and selection
Constructs an appropriate
strategies and practices that
position description, solicit
conform to commonly accepted
qualified applicants, interview professional standards and are
and hire for position
legally sustainable

Differentiate between
employment law and
personnel policy; comprehend
Retrieve federal employment how employment laws are
Determine employee and employer
KNOW laws that pertain to protected embedded into personnel
rights and obligations in a
(Cognitive) classes
policy
collective bargaining situation

Conform to the vision and
Acknowledge the influence of mission of the Equal
FEEL government regulations on
Employment Opportunity
(Affective) human resource decisions
Commission (EEOC)

Implement Federal
APPLY Employment Laws to affect
(Psychomotor) hiring practice

Design human resource
policies and practice that
comply with labor and
employment legislation and
regulations
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Display a professional commitment
to make reasoned, ethical
decisions based on professional
standards and practices for ethical
conduct, legal requirements, and
regulatory guidelines in human
resource management that are in
the best interest of the individual,
the organization, the environment,
and society as a whole
Formulate and execute labormanagement practices that foster
a productive work environment and
that are legally sustainable;
develop the ability to revise
judgments and changes behavior
in light of new evidence

Learning Topic
Orientation, training,
supervision, and evaluation
of paid and volunteer staff

Basic

Practicing

Mastery

Outline subject areas
recommended for a Standard
KNOW Operating Procedures (SOP)
(Cognitive) Manual

Summarize existing theories
and practices on Employee
Motivation and apply to paid
and volunteer employees.

Institute a training project using the
appropriate theories and facilitation
skills

Identify how current position
supports employee growth
and the additional
FEEL opportunities the employee
(Affective) needs to explore

Influence the link between
individual employee work efforts
with the organization’s mission and
Acknowledge the role, value objectives (the employee and the
and dynamics of volunteerism organization understand how that
in carrying out the work and specific job contributes to the
fulfilling the mission
organization)

Manage professional HR
challenges, dilemmas and practice
Replicate the steps necessary Integrate the components of developing defensible solutions
APPLY to complete an employee
coaching, progressive
based on sound and ethical HR
(Psychomotor) annual review
discipline and documentation principles
Total rewards:
compensation, incentives,
and benefits

Summarize types of
compensation packages
available for employees of the
nonprofit sector; summarize
KNOW reward systems available for
(Cognitive) volunteer staff

Describe the goals of
compensation administration
and factors that affect wage
structures

Respond to key challenges
nonprofit organizations face
and how their HR systems
and practices can assist in
FEEL addressing these challenges
(Affective) successfully

Explain the efficacy of human
resource practices in
Display an understanding of the
government and nonprofit
principles and ethics of internal and
organizations
external equity

Establish a Wellness program
for a nonprofit agency to
include an Employee
Assistance Program; adhere
APPLY to basic legal requirements
(Psychomotor) surrounding pay
Organizational and
programmatic performance
management and
evaluation

Design competitive pay structures
and performance-based incentive
systems

Create and implement
compensation, benefit, and reward
systems that facilitate the
Access salary survey data
and conduct a salary survey; attraction, development, and
demonstrate how to tie
retention of a high-performance
compensation to performance workforce and are legally
management
sustainable

Outline the fields of
Performance Management
and Evaluation with respect to Explain the importance of
KNOW content, techniques and
validity and reliability in
(Cognitive) theories
program evaluation

Create, execute and evaluate
performance management and
evaluation programs in
organizations

Seek clarification on the
connection between work
efforts, the mission , an
FEEL organization's programs and
(Affective) objectives

Describe the selection devices that
work best with various kinds of
jobs

Perform activities that support
agency mission
accomplishment and
measuring how well those
activities contribute to
APPLY achieving agency strategic
(Psychomotor) goals

Value programmatic
performance – The cycle
includes planning, checkingin, and assessment

Construct and apply a training
needs analysis, instructional
Integrate the various
objectives, training program design
techniques managers can use that fully utilizes multimedia
in evaluating employee
capabilities, and training evaluation
performance
practices
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Learning Topic

Basic

Practicing

Mastery

Outline a high performance
work system to include the
KNOW management of volunteers,
(Cognitive) paid staff, and contract labor

Complete a Reduction in
Workforce Plan (RIF) to be
used if downsizing is
indicated.

Appraise systematic, systemic, and
sustainable solutions to problems
related to human capital and
human resources needs and
issues by applying critical-thinking
and analytical skills

Recognize the impact of HR
professionals on operational
FEEL policies and issues of work
(Affective) design

Value the importance of
having a high performance
work system in their nonprofit
including the management of
volunteers

Affect opportunities to improve and
sustain organizational performance
through strategic thinking and
management, the development of
human capital, and the allocation
of physical resources

Effectuate HR information
systems (HRIS) that support
effective decision-making in
Replicate methods
all HR areas (i.e., staffing,
demonstrating human
training, performance
resource professionals impact management, compensation
APPLY employee performance and
and reward systems, and
(Psychomotor) satisfaction
labor-management practices)

Design and apply performance
appraisal forms and corrective
performance management actions
including feedback and disciplinary
measures so that they are effective
and legally sustainable

Organizational
development, analysis and
design
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Learning Outcome Rubrics for the
Nonprofit Leadership Alliance Competencies
Future of the Nonprofit Sector
Highlights the dynamic nature of the nonprofit sector, the importance of continuous improvement, emerging trends and innovations, and the
critical role research plays in shaping best practices
Learning Topic
Research design,
implementation and
analysis methodologies

Basic

Practicing

Describe the scientific
concepts related to research,
KNOW program design, and
(Cognitive) evaluation

Show the ability to use
leadership skills to creatively
solve problems

Organize research related to
APPLY Distinguish among various
program development using
(Psychomotor) research design and methods the appropriate method

Design and conduct a research
project for a nonprofit organization
related to program development

Identify decision making
models used in the nonprofit
sector; identify external factors
that impact nonprofit
organizations and sector in
terms of operations and
decision making within
organizations and the sector
(factors may include
KNOW ecomomic, social and
(Cognitive) enviornmental factors)

Describe the impact of
external factors on decision
making within the nonprofit
sector

Outline a plan for nonprofit
organization decision making
which demonstrates consideration
of and response to external
factors and maintains mission
integrity

Appreciate the dynamic
nature of interrelated
Be aware of the ways in which elements of society and their
external factors impact
impact on the nonprofit sector,
nonprofit organizational
including but not limitted to
FEEL success in terms of mission
economic, enviornmental and
(Affective) attainment
social factors

Advocate for the nonprofit sector
among related fields in an effort to
facilitate effective relationships
and positively position nonprofit
organizations and the general
sector

Demonstrate an
understanding of the external
factors that influence nonprofit
organizations and ways in
which nonprofit organizations
anticipate and respond to the
external influences

Develop mechanisms to will
anticipate and respond to external
factors that will enable a nonprofit
organization to preserve their
mission integrity and adjust to
emerging trends

Analyze impact of trends and
their affect on organizational
effectiveness with relevant
data

Evaluate a current organizational
structure to determine need (or
not) and appropriateness of
implementation of trends

Relate the need for adopting
emerging trends to personal
practice

Debate the need for adoption of
an emerging trend in a role play
circumstance

Compare the various ways
internal and external factors
impact the nonprofit decision
APPLY making within organizations
(Psychomotor) and the sector
Emerging trends in
organizational structure and
governance

Evaluate nonprofit services and
programs to ensure
responsiveness to community
Select the appropriate
needs, cultural competency,
research strategy for analysis scientific grounding in research,
of an organizational problem and effectiveness
Recognize the importance of
applying scientific methods in the
development, design,
implementation, and evaluation on
nonprofit programs; revise
judgments and change behavior in
light of new scientific evidence

Question scientific concepts
FEEL related to research, program
(Affective) design, and evaluation

Recognizing and
responding appropriately to
external factors that impact
nonprofit decision making

Mastery

KNOW
(Cognitive)

FEEL
(Affective)

Identify emerging trends in
nonprofit structure and
governance
Recognize the evolution of the
field as important to accessing
more resources and
accomplishing greater
outcomes

Determine need for change in Develop a plan for shifting
APPLY Compare traditional nonprofit organizational structure from organizational structure and/or
(Psychomotor) structures to emerging trends a case study format
governance practice
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Learning Topic
Emerging language and
innovations that define and
shape the future of the
nonprofit sector, such as
terms such as community
benefit organizations,
community impact vs.
community service delivery,
etc.

Basic

Practicing

Compare current terminology
and practices within the
nonprofit sector with those
KNOW Identify current trends in
currently discussed in
(Cognitive) terminology and new practices nonprofit literature

Recognize the importance of
following the development of
FEEL new practices in the nonprofit
(Affective) sector

Evaluate how emerging shifts in
best practice impact efficiency and
effectiveness in nonprofit
organizations

Explain what impact emerging
trends have on clients,
Share with others what potential
organizational culture and the impact emerging trends may have
nonprofit sector
on their work and their clients

Determine which emerging
practice might be useful in
resolving an organization's
needs

Prepare a proposal outlining what
shifts in resources, practices, etc.
would be necessary in order for an
organization to implement an
emerging best practice

List technology solutions
commonly used by nonprofits,
including consideration of
required organizational
investment (initial cost,
KNOW licensing, staff time, training,
(Cognitive) hardware required, etc.)

After mapping inputs, outputs,
and objectives of an
organizational process,
evaluate the cost/benefit ratio
of a selected technology
solution

Synthesize an organizational
process review strategy to identify
when resources can be used more
efficiently through the
implementation of technology
solutions

Acknowledge the ability of
technology to improve the
FEEL efficiency of a process and of
(Affective) an entire organization.

Clarify the importance of
process review, resource
evaluation, and research in
the actual benefit provided by
a technology solution

Promote the review of
organizational processes in
conjunction with technology audits
to continually improve
organizational efficiency

APPLY Compare current trends with
(Psychomotor) existing practices
Role of advanced
technologies that enhance
efficiency and effectiveness
of nonprofit organizations

Mastery

Research technology currently
in use by organization as well
as technology available, and
recommend changes or
APPLY Perform organizational audit of additions based on
Construct an organizational
(Psychomotor) technology use and needs
organizational needs
technology plan
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Learning Topic
The global nature of the
nonprofit sector and
structure of international
NonGovernmental
Organizations (NGOs)

Basic

Practicing

(1) Demonstrates knowledge
of global issues, processes,
trends, and systems (that is,
economic and political
(1) Describes the operating
interdependency among
environment and various types nations, environmentalof international NGOs; (2)
cultural interaction,
Discuss one's own culture
international governmental
KNOW within a global and
and nongovernmental
(Cognitive) comparative context
organizations).

Mastery

(1) Demonstrate an understanding
of the role of culture in identity
formation, social relationships,
and the construction of knowledge
systems when exercising
management and leadership
knowledge.

(1) Demonstrate willingness to
apply both cognitive and
affective knowledge and skills
of cultural competency; (2)
Show how the behavior of
(1) Appreciates that becoming individuals, groups, and
culturally competent involves nations affects others, in
(1) Demonstrate flexibility,
FEEL life-long learning and global
terms of human rights and
openness, empathy, and tolerance
(Affective) experiences
economic well-being.
for ambiguity.
(1) Engage community
partners (domestically and
globally) to develop culturally
appropriate outreach and
interventions; (2) Practices
active civic engagement; (3)
Shows involvement in foreign
(1) Use knowledge, diverse
language acquisition and a
cultural frames of reference, willingness to understand the
and alternate perspectives to host culture. Identifies
think critically about how to
practical benefits of being
address problems. (2) Shows able to communicate in
a limited interest in language another language; (4)
acquisition or accommodating Demonstrate an ability to
to host culture. May see little successfully use technology,
benefit to learning another
including e-mail and the
language (“After all, everybody Internet, for both local and
speaks English.”), or learning global communication needs;
beyond a basic level. (3) Show (5) Demonstrate use of
awareness of international
international business,
APPLY business, interpersonal, and interpersonal, and intercultural
(Psychomotor) intercultural etiquette.
etiquette
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(1) Empower community partners
(domestically and globally) to
develop own culturally
approporate outreach and
interventions; (2) Extend
organizational mission and/or
organizational resources to eto
participate in civic engagement
when appropriate; (3) Show strong
language proficiency, and
commitment to continued foreign
language acquisition and
knowledge. (4) Demonstrates how
speaking another language is
another way of seeing. (5)
Effectively and appropriately use
international business,
interpersonal, and intercultural
etiquette in a given culture.

Nonprofit Leadership Alliance
Application 2013-2014
Name:

E-mail address:

Address:

City:

Class Standing:

Undergraduate

Graduate

Ph.D

State:

Zip:

Anticipated date of graduation (m/yr.):

Major/Minor/Concentration:
Do you give permission to NLA to post images you may be in, solely for the use of the organization?
Current Schedule – please include your current weekly schedule hours you are committed to?
Class:
Work:
Internship:
Volunteer:
Other:

The Nonprofit Leadership Alliance exists to strengthen the leadership of the social sector and to sustain the ability of
nonprofits to fulfill their missions with a talented and prepared workforce. Georgia State University is a chapter of the
Nonprofit Leadership Alliance national office. Our chapter is a certificate program that is received upon completion of the
“Magic 5” and additional outlined chapter requirements. As a chapter we focus on gaining hands-on skills to ensure
members are well-rounded as they enter the workforce. As a group we collectively participate in community service,
networking, and fundraising initiatives.
Learn more at: http://www.nonprofitleadershipalliance.org
GSU NLA website: https://aysps.gsu.edu/pmap/nla
1.

How did you hear about the Nonprofit Leadership Alliance?

As a leadership organization we have high expectations concerning membership involvement. The following membership
requirements are as follows:
1. During the Fall and Spring semesters you must attend at least 1 monthly meeting, held Thursday’s bi-weekly at 3:00 or 7:00.
The only excusable reason for absence is class conflict. If you have a class conflict during both the 3:00 and 7:00 scheduled
meetings you must immediately submit a deferral notice and return it to Dr. Maggie Tolan in Andrew Young School G-49B.
(meetings dates/times can be found on our GSU NLA website)
2. Attend at least 1 fundraising, 1 community service, and 1 networking event each active semester. If you have conflicts
regarding all of the scheduled activity dates you must fill out a deferral notice and submit it to Dr. Tolan – including a similar
outside activity you will attend as a replacement.
3. Attend additional career fairs, networking events, and mini-conferences hosted by the Nonprofit Leadership Alliance.
4. Check email daily and respond as necessary within 2 days upon retrieval, including: sign-ups for events, survey requests, etc.
2.A- Nonprofit Leadership Alliance Membership Application Template

2.

Outline for us your interest in the nonprofit sector? What inspired you to apply for the Nonprofit Leadership Alliance?

3.

What types of nonprofit skills are you interested in gaining?

Comprehensive skill-based interests (i.e. fundraising, programs, public relations, development, etc.), Specialized job expertise (i.e.
Volunteer Manager, Special Events Coordinator, Research Analyst, etc.), Other:

4.

What qualities do you possess that exemplify strong leadership?

5.

Out of the 10 NLA competencies, do you feel any skills are personal strengths?

6.

Do you have any previous nonprofit internship/volunteer history? If so, please list the organization and volunteer role.

Organization:

Role:

Organization:

Role:

Organization:

Role:

Organization:

Role:

Organization:

Role:

Organization:

Role:

Disclaimer: I understand the roles and responsibilities laid out regarding my participation within the Nonprofit Leadership Alliance at
Georgia State University.
*Please remember to include a copy of your resume with this application.
2.A- Nonprofit Leadership Alliance Membership Application Template

Name (printed): _____________________________

Signature: ________________________________

Date: __________
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ARTICLE I—NAME AND PURPOSE
Section 1—Name: The name of the organization shall be The Nonprofit Management
Student Association. The organization can also be referenced by its acronym,
NMSA. It shall be a student association instituted under the regulations of Brigham
Young University.
Section 2—Purpose: The Nonprofit Management Student Association is organized for
charitable and education purposes.
The purpose of this organization is:
 To support and conduct nonprofit research, education and informational
activities to increase public awareness of nonprofit organization and
management
o To introduce students to professionals in the field of nonprofit
according to the student’s field of interest
o Create networking opportunities for students
o Establish relationships between Brigham Young University and
nonprofit organizations to aid students in finding internships
 Fulfill the mission of Brigham Young University to, “Enter to Learn and Go
Forth to Serve”
 Work together with Brigham Young University’s Nonprofit Management
minor under the Marriott School of Management in helping students fulfill
class requirements and promote the minor
o Seek partners or affiliates with Brigham Young University
clubs/associations and other universities
 Coordinate with the Nonprofit Leadership Alliance in aiding students to
complete their certification as a nonprofit professional
o Aid students in raising funds to participate in the Nonprofit Leadership
Alliance’s annual Alliance Management/Leadership Institute
 Provide students with a social learning atmosphere and to encourage
professional networking
ARTICLE II—MEMBERSHIP
Section 1—Eligibility: According to regulations dictated by Brigham Young University Club
Membership Requirements, club activity and membership will be limited to the
following categories:
1. Full-time students and their spouses
2. Faculty, staff and their spouses
3. Graduated alumni
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Any full-time student enrolled at Brigham Young University who is in good academic
and honor code standing is eligible to be an active member of the Nonprofit
Management Student Association and may hold office. Only full-time students are
eligible to hold office.
Section 2—Visitors: Full-time students and university faculty or staff and their spouses may
occasionally bring guests to Nonprofit Management Student Association activities,
but regular attendance is discouraged.
All visitors are subject to the standards presented in the Brigham Young University
Honor Code. President of the Nonprofit Management Student Association are
responsible for ensuring compliance with these policies.
Section 3—Dues: Membership in this organization shall be open to all who meet eligibility
requirements. Along with meeting eligibility requirements, each participant is
required to pay $15 in dues.
A majority of voting members of the Nonprofit Management Student Association
may determine a change in dues assessed to each member. These dues will be
determined by standards set by Brigham Young University. These dictate that dues
are to be between $0-$30 per semester.
In the event of changes to the price of membership dues that the Nonprofit
Management Student Association President will inform the Brigham Young
University Student Association Clubs executive directory and all service providers
association with any changes made.
ARTICLE III—EVENTS
Section 1—Recognition Banquet: The Recognition Banquet is an event to recognize the
achievements of Brigham Young University Students. It is to be held every April to
distinguish students who are receiving their certification as a Nonprofit Professional
or who received awards at the Alliance Management/Leadership Institute (AMI).
Section 2—Speaker Series: The Nonprofit Management Student Association will hold a
monthly speaker series. The speaker is to be initially contacted by the Campus
Director and to be followed up by the Vice President or other assigned committees or
individuals as assigned by the President.
ARTICLE IV—FINANCES
Section 1—Debt: The Executive Vice President of the Nonprofit Management Student
Association shall be responsible for payment of all debts accumulated by the
organization not covered by funds in deposit.
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Section 2—Dissolution: In the event that the organization becomes inactive (two consecutive
semesters) or decides to discontinue their charter, the Nonprofit Management Student
Association authorizes a Brigham Young University entity to determine the use of
remaining funds. This can include the transfer of remaining funds to a holding
account for future organizations, as needed. Should this organization re-charter
within a three year time period from the time of inactivity, those funds will be
transferred back into the Nonprofit Management Student Association’s account.
Section 3—Finances: The Nonprofit Management Student Association is to keep an agency
account where the association will secure their funds. An agency account is a bank
account for on-campus organizations. Without an agency account, a club may not
accumulate or spend money.
The agency account for the Nonprofit Management Student Association is to be
operated for the purposes of club operations, travel expenses and to pay for club
events.
In the event that a nonprofit organization or Brigham Young University student
association requests funds, the Nonprofit Management Student Association will vote
to determine if the money will be allocated to the requesting organization. The needs
and mission of the organization requesting funds will be reviewed to determine if they
are in keeping with the purpose of the Nonprofit Management Student Association.
Section 4—Fundraising: The purpose of Nonprofit Management Student Association
fundraising will be to fulfil the mission of the organization and is not to be used for
personal gain.
According to the guidelines of the Brigham Young University Student Association
there are certain acceptable types of fundraising. These acceptable types of
fundraising include:
1. Annual Fund Letter Writing
a. Clubs will receive $5 per letter that may be reproduced ten times
($5 x 10 copies = $50/letter)
b. The Fundraising Director must be trained by the Annual Fund
Contact Annual Fund Training at (801) 422-4183
c. Sign up at annualfund.byu.edu
d. The Nonprofit Management Student Association is limited in earning
$3750 per year
2. Membership Dues
a. Membership dues are detailed in Article III, Section 3.
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3. Admission to a Club Activity
a. Collectors of these funds will be limited to Guest Services, the club
advisor, or the Wilkinson Student Center Info Desk
b. If a club advisor is used to collect the money, the club advisor will
arrange with a Brigham Young University representative in 3234 WSC
If the Nonprofit Management Student Association desires to seek funds from outside
individuals, approval must be gained from the Brigham Young University Clubs Area
Vice President. This could be viewed as a sponsorship or endorsement of the church
or university for the donor, which is strictly prohibited.
ARTICLE V—STRATEGIC ALLIANCES
Section 1—Alliances: The Nonprofit Management Student Association is affiliated with
Marriott School of Management and has an academic purpose. An advisor who is
currently full-time Brigham Young University faculty or full-time staff is responsible
to advise the Nonprofit Management Student Association on all alliances. Once
approval is granted by the advisor, the Nonprofit Management Student Association
will conduct a majority vote to determine the status and affiliation of the organization
seeking an alliance.
The Nonprofit Management Student Association should not sponsor organizations
that are better aligned with the objectives of the Brigham Young University Student
Association chartered clubs.
Section 2—Dissolution of Alliances: Should an organization change or become inconsistent
with the standards and mission of the Nonprofit Management Student Association,
dissolution of alliances will become necessary. In order to facilitate this dissolution,
yearly evaluation of alliances is essential. Dissolution with an organization will occur
on an individual basis and be performed by the President or Vice President.
ARTICLE VI—OFFICERS AND DUTIES
Section 1—Terms: Terms of officers within the Nonprofit Management Student Association
will be one year from April 1 to March 31
Section 2—Qualifications: Officers are required to be in good academic standing with
Brigham Young University. The minimum grade point average qualifications for
board members of the Nonprofit Management Student Association is 3.0.
Section 3—Advisory Council: The Advisory Council will consist of advisors not necessarily
on the board of The Nonprofit Management Student Association. Suggested members
are board members of nonprofit or organizational partners with the Nonprofit
Management Student Association. Responsibilities of the Advisory Council include:
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1. Attendance of Advisory Council Meetings
2. Give support and advice to the Nonprofit Management Student Association
and its board members
3. The Advisory Council operates to aid the Nonprofit Management Student
Association through suggestions. Demands are not to be made by the
Advisory Council.
4. The Advisory Council will be asked for donations to support the actions of the
Nonprofit Management Student Association
Section 4—Campus Director: The Campus Director is the student advisor for the Nonprofit
Management Student Association. The following are responsibilities of the Campus
Director:
1. Attend Executive Board Meetings
2. Attend general Association Meetings
3. Attend Election Meetings
4. Sign checks
5. Approve budget
6. Make initial contact of speakers for the Nonprofit Management Student
Association Speaker Series
Section 5—Executive Board Positions: All Executive Board Officers will be nominated by
the nominating committee. The nominating committee will assign and remove
officers as necessary.
1. President—The President is to preside over all affairs, especially over
community based activities dealing with the Service, Internships, and AMI
Committees. Specific duties include:
a. Oversee activities of the Executive Board
b. Oversee all activities of all club meetings
c. Work with Vice President and Campus Director to create a budget
i. A budget must be completed and approved at the beginning of
each semester
d. Create each meeting agenda and email to board members one week in
advance
e. Meet with Advisory Council once a year
f. Coordinate speakers for Nonprofit Management Student Association
Speaker Series
i. Coordinate with the Campus Director who makes initial contact
with the speaker
ii. Work with the Events Committee or other committee assigned
to work on reminders and thank you notes to the speakers
g. Train the President Elect at the end of term
2. President Elect—The responsibilities of the President Elect are as follows:
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a. Shadow the President of the Nonprofit Management Student
Association to learn responsibilities of the President
b. Assist in the responsibilities of the President
c. Subject to any assignment from the President and has the authority to
act in the president’s place as requested by the President
3. Past President—The Past President is the president of the previous year. The
responsibilities of the Past President are as follows:
a. Be a member of the Executive Board and function as a resource for
past knowledge and advice
b. Become Chairman of the Nominating Committee
4. Vice President—The Vice President is to preside over campus-based affairs,
especially those dealing with the Recruiting, Marketing, Fundraising, and
Events Committees. Specific duties include:
a. Work directly with the Campus Director to welcome new members of
the Nonprofit Management Student Association and those who sign up
for the Brigham Young University Nonprofit Minor
b. Updating the bylaws
i. Collects proposed revisions to the bylaws
ii. Carries out approval process of bylaws dictated by Article VIII,
Section 2
iii. Updates bylaws
c. Keeps meetings on task assignments and is responsible for time
management
d. Keep minutes or assign another board member to keep minutes in all
meetings
i. Send minutes from the meeting to an Executive Board
ii. Remind board members of upcoming assignments
e. Follow up with speakers at the Nonprofit Management Student
Association Speaker Series
i. Help arrange accommodations and transportation for the
speaker
f. Count the number of attendees at each event, meeting, and other
activities
Section 6—Committees: Each committee will have a director who will serve on the
Executive Board. Committee members will be responsible for specific duties
assigned to the committee or any extra responsibilities given by the President of the
Nonprofit Management Student Association.
1. Events Committee—The Events Committee is primarily responsible for the
events put on by the Nonprofit Management Student Association . Such
events will be in various forms which include, but are not limited to:
a. The Recognition Banquet
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b. The Speaker Series
c. Other monthly events deemed necessary for furthering the mission of
the Nonprofit Management Student Association
2. Fundraising Committee—The Fundraising Committee is primarily
responsible for the financial stability and revenue of the Nonprofit
Management Student Association. In order to facilitate revenue to bolster
NMSA activities and educational programs the Fundraising Committee will
perform the following tasks:
a. Seek out and apply for pertinent grants
b. Organize alumni letter writing campaign
c. Organize and facilitate other fundraising activities
3. Marketing/Communications Committee—The Marketing/Communications
Committee is primarily responsible for the communication from the Nonprofit
Management Student Association (NMSA) and developing the brand of the
NMSA. The ways in which the Marketing/Communications Committee will
facilitate these responsibilities is through:
a. Establish and maintain social media presence
b. Create promotional videos
c. Create flyers/posters for events and recruitment
d. Coordinate booth materials
e. Maintain a newsletter or calendar to ensure that members are informed
of events
4. Service Committee—The Service Committee is primarily responsible for the
recruitment and retention of nonprofit organizational partners; as well as,
planning and facilitating activities with these organizations. These activities
can include, but are not limited to:
a. Service projects
b. Case studies
c. Activities specific to the needs of each nonprofit organizational partner
served
5. Internship Committee—The Internship Committee is primarily responsible
to network with nonprofit organizations and students to arrange for internship
opportunities. The ways in which the Internship Committee will fulfill these
responsibilities is through:
a. Networking with local nonprofit organizations
b. Establishing a good repertoire for BYU student interns
c. Provide students with potential internship opportunities
6. Recruiting Committee—The Recruiting Committee is primarily responsible
for the recruitment and retention of new members to the Nonprofit
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Management Student Association (NMSA). Recruitment will take place in
various forms including the following:
a. Recruiting events
b. Monthly booth located inside the Wilkinson Student Center
c. Recruiting at regular Nonprofit Management Student Association
events
ARTICLE VII—MEETINGS
Section 1—Advisory Council Meeting (Retreat): The Advisory Council Meeting will be held
annually before the start of each academic year. The following guidelines will be
observed with regard to the Advisory Council Meeting:
1. The Campus Director (or student advisor) and President of the Nonprofit
Management Student Association will be in attendance.
2. Topics of discussion will be issues of interest to the club.
a. Budget will be discussed and approved
b. Evaluation of the previous year will be conducted
c. The Campus Director and the President of the Nonprofit Management
Student Association will report on the previous year and outline
changes and goals for the coming year
3. A report of the Advisory Council Meeting will be given by the President of the
Nonprofit Management Student Association to the Executive Board at the next
Executive Board Meeting
Section 2—Executive Board Meetings: Executive Board Meetings will be held weekly at a
time chosen by general consensus of board members at the beginning of each
semester. The following guidelines will be observed with regard to Executive Board
Meetings:
1. The Nonprofit Management Student Association President, Vice President,
and Directors will be in attendance
2. The meeting will be called and led by the President of the Nonprofit
Management Student Association
3. An agenda will be sent out to each Executive Board member prior to the
meeting
4. Each board member will report on assigned tasks and previous events
5. Minutes of the meeting will be kept and sent to Executive Board members
within 1 day after the meeting
6. No parliamentary procedures will be taken, but respect must be maintained
7. In the case of a vote, the majority of those in attendance will determine the
decision made
Section 3—General Board Meetings: General Board Meetings will be held once or twice a
month to be called by the President of the Nonprofit Management Student Association
as circumstances dictate. The following guidelines will be observed:
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1. General Board Meetings will be led by the President of the Nonprofit
Management Student Association
2. The topics discussed will consist of the happenings and upcoming events of
the Nonprofit Management Student Association
3. The meeting will be productive and parsimonious
Section 4–President Elect Election: The President Elect Election will be held every January
of each academic year. The follow guidelines regarding the President Elect Election
will be observed:
1. The President Elect Election council will compose of the President, Past
President (if possible), Executive Vice President, Campus Director, all Area
Directors (i.e. Campus, Club and Community Directors) and one
representative from each active affiliate and/or partner student group.
2. Eligible candidates include:
a. Any full-time student enrolled at Brigham Young University.
b. Must be a current and active member of the Nonprofit Management
Student Association (NMSA).
c. Must be in good academic and honor code standing.
d. Minimum of 3.0 GPA.
3. Procedures for President Elect Election include:
a. The President Elect Election council will compose a list of up to ten
candidates during the last Executive Board Meeting of the academic
Fall semester.
b. Candidates will be informed of candidacy by invitation to the first
Executive Board Meeting of the academic Winter semester.
c. Should the candidate be the President of the Nonprofit Management
Student Association, the Campus Director will represent the President
of the Nonprofit Management Student Association during the President
Elect Election.
d. All candidates will have a single presentation interview of ten minutes
conducted by the President of the Nonprofit Management Student
Association during a designated time and day by consensus of the
President Elect Election council.
e. Each presentation interview will consist of each candidate proposing
their vision for the Nonprofit Management Student Association, as
well as a question and answer period between the President Elect
Election council and candidate.
f. Upon completion of presentation interviews for each candidate, the
President of the Nonprofit Management Student Association will
conduct an immediate anonymous vote by the President Elect Election
council for the selection of the President Elect. Discussion of
candidates during the President Elect Election is strictly prohibited.
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g. Should the President Elect candidate be a current Executive board
member, he or she will relinquish vote at time of election.
h. Should a tie occur, the President of the Nonprofit Management Student
Association will conduct an anonymous run off election vote by the
President Elect Election council for the selection of the President Elect
between the two top candidates.
i. Should an additional tie occur, the President of the Nonprofit
Management Student Association will conduct an additional
anonymous run off election vote by the Campus Director, President
and Executive Vice President.
j. For each conducted vote, the Campus Director will count the
anonymous votes.
k. The President Elect selection will occur upon the occurrence of a
majority vote. The Campus Director will give announcement of the
selection to the President Elect Election council.
Section 5–Executive Board Elections: The Executive Board Elections will be held every
March of each academic year. The following guidelines regarding the Executive
Board Elections will be observed:
1. The Executive Board Election council will compose of the President, Past
President (if possible), President Elect, Executive Vice President, Campus
Director, related Area Director (i.e. Campus, Club and Community Directors)
and past related Area Director (i.e. Campus, Club and Community Directors).
2. All membership of Executive Board will be discontinued at the end of each
academic Winter semester. Should an Executive Board member desire to
remain or change position, such member is required to run for position.
2. Eligible candidates include:
a. Any full-time student enrolled at Brigham Young University.
b. Must be in good academic and honor code standing.
c. Minimum of 3.0 GPA.
3. Procedures for Executive Board Election council include:
a. Announcement of Executive Board positions will begin to be
distributed by the Marketing/Communication Committee chair by
February of the academic year to general student body. Preference will
be given to active members of the Nonprofit Management Student
Association.
b. Candidates will inform the Executive Vice President of the Nonprofit
Management Student Association of their candidacy by the first
Executive Board Meeting of March the academic semester.
c. Should the candidate be the Executive Vice President of the Nonprofit
Management Student Association, the President of the Nonprofit
Management Student Association will represent the Executive Vice
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d.

e.

f.

g.
h.

i.

j.
k.

President of the Nonprofit Management Student Association during the
Executive Board Election.
All candidates will have a single presentation interview of ten minutes
conducted by the Executive Vice President of the Nonprofit
Management Student Association during a designated time and day by
consensus of the Executive Board Election Council.
Each presentation interview will consist of each candidate proposing
their vision of selected area of the Nonprofit Management Student
Association, as well as a question and answer period between the
Executive Board Election council and candidate.
Upon completion of presentation interviews for each candidate, the
Executive Vice President of the Nonprofit Management Student
Association will conduct an immediate anonymous vote by the
Executive Board Election council for the selection of the Executive
Board member. Discussion of candidates during the Executive Board
Election is strictly prohibited.
Should the Executive Board member candidate be a current Executive
Board member, he or she will relinquish vote at time of election.
Should a tie occur, the Executive Vice President of the Nonprofit
Management Student Association will conduct an anonymous run off
election vote by the Executive Board Election council for the selection
of Executive Board member between the two top candidates.
Should an additional tie occur, the Executive Vice President of the
Nonprofit Management Student Association will conduct an additional
anonymous run off election vote by the Campus Director, President
and Executive Vice President.
For each conducted vote, the Campus Director will count the
anonymous votes.
The Executive Board member selection will occur upon the occurrence
of a majority vote. The Campus Director will give announcement of
the selection to the Executive Board Election council.

Section 6—Combined Executive Board Meeting: The Combined Executive Board Meeting
will be held every April. The following guidelines regarding the Combined Executive
Board Meeting will be observed:
1. Attendees will be previous and new executive board as well as the Campus
Director
2. All previous Executive Board members will train the new board member to
pass on all important documents and information
Section 7–Removal of Officer(s): The Removal of Officer(s) will be held during the
Executive Board Meeting. The following guidelines regard the Removal of Officer(s)
will be observed:
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1. The Removal of Officers council will compose of The Executive Board
Election council will compose of the President, President Elect, Executive
Vice President, Campus Director and Area Directors (i.e. Campus, Club and
Community Directors).
2. Eligible Candidates include:
a. Students who fail to maintain a 2.5 GPA.
b. Students who fail to maintain good academic and honor code standing.
c. Students who fail to attend and miss three consecutive Executive
Board meetings without giving prior notice to the President or
Executive Vice President of the Nonprofit Management Student
Association or Campus Director.
d. Students who fail to professionally complete assigned tasks.
3. Procedures for Removal of Officer(s) include:
a. Should a candidate be brought into question, such candidate will be
reviewed on performance by the President and Executive Vice
President of the Nonprofit Management Student Association and
Campus Director.
b. Upon review, candidate will be given a probation period of two weeks
to improve performance by either the President and Executive Vice
President of the Nonprofit Management Student Association and
Campus Director.
c. Should performance fail to improve, candidate will be brought under
review to the Removal of Officer(s) council.
d. Should the Removal of Officer(s) council consider the candidate
incapable of fulfilling assigned duties, the President of the Nonprofit
Management Student Association will conduct an anonymous vote by
the Removal of Officer(s) council for the removal of the candidate.
e. Should the Executive Board member candidate be a current Executive
Board member, he or she will relinquish vote at time of vote.
f. For each conducted vote, the Campus Director will count the
anonymous votes.
g. The Removal of Officer(s) will occur upon the occurrence of a
majority vote. The Campus Director will give announcement of the
selection to the Removal of Officer(s) council.
ARTICLE VIII--BYLAWS
Section 1—Bylaws: The bylaws contained in this document may be altered amended,
repealed or added to by vote of the Nonprofit Management Student Association
Executive Board. Proposed revisions are to be voted upon at biannual Executive
Board Meeting at the end of each semester.
Section 2—To Make a Revision: To make a proposal regarding revisions to the Nonprofit
Management Student Association Bylaws, the following steps are to be completed:
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1. Write up all propositions for the bylaws
2. Present propositions to the Nonprofit Management Student Association
Executive Vice President
3. Discussion of propositions will be held the last Executive Board Meeting of
the academic Fall and Winter semesters.
4. A vote will be held at the Executive Board Meeting to confirm or deny
changes
5. Following the final vote, the amendment or repeal cannot be reopened until
the subsequent semester
ARTICLE IX—STANDARDS
Section 1—Discrimination: This organization shall not discriminate on the basis of age,
color,
gender, national origin, disability or handicap, race, religion. This policy will include,
but is not limited to recruiting, membership, organization activities or opportunities to
hold office.
Section 2—Honor Code: This organization will uphold the standards of Brigham Young
University as stated in the Honor Code.
This organization shall comply with all Brigham Young University campus policies
and regulation. This organization shall also comply with local, state and federal laws.
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WSU NLACC Agenda
September 27th, 2011 (11:30-1:00P.M.)
Room 112 Bldg. 12, Sinclair Community College, W. 4th Street
1. Call to Order
2. Approval of May 24th Minutes

3. Welcome

Old Business
4. New Council Members

5. 2011 - Spring Recognition Ceremony Report

6. Meeting Schedule for 2011-2012

7. Connecting with Local Campuses, High Schools & Agencies

New Business
8. NLA Annual Report -- 2010-2011

9. NLA Alumni Society Update

10. NLA Student Association Update

11. NLA 2011-2012 Events

12. Proposed Budget 2011-2012 and Resource Development Objectives

13. Upcoming Events

6.A- WSU CC Agenda 9-27-11

14. AHMI Awards – Due Oct 9th

6.A- WSU CC Agenda 9-27-11

WSU NLACC Meeting Minutes
September 27th, 2011

Present: Angela Addington, Tom Fodor, Keith Harrison, Barbara Johnson, Ed Marrinan, Margie
Mclellan, Brad Roediger, Jennifer Subban, Jenny Warner, and Sarah Williams.

Excused: Carol Hinton, Jack Dustin, Christy Mauch, and Kym Yahn
Tom called the meeting to order at 11:40 am.
Jenny moved to approve the minutes, Keith seconded and the minutes were approved.
Old Business
New Council Members: Tom reported that Joe Radelet declined a seat on the NLA Community
Council. Keith spoke with Natasha Spears of the Boys and Girls Club and she is interested in serving on
the Council. Jenny suggested approaching Kim Bramlage at Goodwill Easter Seals and Sarah indicated
that Marcia Dowds from the Girls Scouts was also interested in joining the council. Tom will follow up
with all interested parties and invite them to the October 21st Workshop Breakfast. Jennifer reported that
Christy was going to follow up with David Mauch from the Boy’s Scouts. Proposed council members
represent the diversity interests of the board. We still need to secure representation from a community
development organization.
2011 - Spring Recognition Ceremony Report: Jennifer reported that the Spring Recognition Ceremony
was a success and that the students raised $2000. Members provided the following: the location was
good; food choice was good but delivery was lacking; we need better equipment – Keith has equipment
we can borrow; Nonprofit Awardees “speeches” were too long and should be limited to no more than
two minutes; An alternate option is to have students talk about the nonprofits and have a slide show to go
with it; Keith should do more singing; Recognizing nonprofits with awards was a draw because people
attached to the nonprofits attended the event. The 2011-2012 Recognition Ceremony will be held on
June 1st, 2012.
Meeting Schedule for 2011-2012: Tom thanked council members for accommodating his request to
have the meeting on September 27th. Council members voted to adhere to schedule of having meetings in
the 2nd Wednesday of every other month starting in September. They are:
Wednesday, November 9th
Wednesday, January11th
Wednesday, March 14th and
Wednesday, May 9th
Connecting with Local Campuses, High Schools & Agencies: Jenny offered to present information at
the YMCA’s College Prep Night and noted that a similar event was being held at Fifth Third Field on the
28th of September. Jennifer will inquire about WSU’s participation and send brochures. Margie will
present information at a Civic Engagement Presentation and Tom and Jenny will present at YMCA’s
Junior Leadership Dayton in April.
Tom noted that Design Tech College was not a good fit for our intent of connecting with local high
schools on nonprofit careers and the NLA. Sarah attended the WSU Public Service Recruiting event and
used the opportunity to talk to students. She suggested that NLA secure a booth at subsequent fairs, as
there was a lot of interest from social work students. The event is held in both the spring and the fall. The
group will revisit the topic at the next meeting.
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New Business
NLA Annual Report -- 2010-2011
Jennifer presented the NLA Annual Report and asked for feedback. Tom advised that she include the
Council’s commitment to make personal contributions to the program and Barbara advised of payment of
the MVH donation to support the “Outstanding Nonprofit Organization” award which resulted in the
total raised for the Spring Recognition Ceremony being increased to $2,000. The report would be
submitted to the national office on September 30th. (Report is attached). Angela moved to accept the
report with changes. Sarah seconded and the motion passed.
NLA Alumni Society Update
Sarah reported that the Meet and Greet held at the Levin Family Foundation in August was “fabulous.”
There was a good turnout and a good mix of council members, students, alumni, and faculty. Tony and
Mary Johnson from the Alumni office, and Karen Levin were also in attendance and Tony did a good job
of exciting the crowd.
The Alumni Society will host its first Annual Wine Tasting Fundraiser at Therapy Café on October 20th.
The cost for entry is $20 (four wine tastes) and there will be an interesting silent auction as well. The
Alumni Association is also working with the Student Association on the Fall Workshop on October 21st.
NLA Student Association Update
Brad reported that the NLA Student Association has a new executive committee. Brad is the president,
Ashley Fisher is vice president, Lora Davenport is secretary and CaTia Brown is treasurer.
The topics for the Fall Workshop were selected in the spring and the presenters are in place. The focus of
the workshop is on Fundraising and fundraising ethics. Registrations can be processed online by linking
to the program website: http://webapp3.wright.edu/web2/americanhumanics/ and clicking on the
REGISTRATION LINK on the homepage.
The mandatory community service for the fall is the “CROPWALK” against hunger in Fairborn.
The Student Association is getting an early start on workshop options for the spring so that we can send
out an early Save the Date. Ed made a number of suggestions:
 Laurie Coomb (Morgan Family Foundation) – might fund break food
 Terry (Antioch Midwest) – their Educational Service Center might be a possible site (close to
Brad’s Office)
 Karen Lapinsky - If we work collaboratively with other colleges she might offer space and that
would come with free parking.
Brad will work with the events committee to set the agenda for the spring workshop.
NLA 2011-2012 Events
October 9, 2011
October 10, 2011
October 20, 2011

-

October 21, 2011

-

April 13, 2012
June 1st, 2012

-

AHMI Award Nominations Due
CROPWALK Community Service Event
NLA Alumni Society Wine Tasting and Silent Auction
6 – 8 pm at Therapy Cafe
NLA Student Association Fall “Fundraising” Workshop
8:30 – 3: 00 pm at the YWCA – 141 W. Third St.
NLA Student Association Spring Workshop
Spring Recognition Ceremony

In light of the new Alumni event on October 20th, Council voted against hosting the November Meet and
Greet. This event will be added to the agenda for winter.
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Good News
Angela Addington is grooming Sarah Williams as her successor as the CEO of Hannah’s Treasure Chest.
Consequently, Angela will resign from the NLACC in January and Sarah will fill her seat. Barbara
moved to approve this arrangement, Brad Seconded and the motion passed. Sarah will name her
successor as a representative of the NLA Alumni Society.
Proposed Budget 2011-2012 and Resource Development Objectives
Jennifer presented the proposed budget for the year (see attached) and the budget was adopted.
Adjournment and next Meeting Date
Tom adjourned the meeting 1:15 pm. The next meeting will be held at Sinclair, on Wednesday
November 9th.
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Wright State University Nonprofit Leadership Alliance
Internship Policy
Student Version

The Wright State University Nonprofit Certificate Program requires that students complete a
300-hour internship in a 501(C)(3) nonprofit organization. The internship is designed to allow
students to develop and demonstrate proficiency in essential nonprofit management competency
areas.
Goals
The internship should be an active, student-centered learning experience that supports the NLA
mission “To educate, prepare and certify professional leaders who strengthen the nonprofit
sector”. Above and beyond satisfying the NLA certification requirement and enhancing the
student’s resume with career-related experience, other valuable goals and objectives of the
internship include:
 Applying classroom theory to real-life situations;
 Becoming more knowledgeable about general work functions (e.g. marketing, human
resources, communication, operations, financial and resource development);
 Learning career-related skills such as public speaking, supervision, data analysis,
budgeting, and event planning;
 Developing valuable contacts in the field by networking with professionals; and
 Increasing communication between the academic and professional communities so that
both benefit from the relationship.
Student Eligibility
To be eligible for an NLA internship, students must
* Be a part-time or full-time degree seeking student at Wright State;
* Have a junior, senior or post-baccalaureate standing;
* Have a cumulative GPA of 2.5 or better on a 4 point scale (Undergraduate students);
* Have successfully completed (C or better) in URS 475: Nonprofit Management
(Undergraduate students)
* Be in good academic standing with a 3.0 or better (Graduate Students)
* Have successfully completed (B or better) in URS 675: Nonprofit Management
(Graduate Students); and
* Be an active participant in the Wright State University NLA Student Organization
Agency Eligibility
To be eligible to host an NLA intern, agencies must
* Provide broad-based opportunities for learning;
* Foster an environment that provides equal opportunity and treatment without regard to
race, color, religion, national origin, gender, age, disability, veteran status or sexual
preference;
* Provide the intern a 300-hour internship experience;
* Provide reimbursements of agency-related expenses to the student intern;
* Designate an experienced internship supervisor;
* Provide students a clear description of their job tasks and responsibilities, and a briefing
about the organization's function and structure and if possible, allow students to observe
other areas within the organization that affect their work.
* Be a 501(c)3 designated organization.
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Process
The NLA student and Campus Director discuss the student’s interests and goals regarding the
internship experience and talk about potential internship placements. The intern will then
schedule an informational interview with potential agencies. (Agencies must meet the eligibility
requirements discussed above.) Once the interview is complete and the NLA Campus Director
talks with a representative from the organization, the Director will send notice of approval of the
internship to the student and the agency. The Site Supervisor and the student then complete and
submit the “Letter of lnternship Agreement” to the Director.
The internship will be approved only if 1) the internship mutually benefits the student and the
organization, 2) the organization meets the eligibility requirements listed above, and 3) the
internship permits students to both gain and demonstrate competency in nonprofit management
and helps students meet the required NLA competencies.
Interns work 300 hours over a ten-week term (the length of a WSU academic Quarter) or over a
period agreeable to both the internship site supervisor and the student. Students may repeat URS
492/URS 791 one time for a total of eight credit hours with a different agency or in a different
area of work within the same agency. Students receive 4 hours of academic credit for completing
an approved internship course.
Students should pay attention to the following:
 Dressing appropriately for their work environment (business attire)
 Maintaining good personal hygiene
 Wearing clean and neat clothing
 Representing Wright State University and the Nonprofit Leadership Alliance program
positively
 Being open to feedback
Reflection and Evaluation
Students are required to keep a daily log that details the work they complete, and a daily
reflection journal of their internship experiences. Journal entries should discuss major
assignments, tasks and responsibilities, new experiences and opportunities, problems and
problem solutions, and personal and professional accomplishments. The Campus Director will
review the journal after the completion of the intern’s first 150 hours of service, and again when
the internship is complete.
Students must also submit a final 10 to 15 page reflection paper that details their work
experience, 2) critically examines the functions and management style of the organization, and 3)
explicitly links the internship experience to each of the NLA competency areas. The paper must
be completed within three weeks of completing the required internship hours. The paper, along
with a copy of any project completed by the student during their internship will become part of
the student's NLA portfolio.
A designated person within the host organization or agency must evaluate the intern’s progress every
150 hours. Two evaluation forms will be sent to the internship supervisor and should be returned to
the Campus Director for review and credit.

Updated 9/8/11
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Item
Internship Packet for
1 Internship Site
2 Letter of Agreement
Internship Student
3 Waiver

Checklist of Internship Requirements
What to Do

For Interview with potential Sites
Once both parties agree to participate; need AH Director's
signature
Submit to AH Director prior to starting the internship

4 Internship Journal

Complete daily after work at internship site

5 Time Activity Log

Complete after each day of work - have supervisor sign the
sheet after two weeks of work. Submit to AH director every two
weeks

To be completed by student and Internship Supervisor after
6 Internship Evaluation - 1 150 hours; submit both evaluations to NLA Director

7 Mid-Internship Meeting

Schedule a mid-internship meeting with Internship Supervisor,
yourself and NLA Director

To be complete by Internship Supervisor after 300 hours;
8 Internship Evaluation - 2 submit evaluation to NLA Director

9 Internship Paper

To be completed by student and submitted to NLA Director no
more than three weeks after completing the 300-hours
internship.

6.D Alliance Internship Requirements

Status

Wright State University
Nonprofit Leadership Alliance
Internship Performance
Evaluation
Date: ___________
Intern: _____________________________
Agency: ____________________________
Intern Supervisor Contact Information:
Name: ______________________________
Telephone #: _________________________
Email: ______________________________
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Nonprofit Leadership Alliance Internship Performance Evaluation
The following factors are to be used to evaluate job performance of all student interns. Rating for each performance factor may
be marked anywhere along the continuum.
1. Quality of Work
Content to which work
is free from error,
sufficiently detailed,
complete, and meets
job expectations

2. Quantity of Work
Output or volume of
work completed

3. Dependability and
Reliability
Extent to which intern
is reliable and
dependable in
accomplishing
assigned tasks and
goals and in meeting
commitments on
schedule.
4. Job Knowledge
Knowledge of all
aspects/ phrases of the
job and ability to apply
job knowledge in
practical/ appropriate
ways.
5. Communication
Skills
Ability to communicate
clearly, and effectively
either orally or in
writing.

Outstanding
Work is of superior
quality in accuracy and
thoroughness. Quality
far exceeds job
expectations. Errors /
revisions are extremely
rear.

Commendable
Work is accurate and
detailed. Quality meets
and sometimes
exceeds job
expectations. Errors /
revisions are minimal.

Needs Improvement
Work shows effort, but
at times needs more
attention to detail,
completeness, or
requires more review/
revision than expected.

Unsatisfactory
Work contains
numerous errors, or is
often incomplete,
requiring significant
review / revisions.

/ 12

/9

/6

/3

11

10/

Output is extraordinarily high and
exceeds job
expectations

/ 12

11

10/

8

7/

5

Output is extremely
low and frequently
inadequate in meeting
job expectations.

/9

/6

/3

8

7/

5

Occasionally fails to
meet commitments.
Achieves desired
results with
considerable
supervision.

/ 12

/9

/6

8

7/

5

Exceptionally
knowledgeable skilled
in all aspects of the
job, often exceeding
job expectations.

Has the knowledge
and skills necessary to
complete projects and
assignments within
and sometimes beyond
job expectations.

Does not fully
demonstrate the
knowledge and skills
required for the job.

/ 12

/9

/6

11

10/

8

Exceptionally through
clear, and precise in
oral and written
communication.

Oral and written
communication is
clear, effective, and
appropriate.

/ 12

/9

11

10/

1/

Inconsistent in
maintaining
appropriate workload.
Output is sometimes
insufficient to meet job
expectations.

Accomplishes
assigned tasks and
meets commitments on
or sometimes prior to
deadline. Requires
only a moderate
amount of supervision.

10/

2

Assumes an
appropriate to heavy
workload. Output is of
sufficient quantity to
meet and sometimes
exceed job
expectations.

Extremely reliable in
meeting goals, tasks,
or responsibilities.
Often finishes ahead of
schedule and rarely
requires supervision.

11

4/

8

7/

7/

5

4/

2

1/

Frequently fails to
meet commitments
and requires extensive
supervision.

4/

/3

2

1/

Lacks knowledge skills
to complete job
assignments.

4/

/3

2

1/

Does not fully
demonstrate
appropriate oral and
written communication.

Does not communicate
well either orally or in
writing.

/6

/3
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5

4/

2

1/

6. Human Relations
Skills
Ability to maintain
effective interpersonal
relationships without
regard to race, sex,
disability, or other
cultural barriers.

7.Initiative
Applies
resourcefulness to
position duties and
seeks better ways to
achieve results.

8. Ethics
Conducts duties with
integrity, puts public or
client interest above
self, appropriate use of
technology and other
organizational
resources, abides by
agency codes of
conduct and policies,
and affirms the value
of diversity at all times.

Outstanding
Extremely positive,
cooperative, and
poised in dealing with
people in all types of
situations while being
highly sensitive to
EEO/ AA principles.

Commendable
Gets along well with
and is sensitive to the
needs and viewpoints
of others. Sensitive to
EEO/ AA principles.

Needs Improvement
Has some problems
getting along well with
others. Is sometimes
insensitive to the
needs of viewpoints of
others. May not
consistently show
sensitive to EEO/ AA
principles.

Unsatisfactory
Often insensitive the
needs and viewpoints
of others. Unable to
maintain good
relationships. May
display insensitivity to
EEO/ AA principles.

/ 12

/9

/6

/3

11

10/

8

7/

5

4/

2

1/

Routinely initiates work
and completes
numerous unrequested but
approved projects and
tasks.

Initiates actions to
complete assigned
projects and tasks.
Sometimes seeks and
completes additional,
mutually agreed upon
responsibilities.

May exhibit initiative
although frequently
must be asked to
undertake additional
responsibilities.

/ 12

11

10/

/9

8

7/

/6

5

4/

/3

2

1/

/ 12

11

10/

/9

8

7/

/6

5

4/

/3

2

1/

Initiative is either
misdirected or lacking.

Comments:____________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
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6.F- WSU Wine Tasting Invitation

Analysis of survey administered at the
Levin Family Foundation Annual Health Fair

Non Profit
Leadership
Alliance
Survey Ananlysis
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Summary

Levin Family Health Fair

This report summarizes the data collected for Celebrating Life and Health (CLH) 2011, a health
fair hosted by the Levin Family Foundation. The survey was administered to participants in CLH over a
six hour period on Saturday April 16th 2011, at Sinclair Community Colleges’ Ponitz Center. Wright
State students used two methods to administer the survey. The first method involved students asking
participants to answer survey questions, and directly entering their responses into software program called
Survey Monkey. The second method involved participants responding to a paper copy of the survey.
Students entered the data on these forms into Survey Monkey.
Health Fair Officials estimated around 5000 attendees throughout the day. Three hundred and
twenty eight surveys were completed (n=328). This sample size is large enough to make inferences that
accurately depict the demographics of the 5000 attendee at the fare, including their perceptions and
preferences. By using the sample size formula we were able to determine our margin of error with a 95%
confidence level, we can be sure that the responses we measured will be within 5% of what would be the
actual responses if all attendees were surveyed 1. The margin of error could have been reduced by
collecting more surveys at CLH. In order to gain another percentage of certainty an additional 138
surveys should be administered which would allow for a 4% margin of error; to reach 3%, future surveys
would need to be administered to 697 people at a similar size event. (A sample size of 357 would render
a 5% margin of error with a 95% confidence level for a population of 5000 attendees.)
The surveys maintain the anonymity of respondents. Each survey was numbered but did not carry
respondents’ personal information.
This report was compiled by students in Wright State University’s Nonprofit Leadership Alliance
(NLA) Certificate program.
Limitations of the Survey Method
Using two methods to conduct the survey yielded a higher number of completed surveys.
However, the “treatment” was not consistent. CLH participants who completed the paper survey could
skip questions either because they did not apply or because they chose not to answer. This resulted in
missing data. In contrast, CLH participants who were interviewed by the NLA students could not skip
questions because the questions were marked as required on the Survey Monkey form. This yielded
complete data sets.

Survey Question Results
The results of the survey are organized into the following categories:
Demographic and Household data
Information on health insurance status
Information related participation in CLH
How they planned to use the information gathered from CLH
Perceptions of services rendered by CLH

1

As taken from Donijo Robbins’ “Understanding Research Methods: A guide for the public and nonprofit
manager” pgs. 100-101
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I.

DEMOGRAPHIC AND HOUSELHOLD DATA

Zip Code
The survey contained a broad range of demographic and household data to help the conveners of
CLH understand such questions as who was utilizing their services, and which groups were responding to
the different methods of recruitment.
The first question that was asked of the respondents was that of their current zip code. This
information was open ended and yielded only 8 data errors which ranged from zip codes with too few of
numbers to zip codes that did not exist upon our checking. After analyzing the responses we grouped the
data into regions of the Dayton area as seen in FIGURE 2A. These regions were labeled as seen below
into Northeast, Southeast, Northwest, and Southwest regions of the Dayton area. Aggregated totals can
be seen in TABLE 2A. Zip codes that were not located within the Dayton region were listed separately in
TABLE 2A in order to give an idea of the areas from which attendees are coming from. The frequencies
of each region were recorded in TABLE 2A as well as the other zip codes, not in the immediate Dayton
region, which were recorded during the survey.
FIGURE 2A: Dayton Zip Code Map By Region
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Zip Code Responses by Region
Response
North West
North East
South West
South East
Middletown
Xenia

T a b le 2A
Frequency Response
Frequency
130 Saudi Arabia
1
105 Springfield, OH
1
26 Riverdale, IL
1
50 Greece
1
1 Elizabethtown, KY
1
1 Data Errors
8

CHART 2A

As can be seen in TABLE 2A as well as the pie chart above, the overwhelming majority of
attendees were from the Northwest and Northeast regions of Dayton. In general, 72% of the attendees
were from the northern parts of Dayton. This suggests either that the citizens in the northern part of
Dayton utilized the services more than those south or that the current marketing has had better effect in
the Northern parts of Dayton. It may also be said that efforts could be increased in drawing citizens from
the southern part of Dayton to the CLH. Through marketing or the use of incentives, the southern region
can be tapped in order to increase attendance.
It should be noted also that the division into regions done by the analysts may have resulted in the
disparity within the total region since the borders were set arbitrarily by the analysts. In particular, the zip
code 45417 could easily be put into the southwest region. This would change the northwest and
southwest regions substantially. As seen in CHART 2B, this zip code, which has the highest frequency of
responses for this question, could make the southwest region the third largest while shifting the northwest
from the largest to the second largest region to produce attendees to the CLH.
By analyzing CHART 1B, one will notice that the majority of attendees were from the central
part of the Dayton region. Four of the 5 most frequently responded zip codes were concentrated directly
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on the border of our regional separation. The zip codes that are further away from downtown Dayton
tend to have smaller frequencies of respondents.
Most Frequent Zip Code Responses
CHART 2B
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Attendees’ Age
CHART 3A Age of Attendees Represented by Frequency

*Other represents errors in collected responses.
As CHART A shows us, the majority of the attendees surveyed were in between the age of 35
and 64. The highest frequency of responses came from the 55-64 age grouping. These groups were used
in order to match up with United States Census Bureau age groupings so as to be able to compare it to
census bureau data in an easy manner. Upon reviewing CHART 3A we also see that the number of
attendees over 65 is very small compared to those under 35. It may be said that most of the attendees are
of “working age”, that is they are not old enough to retire, and old enough to work legally.
This data may help to inform the marketing of the event to include marketing to those over the
age of 65. The age groups above 65 may need the free services and tests more than the younger age
groups; however, this data shows that there is not much attendance by these above 65 age groups.
Additionally, the age group of people ready to reach retirement is the largest group surveyed. This
suggests that this age group is attracted to the Life and Health Fair for various reasons which will be
analyzed later. This should be noted when designing incentives and advertising for future CLH’s.
It should be noted that there were 3 errors in the data noted by “other” on CHARTS 3A and 3B.
These errors were either caused by an unreasonable response, i.e. 128, or that there were responses in
which they did not complete the question.
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CHART 3B: Attendee’s Age Groups Represented as a Percentage
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Attendees Gender
Gender
Answer Options
Male
Female

Response
Percent
29.6%
70.4%
answered question

Response
Count
97
231
328

skipped question

0

TABLE 4A Attendee’s Gender

CHART 4A

Gender

Male
30%

Female
70%

CHART 4A indicates that the overwhelming majority of attendees are women. The ratio of
women to men that attend the Life and Health Fair is a factor that can be used when deciding what
services to include at the event, especially when there is limited space. In order to better serve the people
that are attending the Life and Health Fair, the event organizers may tailor the services to fit the needs of
women. However, the organizers may want to draw more men to the event by offering testing
specifically for men or testing that is equally applicable to men and women.
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Attendees Current Level of Education
TABLE 5A: Education of Attendees

Current Education
Answer Options
Some High School
GED
High School Graduate
Some College
Bachelor’s Degree
Graduate Degree
No Response
answered question
skipped question

Response
Percent

Response
Count

11.9%
7.3%
25.9%
42.4%
8.2%
2.7%
1.5%

39
24
85
139
27
9
5
328
0

CHART 5A
Graduate
Degree
3%
Bachelor's
Degree
8%

Some College
42%

Education
No Response
2%
Some High
School
12%

GED
7%

High School
Graduate
26%

Upon analyzing TABLE 5A and CHART 5A, one will notice that the largest percentage of
attendees have attended some college. However, very few, 11%, have acquired at least a bachelor’s
degree. The response of some college may be unusually high due to the location of the CLH. The CLH
is held in the Ponitz Center of Sinclair Community College. Therefore, the attendees may have been
students attending the health fair. Additionally, this shows that the highest level of education most
attendees have completed is high school. This may inform organizers on the methods of communicating
with the constituency of attendees via print and marketing.
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Attendees Race
When asked the question of Race, the respondents were able to answer Black, White, Asian, or
Other; the above table represents the analysis of the responses recorded in this survey.
Table 6A Race of Attendees:
Response
Percent

Answer Options

49.4%
43.9%
0.3%
6.4%
answered question
skipped question

Black
White
Asian
Other

Response
Count
162
144
1
21
328
0

Chart 6A Race of attendees shown by percentage

The large amount (7%) of other can be explained by the availability of a qualitative response on
the survey. These responses included ones like, “human” and “American”. From the interviews
conducted to collect this data, many people responded the other box with a specification in order to avoid
be classified as one of the available responses.
While the racial composition of the city of Dayton is 51.7% white persons and 42.7% black
persons and less than 1% Asian 2the racial composition of the Health Fair’s attendees varied a little bit
from what we would expect according to the 2010 census data for Dayton Ohio. Attendee’s race
composition was 44% white persons and 49% black persons. Our data shows a higher concentration of
2

United States Census Bureau (2012, January 17). U.S. Census Bureau State and County Quickfacts. Retrieved
January 27, 2012, from http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/39/3921000.html:
http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/39/3921000.html
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black persons attending the Life and Health Fair compared to the city’s racial composition. These
numbers simply represent those who volunteer to take the survey, therefore the racial numbers, as all
numbers, could be 5% off of what the actual numbers are. The racial composition of the CLH’s
attendees represents the city of Dayton’s racial profile better than the Montgomery County racial profile.
Montgomery counties racial profile is 73.9% white persons and 20.9% black persons as well as 1.7%
Asians 3. This also shows that Montgomery County has a larger Asian population than Dayton does.
Therefore a possible strategy to reach more people in the Asian community may be to advertise to the
Asian communities around Montgomery County.
Ethnicity
In addition to the racial question in question 6 we further explored the background of the
attendees by asking the question of ethnicity. Respondents were given the option to respond African
American, Appalachian, Arab/Middle Eastern, Latino, Russian, and Other.
Table 7A Ethnicity of Attendees:
Ethnicity
Answer Options
African American
Appalachian
Arab/Middle Eastern
Latino
Russian
Other
Other (please specify)

Response
Percent
47.0%
7.0%
0.3%
1.5%
0.0%
44.2%
answered question
skipped question

Chart 7A Attendee’s Ethnicity represented by percentage

3

Ibid.
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Response
Count
154
23
1
5
0
145
137
328
0

Chart 7B Attendee’s ethnicity represented by frequency

As can be noticed in Table 7A and Charts 7A and 7B, the largest amount of responses came from
those who responded “African American” while the next most numerous responses was “Other”. It was
noted again that people answered “American” and “NA” however 16% of those who specified an “Other”
response answered “Caucasian” while 17% answered “NA” or “Not available” to the specification of the
qualitative data for this question. These visual depictions also show the amount of attendees that
represent their ethnicity as Appalachian and Latino. This may be compared to previous data to identify
trends in the ethnic composition of the CLH’s constituency.
In future surveys it is suggested that the response of Caucasian would be added to the survey
form therefore allowing a better representation of ethnicity by limiting the number of other responses.
This question should definitely be revised to be more reliable in what is attempting to be measured by this
question.
Employment Status
By asking this question data on the employment status of the participants would be collected.
This was done under the premise that many of the attendees would be unemployed due to the high
unemployment rates being experienced not only in the local and state regions but also nationally. They
were given options to answer in the responses seen below in Table 8A.
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Table 8A Employment of Attendees:
Employment Status
Answer Options

Response
Percent
40.9%

Unemployed
Part-time employed (Less
11.6%
than 40 hrs. /wk.)
Full-Time Employed with
15.5%
one job (40+hrs/wk.)
Full-Time with two or
0.9%
more jobs (40+ hrs. /wk.)
Retired
13.4%
On Disability
12.8%
Other
4.9%
Other (please specify)
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
134
38
51
3
44
42
16
35
328
0

Chart 8A Employment Status of Attendees represented by percentage

As can be seen in Table 8A and Chart 8A, 41% of the attendees that responded on the survey
indicated that they were currently unemployed. By combining those who are unemployed, employed only
part time as well as those on disability and those retired, 79% are not working full time, and most are not
working at all. Of those responding only 16% were working full time and only 28% indicated having any
job at all.
These numbers help to show the need for the Life and Health Fair as 79% of attendees are not
working fulltime and therefore not eligible for benefits such as insurance and health care coverage. These
numbers are also important to track the trends in employment that happen on the local, state, and national
level as compared to those attending the CLH.
Attendee’s Current Income Level:
This question was asked to gauge the incomes of those attending the Life and Health Fair in order
to better identify the needs of the attendees. This information can inform us of the economic status of the
attendees are as compared to those in Dayton and Montgomery County. These numbers would be
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expected to fall in line with what we see from the employment status percentages displayed in the
previous question.
Due to the sensitivity of income questions being asked face to face, during the administration of
the electronic Survey Monkey version of the survey, this data may be skewed. The face to face electronic
surveys were administered to 258 people while 70 people filled out paper copies. Approximately 79% of
the respondents were administered the face to face electronic survey.
Table 9A Income Level of Attendees:
Current Income Level
Answer Options
$0-19,999
$20,000-$39,999
$40,000-$59,999
$60,000-$79,999
$80,000-$99,999
>$100,000
No Response

Response
Percent
64.0%
21.6%
5.8%
1.8%
0.3%
0.6%
5.8%
answered question
skipped question
0

Response
Count
210
71
19
6
1
2
19
328

When combining the responses from the previous employment question we see that those
working less than part time (responses of “unemployed”, “retired”, or “disability” account for 67% of the
respondents at the CLH and similarly those reporting an income of less than $20,000 total 64% of all
respondents as seen in Table 9A. This is evidence of the impact of the CLH in that most of the
participants would not have any health care nor is it likely that they would be able to afford the services
they receive at the CLH. These two demographic questions combine to show a majority of low income
attendees to the CLH.
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Chart 9A Current Income Level of Attendee’s represented by percentage
$80,000- >$100,000
$60,000$99,999
0%
$79,999
0%
No Repsonse
2%
6%
$40,000-$59,999
6%

Income Level

$20,000-$39,999
22%
$0-19,999
64%

Chart 9B Attendee’s income level represented by frequency
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Despite the possibility of a skewness caused by administering the income question face to face
almost 79% of the time we see from Table 9A, Chart 9A and Chart 9B that there were very few responses
that were unreasonably high. If there were any skewness caused by the survey administration it may have
caused some respondents to answer one income level higher. This would cause our data to be
underestimating the populations of the lower income levels and over estimating the income levels of the
higher categories.

Number of People in Attendee’s Household:
Participants were asked questions about the number of people in their household. Responses
were not recorded finding out if the other people living in households were family, roommates or a
combination of both. However this information can be used to show more demographic and household
information on the attendees of the CLH.
We can see from Table 10A that the majority (53%) of the survey participants responded that
they lived in households of one or two people and 93% of the participants lived in households of 5 or less
people. There were a few responses of other and one response of a large number that affect the data;
however, the total affect is not enough to change much of our analysis.
Table 10A Number of people in attendee’s household
R e s p o ns e s Fre q ue nc y R e s p o ns e s Fre q ue nc y
1
2
3
4
5

107
70
74
35
20

6
7
8
12
Other

10
3
2
1
4

Chart 10 A Number of people in attendee’s household represented as a percentage
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Chart 10B Number of people in attendee’s household represented by frequency

When analyzing the responses of the survey participants we see that over half of the participants
live in households with only one or two people in it. This can be a dangerous situation should a medical
emergency arise and no one is available to help. It may be beneficial to provide some emergency service
information to CLH participants at future CLH events.

How Many Adults in Attendee’s Household
As a follow up to the question regarding the number of people in one’s household a question asking the
number of adults (over 18) were living in the attendee’s household. This information can be used to
develop an idea of the living situations experienced by the CLH attendee’s. This information combined
with the previous question’s information can provide a closer look into the lives of the attendees.
Responses ranged from 1 adult to 6 adults in a household as seen in Table 11A. There were two
responses that were recorded as no adults living in the house. Further investigation into those responses
may be warranted in order to find out if this consists of underage youth that should not have been
administered the survey or it may have been individuals not counting themselves. Either way this may be
considered an error in the data.
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Table 11A Number of Adults in Attendee’s Household

R e s p o ns e s
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
Other

Fre q ue nc y
2
140
116
49
12
4
1
4

It may be observed that the largest frequency of responses occurred in the category of one adult in
the household and the second largest frequency occurs in the category of two adults in the household.
Chart 11A shows us that 78% of the participants indicate having either one or two adults living in their
household. These two observations may be further observed in future reports by cross tabulation to
determine what type of household it may be (i.e. two parent, one parent, adult roommates, etc…). For
this report however, we will suffice to show the frequencies of the responses.
Chart 11A Number of Adults in Attendee’s Household represented by percentage
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Chart 11B Number of Adults in Attendee’s Household represented by frequency

How Many Members of Household Under 18
Participants were asked to the number of members in their household under the age of 18 in order
to identify how many had children living with them or under their care. From this data services and other
aspects of the event may be informed by the numbers gathered from this question.
Table 12A Number of household members under the age of 18
R e s p o ns e s
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
Other or N/A

Fre q ue nc y
207
53
37
19
4
3
1
4

As we can see from Table 12A a large number, 207, of the survey participants indicated that they
had no members of their household that were under the age of 18. This indicates that many of the
participants do not have children that they are taking care of or are living with them. There were only
four other or N/A responses for this question which were are not represented as individual responses but
as a category together. Families or households with children comprise of 36% of the survey participants
at the CLH.
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Chart 12A Number of people in attendee’s household under 18 represented as a percentage

This information may not reflect the overall CLH attendee’s household makeup since families
seem to be grossly underrepresented here as can be seen in Chart 12A. According to the responses, 63%
of the respondents indicate having no one under 18 in their household. Factors such as the locations of
the survey administration centers, and the limited space to administer survey may have contributed to
families not wanting to complete the survey, and therefore skewing this data. This may be a
consideration for future CLH surveys.

Description of Current Family
Another question attempting to gauge the household structure of the attendees’ of CLH asked
them to indicate their current family description. This question proved to be somewhat inadequate as one
will notice the large amount of “other” responses as indicated in Table 13A. Those that did specify a
response when indicating other indicated “children” “grandparent” “two adults” and “single” most often.
This suggests that this question should offer more answers in future survey instruments as the reliability
of this instrument is highly questionable.
Table 13A Family Descriptions
Answer Options

Response
Percent
34.5%
22.9%

Single Parent
Two Parents
Grandparent(s)raising
6.7%
grandchildren
Other
30.8%
No Response
5.2%
Other (please specify)
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
113
75
22
101
17
91
328
0
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Chart 13A Current Family Description represented as a percentage

When analyzing the responses that were specific enough to aggregate we see that the largest piece
of the pie is the category of those that are single parents. The reliability issues are again of concern
however we can see that the single parent category is 11% larger than the two parent response. The
“other” response should increase the other responses share of the pie if it is better defined in future survey
instruments.

II.

Information on Health Insurance Status and Health Care

Information on health insurance status was collected in order to evaluate the health care providers
for the attendees of the CLH. Participants were asked about their health insurance status and their
primary source of health care. This information may be used to better design the CLH as well as provide
important information to the event planners. Additionally, this information can be used to gauge the
importance of providing the services at the CLH to individuals who have little to no health care options.

Health Insurance Status
As can be expected after reviewing the unemployment and income data, the largest frequency of
respondents indicated that they were in possession of no health insurance. There were a larger number of
people with private health insurance than either Medicaid or Medicare however if you combine those with
Medicaid, Medicare, and no health insurance then you are only left with 67 people responding to the
question that have health insurance.
Table 14A displays the frequency of the responses received for this question. There were only 7
no responses recorded and 32 other responses which were not categorized into the existing health
insurance options or the option of no health insurance.
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Table 14A Attendee’s health insurance status
What is your health insurance status?
Response
Percent
16.5%
18.6%
20.4%
32.6%
9.8%
2.1%
answered question
skipped question

Answer Options
Medicare
Medicaid
Private Health Insurance
No health Insurance
Other
No Response

Response
Count
54
61
67
107
32
7
328
0

With 33% of the survey participants indicating that they were without health insurance we see
that this group holds the largest share of the attendee’s at the CLH. Chart 14A shows the percentage of
each type of health insurance that attendees are utilizing. We can see that 58% of the attendees are either
on Medicare or Medicaid or have no insurance at all. This may have some correlation with not only high
unemployment but also to the troubled economy. The small amount of people with private health
insurance were not asked if they purchased it themselves or if it was through their employer, however,
with only 55% of attendees having some sort of insurance it may be worth exploring the types of private
health insurance being utilized in future surveys.
Chart 14A Attendee’s health insurance status represented as a percentage

Health Insurance Status
No Response
2%
Other
10%

No health
Insurance
33%

Medicare
16%
Medicaid
19%
Private Health
Insurance
20%
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Chart 14B Attendee’s health insurance status represented by frequency

Primary Source of Attendee’s Healthcare
Further analyzing information on CLH attendee’s insurance and health care survey participants
were asked what their primary source of health care was. As can be seen in Table 15A the majority of the
attendees surveyed indicated that their primary source of health care was a doctor’s office. The next to
most frequent responses were the county health clinic and a hospital emergency room. It is alarming to
see that this many people go to the emergency room, considering the amount of attendees with little or no
insurance and the high cost of emergency room visits.
Table 15A Primary source of health care
What is your primary source of health care?
Answer Options
Doctor’s Office
County Public Health Clinic
Hospital Emergency Room
Urgent Care
Don’t access health care
Other
No Response

Response
Percent
58.8%
10.4%
10.4%
4.3%
6.7%
8.5%
0.9%
answered question
skipped question
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Response
Count
193
34
34
14
22
28
3
328
0

Looking at Chart 15A we see that 7% of the attendees surveyed reported not accessing health care
at all. There was no further analysis to find out more about the nature of the person that doesn’t access
health care at all. Further analysis could be done to find out the reasoning for not accessing health care.
Are these people healthy, homeless, or do they simply not access health care?
Chart 15A Attendee’s primary source of health care represented as a percentage

Primary Source of Health Care

Don’t access
health care
Urgent Care 7%
4%

Hospital
Emergency
Room
10%

No Response
1%
Other
9%

Doctor’s Office
59%

County Public
Health Clinic
10%
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Chart 15B Attendee’s primary source of health care represented by frequency

III.

Information Related to Participation in CLH

Information was gathered regarding the way participants received information about CLH, the
participant’s frequency in attending the CLH and the participant’s reason for attending. This information
was gathered in order to identify the most useful means of advertising and to gauge why attendees have
come to the CLH. Survey participants were asked how they heard about the CLH, why they came to the
CLH, and how often they had attended the CLH.
How Attendee Heard about CLH
Various forms of advertising are utilized to promote the CLH. These include print media,
television, and radio. However, as can be seen in Table 16A, the most frequent response indicated from
our analysis is that attendees heard about the CLH by word of mouth. The next most frequent category
was that of “other” which was not operationalized any further. We do not know what particularly
composed the “other” category. The next most frequent group was that of the newspapers and social
service agencies. Additionally the mail was among the most frequent responses.
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Table 16A How attendees heard about the CLH
Response
Percent
44.2%
8.5%
2.1%
6.1%
8.2%
3.4%
7.9%
1.2%
18.3%
0.0%
answered question
skipped question

Answer Options
Word of mouth
Newspaper article
Television
RTA Signs
Social Service Agency
Radio
Mail
Internet
Other
No Response

Response
Count
145
28
7
20
27
11
26
4
60
0
328
0

The statistics shown in Table 16A and Chart 16A show us the most effective ways to reach
citizens in the Dayton region and may help to guide future marketing efforts on upcoming CLH events.
Word of mouth as well as newspaper and marketing to social service agencies seem to be the best ways to
market the event to the public. It may also be noted that RTA signs and Mailings are effective as
compared to the rest of the mediums addressed in the survey.
Chart 16A How attendees heard about CLH represented as a percentage

How Did you Hear About CLHF
No Response
0%
Internet
1%

Other
18%

Mail
8%

Word of
mouth
44%

Radio
4%
Social
Service
Agency RTA Signs Television Newspaper
8%
2%
6%
article
9%
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Why attendee came to the CLH

Survey participants were asked to choose the reasons why they attended the CLH. This question
allowed participants to choose all reasons that were applicable to them. The reasons available are shown
in Table 17A. Among the responses that are categorized as other, we find that “activities” is a word that
is used to describe the other more frequently than other words. It may be sufficient to include activities as
a separate answer option; however it would have to be distinct from kid’s activities.
Table 17A Why attendee came to CLH
Answer Options
Free Testing
Health Information
Kid Activities
Free Meal
Resources
Other
No Response
Other (please specify)

Response
Percent
58.2%
57.3%
17.7%
33.2%
35.1%
13.7%
0.6%
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
191
188
58
109
115
45
2
56
328
0

Chart 17A Why attendee came to CLH

Chart 17A shows us the frequencies for the answer options from the question of the attendee’s
reasons for coming to the CLH. It is no surprise to see free testing and health information as the most
frequent reason for attending CLH. It should be noted that “free meal” was a large portion of the
motivation to attend the CLH as well as “resources”. It should be noted that resources may be too broad a
category as it may be overlapping the free testing category, since free testing is also a resource. Future
surveys may want to combine these categories or rename the resources category.
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Is this the first time attending the CLH

Survey participants were asked if this was the first time they had visited the CLH.
Table 18A Is this attendees first time attending the CLH
Response
Percent

Answer Options

Response
Count

51.5%
47.9%
0.6%
answered question
skipped question

Yes
No
No Response

169
157
2
328
0

As we can see from Table 18A and Chart 18A the responses for this question were fairly split.
There were slightly more first time attendees than there were of those that had attended before. This
shows us that there is an equal amount of new attendees and attendees who have partaken in the CLH in a
previous year.
Chart 18A Is this attendees first time attending the CLH represented as a percentage

First Time Attending
No Response
1%

No
48%

Yes
51%
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Number of times attending CLH

Survey participants were asked how many times they had attended the CLH in the past. This
information can be combined with the results of the previous question in order to determine how often
people are attending the CLH.
Table 19A Number of Years attending the CLH
R e s p o ns e s

Fre q ue nc y
0
1
2
3
4

R e s p o ns e s

Fre q ue nc y

102
5
54
6
41
7
21
8
10 Not Applicable/ Other

0
0
2
0
85

As can be seen in Table 19A and Chart 19A many of the participants surveyed indicated that this
is their first time here (102 responses of 0). However, it seems like there were a large number of people
(54) that had been here once before and came back. As the number of years increases, the number of
people who responded multiple years of attending decreases.
It should be noted that there are a large number of survey participants that responded “not
applicable” or “other”. This indicates that further clarity in the question may be needed as 85 people did
either not know how to answer the question or were confused with the options available.
Chart 19A Number of years attending the CLH
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IV.

How attendees plan to use information gained from CLH

Do you plan to make any lifestyle changes based on what you learned today

Attendees were asked if they planned to make any lifestyle changes as a result of testing or
services rendered at the CLH. This can be used as a measure to show the impact that the CLH makes on
those that attend. This analysis does not gauge if the survey participant actually makes the changes but
only looks into the desire to make changes.
Table 20A Do attendees plan to make lifestyle changes as a result of
A ns we r Op tio ns
Yes
No
No Response

R e s p o ns e
P e rc e nt

R e s p o ns e
Co unt

72.6%
20.7%
6.7%

238
68
22

a ns we re d q ue s tio n
s k ip p e d q ue s tio n

328
0

Attendees of the CLH seemed very optimistic in that 72.6% of the participants surveyed indicated
that they did plan on making lifestyle changes as a result of the tests and services they had received at the
CLH. Only 20.7% said that they were not going to make changes in their lifestyle as a result of attending
the CLH. The category of “other” consisted of those who were not sure and of those who had either not
received testing or received results that required a lifestyle change.
Overall the analysis of planned lifestyle changes is encouraging. Following through with these
plans cannot be measured in this analysis since there was no follow up with survey participants.
Chart 20A Do attendees plan on making lifestyle changes

Plan on Making Lifestyle Changes
No Response
7%
No
21%

Yes
72%
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If attendees received testing that required follow up, do they intend to follow up on results

Survey participants were first asked if they received results from testing that required follow up.
If they indicated that they did, they were then asked if they planned on following up on the results that
they received.
It should be noted that there was a large number of “no response” and “other” answers to this
question. This should be investigated further in order to better design the survey instrument as this data is
largely incomplete due to the lack of substantive responses.
Table 21A Testing result follow ups
If y e s to q ue s tio n 21, d o y o u p la n to fo llo w up o n a ny o f the re s ults y o u
re c e iv e d to d a y ?
A ns we r Op tio ns
Yes
No
Other
No Response
Other (please specify)

R e s p o ns e
P e rc e nt

R e s p o ns e
Co unt

31.4%
11.6%
8.2%
48.8%

103
38
27
160
61

a ns we re d q ue s tio n
s k ip p e d q ue s tio n

328
0

Participants indicated that they were going to follow up on the results that required it which were
received at the CLH. Only 11 % of the participants surveyed indicated that they would not. Again, a
large number of survey participants indicated either “other” or “no response” causing this question to be
largely ambiguous as far as its ability to be analyzed further.
Chart 21A Attendees intending to follow up on results
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V.

Perceptions of services rendered at the CLH

Which of the following additional services would attendees like to see in the future
Survey participants were given a chance to indicate the services that they would like to see at the
CLH in the future. The results of this question are shown in Table 22A.
Table 22A Additional services desired
A ns we r Op tio ns
Pediatrician
Pregnancy Test
Arthritis/Chronic Pain
Stop Smoking
Other Cancer Screening
Vaccinations
Dermatologist/Skin Cancer Screening
Cardio Scan
Sickle Cell Testing
Alzheimer’s/Dementia
Lead Testing
Other
No Response
Other (please specify)

R e s p o ns e
P e rc e nt

R e s p o ns e
Co unt

22.6%
21.6%
39.3%
34.1%
34.1%
29.9%
41.2%
36.3%
25.3%
34.1%
29.0%
10.7%
5.5%

74
71
129
112
112
98
135
119
83
112
95
35
18
53

a ns we re d q ue s tio n
s k ip p e d q ue s tio n

328
0

Among the services that are not already included in the CLH the most desired service not
provided is a dermatologist/ skin cancer testing service. Additionally, an arthritis/chronic pain service is
the next most frequent response received in the survey. Services such as lead testing, cardio scans,
Alzheimer’s and dementia testing as well as cancer screening and stop smoking help were frequently
recorded in this survey. Depending on availability, these services can be sought for future CLH events.
Chart 22A Additional services desired
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Attendees rating of various aspects of CLH
Survey participants were asked to rate aspects of the CLH such as its location, the information
available, time of day, testing available, parking, wait time and overall experience. This information is
meant to guide the event organizers in future planning and implementation.
Attendees were asked to rate each category based on a Likert scale that can be seen in Table 23A.
Survey participants were asked to rate each category and the response totals were recorded.
Table 23A Attendee ratings
Answe r Op tio ns

A= Exce lle nt

Location of the event
Range of information available
Time of the day the event was held
Range of testing available
Parking for the event
Wait time at booths
Overall experience

269
224
251
205
176
149
231

B= Ab o ve
D =Be lo w
N /A= I D o n’t
C= Ave ra g e
F= Fa ilure
Ave ra g e
Ave ra g e
Kno w
32
72
39
74
42
70
66

21
21
26
26
34
84
18

2
0
4
5
7
12
3

1
1
0
1
2
1
1
a nswe re d
skip p e d

3
9
7
16
65
12
7
q ue stio n
q ue stio n

R e sp o nse
Co unt
328
327
327
327
326
328
326

Attendees indicated that overall the CLH was excellent as evidenced in Table 23A and Chart
23A. In each category, the majority of ratings fell into the excellent range as indicated by the Likert
scale. Among those that were most frequently rated as excellent are the location of the event and the time
of day the event is held. The least frequent excellent ratings were experienced in the wait time for booths
and the parking for the event. As can be seen in Chart 23A many people did not utilize the parking of the
event so that may explain its lower rating.
Overall, the ratings of the CLH appear to be very favorable for the event. The only
improvements that could be considered are the wait time at booths. This may be a function of
understaffed vendors at the booths or overcapacity for the event.
Chart 23A Attendee ratings
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

Overall experience

Wait time at booths

Parking for the event

Range of testing available

Time of the day the event…

Range of information…

Location of the event

N/A= I Don’t Know

B= Above Average
D=Below Average
N/A= I Don’t Know

F= Failure
D=Below Average
C= Average
B= Above Average
A= Excellent
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328
0
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6.H- Ceremony Flyer

Date
Mr. John Q. Public
123 Any St
A City, US 00000-0000
Dear Mr. Public,
Service-learning is a top priority here at Indiana State University. Recently ranked third in the nation
for community service, ISU students and faculty volunteered an estimated one million hours last
year! The Nonprofit Leadership Alliance (Alliance) has more than doubled in size as more students
recognize the value in serving nonprofit organizations. The Alliance program teaches us to be effective
nonprofit managers through meaningful coursework, participation in the Alliance Student Association,
completion of a 300-hour internship and attendance at the Alliance national conference.
The Nonprofit Leadership Alliance is a national alliance of colleges, universities and nonprofit
organizations dedicated to strengthen the social sector with a talented, prepared workforce. The
program teaches a variety of skills including volunteer and risk management, budgeting, fundraising
and programming.
Alliance provides students with opportunities for servi
ce-learning while fostering valuable relationships
with nonprofit organizations, such as YMCA of Vigo County, Terre Haute Children’s Museum, St.
Jude Children’s Research Hospital, and Happiness Bag Inc. of Terre Haute, to name a few. Through
our partnerships, and events such as the IYI Youth Worker Café, students discover new passions
and use their talents to advance a meaningful cause. NLA-certified students are highly sought after
to fill the demand for program directors, human resource managers, fundraisers, and volunteer
coordinators, among others. By supporting NLA, you are supporting local community services and
the future leaders of Indiana’s nonprofits.
With such a rapidly increasing academic program, funding our annual trip to the National
Conference is our top concern. Trained nonprofit leaders are critical to mission focused
management; we need support to continue growing and improving the education of future nonprofit
leaders. If you care about developing the next generation of nonprofit leaders, we ask that you
invest in our academic program by making a gift today! We look forward to partnering with
you to help implement the change we want to see in Indiana, and the world!
Sincerely,

Elizabeth Mosier
Assistant Student Director of Annual Giving

Dr. Nathan A. Schaumleffel, CNP
Associate Professor & NLA

7.A- Indiana State University’s Appeal Letter

A Donor Bill of Rights
PHILANTHROPY is based on voluntary action for the co
mmon good. It is a tradition of
giving and sharing that is primary to the quality of life. T o ensure that philanthropy merits
the respect and trust of the general public, and that donors and prospective donors can have
full confidence in the not-for-profit organizations and causes they are asked to support, we
declare that all donors have these rights:

I.

VI.

To be informed of the organization’s mission, of
the way the organization intends to
use donated resources, and ofits capacity to use
donations effectively for their intended purposes.

II.

To be assured that information about
their donations is handled with respect and with
confidentiality to the extent provided by law.

VII.

To expect that all relationships with
To be informed of the identity of those serving
individuals representing organizations ofinterest
on the organization’s governing board,
to the donor will be professional in nature.
and to expect the board to exercise prudent judgement
in its stewardship responsibilities.

VIII.

III.
To have access to the organization’s
most recent financial statements.

IV.
To be assured their gifts will be used for
the purposes for which they were given.

V.

IX.
To have the opportunity for their
names to be deleted from mailing lists that
an organization may intend to share.

X.

To receive appropriate
acknowledgement and recognition.

D E V E L O P E D

To be informed whether those seeking
donations are volunteers, employees of the
organization or hired solicitors.

B Y

To feel free to ask questions when making
a donation and to receive prompt, truthful and
forthright answers.
E N D O R S E D

B Y

(in formation)

Association of Fundraising Professionals (AFP)
Association for Healthcare Philanthropy (AHP)
Council for Advancement and Support of Education (CASE)
Giving Institute: Leading Consultants to Non-Profits

Independent Sector
National Catholic Development Conference (NCDC)
National Committee on Planned Giving (NCPG)
Council for Resource Development (CRD)
United Way of America
7.B- Donor Bill of Rights from the Association of Fundraising Professionals

A workshop on planning
and developing your board!

April 13, 2012

Nonprofit Leadership Alliance
W r i g h t S t a t e U n i v e r s i t y S t u d e n t A s s o c i a ti o n

Where:

Cost:

YWCA Dayton
141 W. Third Street
Dayton, Ohio 45402
$25 WSU Students
$35 Professionals
Breakfast and Lunch Included
8:30 a.m.—3:00 p.m.

Featured Speakers:
Shannon Martin, Bricker and Eckler Law Firm
Sarah Williams, Hannah’s Treasure Chest
Angela Addington, Hannah’s Treasure Chest
*Finalized titles of talks will be available at a later date

F o r I n f o r m a ti o n - C o n t a c t :

To R e g i s t e r c o n t a c t :

Brad Roediger
wsunla1112@gmail.com

Brad Roediger
wsunla1112@gmail.com

Reduced Parking Available

Formerly

8.A- Workshop Invitation

SPRING WORKSHOP

Get On Board!

Nonprofit Leadership Alliance
Wright State University’s Nonprofit Certification Program

Get On Board !
Best Practices in Planning &


Angela Addington



Nonprofit Leadership Alliance Alumni Society



Nonprofit Leadership Community Council



Sarah Williams



Shannon Martin



WSU Student Government

Developing Your Board
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SPRING WORKSHOP

Wright State University's
Nonprofit Leadership Alliance
would like to thank the following:

Get On Board!
Registration
8:30—9:00 am
Welcome
9:00—9:15 am

Board Practices
M. Shannon Martin
9:15-10:30
Break
Shannon Martin (continued)
10:40– 11:55
Lunch
12:00—1:00 pm

Succession Planning
Angela Addington & Sarah Williams
1:15—2:30 pm
Closing Remarks
2:30—3:00 pm

About the Presenters
M. Shannon Martin– Bricker & Eckler Attorneys At Law

Shannon, a graduate of the Cleveland Marshall College of Law, is a partner in the Bricker &
Eckler Health Care, Public Finance, and Practice Groups and Participates in the Real Estate
Industry Group. Shannon’s practice allows her to focus on a variety of areas ranging from
finance and real estate development and property management needs of her profit and nonprofit clients to advising clients on governance, compliance, and operational matters. Shannon has served as general counsel for political entities concerning a range of operational
and legislative matters including things like public-private partnerships, conflict of interest,
charter review, amendment processes, and appropriations. Shannon’s outstanding career
has gained her several awards and recognitions including Dayton Business Journal’s, Forty
Under Forty Award, and Artemis Center for Alternatives to Domestic Violence’s, Peacekeepers Award.
Angela Addington– Hannah’s Treasure Chest

Angela has a Bachelor of Science in Marketing with an Emphasis on research from Northern Arizona university. She has worked in the telecommunications industry as a system
analyst. Angela left the corporate world to start her own business as a professional photographer in 1994, with such clients as the College Football Hall of Fame and Notre
Dame University. In 2000, she had her daughter Hannah, for whom the charity is named.
Feeling the need for financial security with a new baby, Angela returned to the corporate
world by taking a data technician position at LexisNexis through Manpower. Angela resigned from her job to develop Hannah’s Treasure Chest full-time as the organizations
needs began to grow. In 2008, Angela was recognized for her work at Hannah’s Treasure
Chest as the Co-executive Director by being named one of Dayton Daily News Top Ten
Women.
Sarah William– Hannah’s Treasure Chest

Sarah is a Wright State University graduate with a Bachelors of Science in Urban Affairs
and a certificate in Nonprofit Leadership and Management through the Nonprofit Leadership Alliance program. While attending school full time she also worked full time in the
nonprofit sector for a variety of nonprofit organizations from small to large.
Sarah joined Hannah’s Treasure Chest in 2011, bringing with her skills and training related to fundraising, donor development and nonprofit management. Sarah duties include
donor relations, fundraising, special events, marketing, volunteers and learning the operations management for the agency.
She has been a member of the Association of Fundraising Professionals (AFP) since 2007.
Sarah is a committee member of Venture Crew 100 in the Heart of Ohio Council, Boys
Scouts of America. She also serves as President of the Wright State University Nonprofit
Leadership Alliance Alumni Society and a Board Member of the NLA Community Council. In addition, Sarah is active within the Wright State Alumni Association, serving on the
Board and the Alumni Association President’s Council. She has also presented various
8.B- Workshop Program
workshop presentations for AmeriCorps programs and at the NLA Management Institute.

How to Market
Yourself as an
NLA candidate!
Property of Dr. Maggie Tolan
Director, AYS Career Services & Student Life
Georgia State University Campus Director, NLA

11.A- Marketing Your Alliance Membership

So what is so special about
being a part of NLA?

11.A- Marketing Your Alliance Membership

COMPETENCIES!


Communication, Marketing & Public Relations



Cultural Competency and Diversity



Financial Resource Development & Management



Foundations & Management of the Nonprofit Sector



Governance, Leadership & Advocacy



Legal & Ethical Decision Making



Personal & Professional Development



Program Development



Volunteer and Human Resource Management



Future of the Nonprofit Sector

11.A- Marketing Your Alliance Membership

Treat your
NLA profile
like a
resume!
• Seeking training and
opportunities that
expand your skill sets
• Use complete sentences
• Outline courses you have
taken
• Be results driven/
outcomes
• List workshop titles you
have attended
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We know NETWORKING!
 You

are part of a national organization!
 Reach out to other campuses and
directors of those campuses
 We have national nonprofit partners – let
them know you are interested in interning
with them
 Don’t forget our alumni!
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JOIN NLA LINKED IN
 GSU

NLA LinkedIn Group:
http://www.linkedin.com/groups?home=
&gid=3780901&trk=anet_ug_hm

 NLA

National LinkedIn Group:
http://www.linkedin.com/groups?gid=120
0927&trk=myg_ugrp_ovr
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Attend Career Fairs
 Look

at your campuses’ schedule of
events
 Get your “look” together – because you
get first access to the employers
 Practice your elevator speech!
 Wear your NLA pins! (if applicable)
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Does Your Resume
Communicate NLA?
Manny Turner
2469 Peachtree Street, NW
Atlanta, GA 30030
EDUCATION:
Bachelor of Science in Public Policy - Nonprofit Leadership
Georgia State University





3.6 GPA
Junior Standing - Expected Graduation December 2013
Honors Program and Dean’s List
Tau Sigma National Honor Society

Nonprofit Leadership Alliance Nonprofit Certificate
Georgia State University




Competency based program focusing on nonprofit leadership skills
(fundraising, board management, marketing/PR, financial
management, program development/evaluation, etc.)
Completed gift input training in Raiser’s Edge

WORK EXPERIENCE:

11.A- Marketing Your Alliance Membership

Gap Analysis
 Search and find 5 job announcement/postings that you see yourself applying for upon graduation
from your degree program (or after your next graduate degree).
 Print the job descriptions out.
 Highlight all of the minimum qualifications and the “desired” qualifications on the job posting.
 Create a list of the required/desired qualifications – and then write examples of how you can
demonstrate that you can do each requirement/qualification based on something in your
educational/volunteer/work experience. If you cannot identify an example, leave that space blank.
Desired/Required Skills
Demonstrated experience working on a team

How I can Show I have them

Completed a semester long research project
with a team of fellow students, and
presented our findings to the NASPAA
organization.

Currently work as part of a customer service
team in the retail industry, with annual goals
Sales, Marketing, Advertising, Public Relations,

5 years experience working as a sales
Corporate Communications
representative for Starbucks

Worked with local chambers of commerce
and newspapers to develop ad opportunities
within the local community while at Starbucks

As a volunteer at Hands Across America,
worked on the public relations committee
responsible for promoting and hosting their
annual fundraiser
*Proficiency in all MS Office applications.

Use MS Office products to build presentations,
write reports, and to manage business
contacts.

Built tables, queries and reports in MS Access
to manage
employer database/prospect
11.A- Marketing Your Alliance
Membership
management.

Cover Letters
 Just

use this version!
 It focuses on skills, and
it forces you to use
your gap analysis to
say why you are
qualified.
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When should I use a cover
letter?
1.
2.
3.

To add to your resume when applying for a
specific/posted position
When you were referred by a colleague/
friend and you need to introduce yourself
When you are “fishing” for an opportunity
and need to introduce yourself/credentials
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Electronic Cover Letters
 The

new 'cover letter' is often a shorter
two-paragraph message in the body of
an e-mail.
 Although this new 'cover e-mail' is shorter
and less formal, its content is no less
important than that of a traditional cover
letter. Style, spelling, grammar and
professionalism are all still vitally important.
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And lastly…
Schedule an
appointment with your
NLA Campus Advisor
or a Career Services
Advisor!

11.A- Marketing Your Alliance Membership

Righting The Ship
How To Get Your Career Planning In Gear

11.B- Righting the Ship How to Get Your Career Planning in Gear

Where Are People At?





Haven’t started an internship yet – need to get going?
About to graduate and haven’t really looked at jobs?
Been looking, applying, and not getting any bites?
I still have time left (one or more years) and I want to
make sure I am doing all that I can?
 ???

11.B- Righting the Ship How to Get Your Career Planning in Gear

Step #1: Basics to Get in Order
 Resume(s) – are they ready?
 Targeted ones for private, nonprofit, gov’t
 Proofed and uploaded to PCN?
 Do you have one always with you, on resume paper?

 Cover Letters
 Yes, you need to send one with every job, if possible
 Work on your writing if not your strength
 Go with a format that stands out!
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Tip #1

“It is said that up to 85% of jobs
are never advertised “
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Step #2: Get a Grip on Who You
Know!
 Build Your Network
 Assess those in your
network
 Nurture it
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Step #3: Identify Job Titles/Paths
 Struggling with job titles for your area? Look at:
http://aysps.gsu.edu/career/degree-career-paths
 Look at Bureau of Labor Statistics – Occupational
Outlook Handbook: http://www.bls.gov/ooh/
 Read Professional Organization information pages:
http://aysps.gsu.edu/career/professional-associations
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Example: Professional Organization

Professional Association
websites offer members:
• Scholarships
• Job Boards
• Conference Information
• Student Internships
• Membership Directories
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Step #4: Conduct a SWOT Analysis
 SWOT–A SWOT Analysis is a strategic planning tool used to evaluate the
Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats involved in a project
or in a business venture or in any other situation of an organization or
individual requiring a decision in pursuit of an objective.
 It involves monitoring the environment internal and external to the
career path you are considering.
 The aim of any SWOT analysis is to identify the key internal and external
factors that are important to achieving the objective.
 SWOT analysis groups key pieces of information in to two main
categories:
 Internal factors-The 'strengths‘ and ‘weaknesses‘ internal to the
organization.
 External factors-The 'opportunities‘ and 'threats‘ presented by the
external environment.
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Tip # 3
Keep your glass
“half full”
• If you don’t think networking
can work, then it won’t!
• Believe in yourself and what
your strengths are – and others
will follow
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Step #4: Gap Analysis
 A technique for determining the steps to be taken in
moving from a current state to a desired future-state.
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Back to Strategic
Planning/Career Planning
 By completing the
gap analysis you
will have a better
idea of what you
need to do to start
closing the gaps.
 This will also help
you prioritize your
gaps in your action
plan.
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Types of Gaps
 Position gaps vs. Competency
gaps
 A combination of Position
gaps and Competency gaps
will give you (1) an idea of
how big the career gap is
between your present
position and your future
position and (2) what
competencies such as unique
skills, knowledge and
experiences you will need to
work in that position.
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Position Gaps
Supervisory Economist

$165,300.00

Chief Economist

$123,758.00

Economist

$51,630.00

*Salaries & position classifications taken from US JOBS
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Competency Gaps
 Most organizations use
competencies in some shape or
form in their Human Resources or
People processes. Competencies
are usually defined by the senior
management team (or industry)
and may change over time to reflect
changing business needs.
 Competencies are used in:
 Recruitment and selection
 Performance management, and
 Training and development
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Take a Picture
 Print out job
announcements
 Print them out across
the nation (don’t limit
yourself by geography)
 Look for a position title
across different
organizational types
(private, public,
nonprofit)
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Compare Things Like…
 What are the daily job responsibilities for the
position?
 What is common among the announcements in terms
of how the organizations talk about themselves (their
values, goals, objectives, mission)
 What technical skills/software programs are they all
asking for?
 What do you see as “minimum” requirements vs.
“desired” qualifications?
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Take the Average
 Do the ol’ tally marks to
count how many times
something appears across
the job announcements
 Do you notice any trends as
you look at different
organizational types or
regions of the
US/International?
 What are the anomalies
(outliers)?
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Step #5: How Many Internships
Should I Do?
 Depends on your gap analysis
 Remember, this is your one chance to job
hop without having it count against you!
 Benefit: each internship can lead to a great
letter of recommendation and access to a
professional network
 Make them count! Don’t just take anything
to fill your resume. We are looking for
quality vs. quantity.
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Now, where do you look for one?











Join jobs & internship listservs!
Get internship database from Maggie or Catherine
Join LinkedIn AYS groups
Register with University Career Services Panther Career
Net
Federal internships: look at specific agency websites
Professional organizations
Other public administration schools
Review industry/interest spreadsheets provided by
Maggie (shows employers, contacts, etc.)
Alumni & Employer Contacts
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Step #6: Informational Interviewing
 An informational
interview is a brief
meeting between a
person who wants to
investigate a career
and a person working
in that career. The
interviews usually last
20 to 30 minutes.
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What is the Purpose of an
Informational Interview?
The purpose of an informational interview is not to get a job. Instead, the goal is to find out
about jobs you might like—to see if they fit your interests, skills, and personality.
Specifically, interviews can help you:

Learn more about the realities of working in a particular occupation

Decide among different occupations or choose an occupational specialty

Focus career goals

Discover careers you never knew existed

Uncover your professional strengths and weakness

Find different ways to prepare for a particular career

Gather ideas for volunteer, seasonal, part-time, and internship opportunities related
to a specific field

Provide an inside look at an organization you may want to work for in the future.

Polish communication skills, help gain confidence
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Deciding Who to Interview
 First identify the occupations you are interested in
(job titles)
 Then be strategic in your interviews if you are new to
the field:
1.
2.
3.

First talk to people in the jobs you are considering
Next talk to gate keepers (HR people)
End with networking resources
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Sample Email

From: Megan Brown [mbrown@emailaddress.com]
To: Kenneth Smith [Kenneth.smith@abc.org]

Subject: Georgia State University student seeking career advice
Dear Mr. Smith:
As someone with experience in finance, you have insight into finance occupations. I am hoping you can share some of that
insight with me as I research financial management careers.
Currently, I am a full-time student at Georgia State University. I am not seeking an employment interview; rather, I am
interested in gathering information about finance careers.
I will call next week to request an appointment. I would appreciate if we could meet for about 20 minutes.

Thank you for your time as I explore potential careers.
Sincerely,
Megan Brown
mbrown@emailaddress.com
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Step #7 – Set Up a Schedule
 Create a daily plan
 Treat it like a job
 Don’t allow yourself to
get distracted by family,
friends, loved-ones
 Learn to say “no”
 Start getting up daily, at the same
time you would go to work in your
new job.
 Use technology to your advantage
 Mix it up – defeats boredom/
depression
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Example of a Schedule
 Monday (8-10 a.m.) – Check all websites of government
agencies that you have bookmarked
 Tuesday (12-2 p.m.) – check all websites for nonprofit
agencies
 Wednesday (8-10 a.m.) – email at least 2 people to
schedule informational interviews with. Follow up with
previous informational interviewers.
 Thursday (12-2 p.m.) – review Panther Career Net and
LinkedIn Jobs
 Friday (8-10 a.m.) – Follow up on previously applied for
positions. Work on new cover letters/resumes.
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NETWORK, NETWORK, NETWORK
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Technology’s spin on Networking
 Now it also looks like this:
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Tip # 4
Remember …
You can’t win
if you don’t play
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Do’s and Don’ts of Networking
 Do:
 Use a multi-pronged approach – live and on-line
 Send thank you cards (yes, the old fashion kind!) and emails
 Spend the money to join as a student member of professional
organizations
 Ask your faculty for their contacts



Don’t:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Be negative!
Give up!
Be obnoxious or wordy
Forget to respond quickly to referral partners
Abuse relationships
Put things on your Facebook or LinkedIn pages that will hurt you!
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Good Luck!
 Come see us!

11.B- Righting the Ship How to Get Your Career Planning in Gear

How to Market
Your
Community
Service
Presented by
Dr. Maggie Tolan
Director, AYS Career Services & Student Life
Campus Director, NLA

11.C- How to Market Your Community Service

What is an Employer Looking
For in a Future Employee?

11.C- How to Market Your Community Service

COMPETENCIES!


Written Communication Skills



Cultural Competency and Diversity



Attention to Detail and Critical Thinking



Leadership



Legal & Ethical Decision Making



Personal & Professional Development



Maximist vs. Minimalist work ethic



Sense of Community



Technical Skills

11.C- How to Market Your Community Service

Do Employers Only Value
These Competencies from
“Paid” Jobs?
 Heck

no!
 A skill is a skill is a skill –
no matter how you
gained it!
 So start seeing your
volunteer work as equal
to your “paid” work!
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Take Your Pulse

 Search and find 5 job announcement/postings that you see yourself
applying for upon graduation from your degree program
 Print the job descriptions out.
 Highlight all of the minimum qualifications and the “desired” qualifications
on the job posting.
 Create a list of the required/desired qualifications – and then write
examples of how you can demonstrate that you can do each
requirement/qualification based on something in your
educational/volunteer/work experience.

Desired/Required Skills

How I can Show I have them

Demonstrated experience working on a team



Completed a semester long research project
with a team of fellow students, and
presented our findings to the NASPAA
organization.

Currently work as part of a customer service
team in the retail industry, with annual goals
Sales, Marketing, Advertising, Public Relations,

5 years experience working as a sales
Corporate Communications
representative for Starbucks

Worked with local chambers of commerce
and newspapers to develop ad opportunities
within the local community while at Starbucks

As a volunteer at Hands Across America,
worked on the public relations committee
responsible for promoting and hosting their
annual fundraiser
*Proficiency in all MS Office applications.

Use MS Office products to build presentations,
write reports, and to manage business
contacts.

Built tables,
queries and reports in MS Access
11.C- How to Market Your Community
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to manage employer database/prospect
management.

Use The NETWORK!
 You

are part of national organizations!
 Think about who you are rubbing elbows
with while you are volunteering?
 Your CEOs, CFOs, Program Directors know
TONS of people in town!
 Talk about your intentions at work and
where you see yourself heading – you
never know who is listening.
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Building a Resume to Sell You!
Manny Turner
2469 Peachtree Street, NW
Atlanta, GA 30030
EDUCATION:
Bachelor of Science in Public Policy - Nonprofit Leadership
Georgia State University





3.6 GPA
Junior Standing - Expected Graduation December 2013
Honors Program and Dean’s List
Tau Sigma National Honor Society

Nonprofit Leadership Alliance Nonprofit Certificate
Georgia State University




Competency based program focusing on nonprofit leadership skills
(fundraising, board management, marketing/PR, financial
management, program development/evaluation, etc.)
Completed gift input training in Raiser’s Edge

WORK EXPERIENCE:
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What is the purpose of a
resume?
 To

market you and your abilities in hopes
to win an interview – not necessarily get
you the job!
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3 Types of Resumes


Chronological






Functional








You are selling your work history/education
Education, jobs and experience are listed in reverse chronological order, starting
with the most recent
Most common type of resume, and expected by most employers
You are selling your skills rather than saying “hire me because I have done this
work before”
Lists major skill categories and combines all work experience together
Highlights specific skills directed towards the job sought
Good for individuals changing career paths or with less than 2 years of work
experience

Combined




½ resume is functional (skills) and ½ is work experience (not abbreviated)
Combined works for folks who might be career changers
Still highlights specific skills directed towards the job sought, but shows where
skills were obtained
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Rules to Follow for Effective
Resume Construction









First, and foremost – study job descriptions of jobs
you are interested in applying for! See what they
prioritize in their required/ preferred qualifications
Create your own name categories
Devote more space to and emphasize those
aspects of your experience that best qualify you
for the position
Must sell the employer by the first ½ of your resume
Mirror the language of your target market
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Talking About Your “Experience”



This is the longest and most important part of your resume.
You can break your “experience” up into sections if you need to:














Nonprofit Experience
Research Experience
Human Services Experience
Additional Experience

Should include both paid and unpaid work and part-time or fulltime work experience.
Should reflect skills that are desired for the position you are applying
for – not just a mere listing of your job responsibilities!!
Are you selling where you worked or your job title? Bold which ever
one is more powerful
Use action verbs to describe the work you did or do (use present
tense for anything current and past tense for anything in the past).
Show outcomes/successes in your bullet statements – show the
employer you are a “do-er” not a minimalist.
Choose verbs creatively and don’t be repetitive in word choice.
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Common Errors to AVOID













Using “I” or “me” in your resume.
Making your name at the top of the page too small. Use at least 14 pt. font.
Don’t exceed 36 pt. font.
Using odd/crazy font styles/colors
Being inconsistent in style (ex. If you use periods in a description, use them
throughout the entire resume).
Including personal information, such as social security, marital status,
citizenship, and date of birth (only acceptable on federal resumes)
Being inconsistent in your action verbs – using past tense and present tense in
jobs you held previously. Suggest using past-tense in all job descriptions
except the one you are currently in.
Overcrowding your resume.
Repeating information in multiple areas of resume.
Using extremely old experiences, use more recent.
Just typing in what your job responsibilities were
Using acronyms (i.e. NATO, ACLU, USDA).
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And lastly…
• Have your resume
reviewed by University
Career Services staff
• 2nd Floor University
Center
• Walks ins welcome
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Gap Analysis
1. Search and find 5 job announcement/postings that you see yourself applying for upon
graduation from your degree program (or after your next graduate degree).
2. Print the job descriptions out.
3. Highlight all of the minimum qualifications and the “desired” qualifications on the job posting.
Also make note of the main job responsibilities of the position.
4. Create a list of the required/desired qualifications – and then write examples of how you can
demonstrate that you can do each requirement/qualification based on something in your
educational/volunteer/work experience. If you cannot identify an example, leave that space
blank.
5. Now evaluate yourself and your answers – if you were the HR rep reading your resume, do your
answers allow you to earn the top 5 points in scoring? The more bullets/examples you have, or
the stronger your accomplishments, the higher the evaluation points you will receive by a
recruiter/HR screening personnel.
Example:

Scoring (How Well Did You Demonstrate Proficiency?)
Desired/Required Skills
Demonstrated experience working on a team

Sales, Marketing, Advertising, Public Relations,
Corporate Communications

*Proficiency in all MS Office applications.

1

2

3

4

5

How I can Show I have them
 Completed a semester long research
project with a team of fellow students, and
presented our findings to the NASPAA
organization.
 Currently work as part of a customer
service team in the retail industry, with
annual goals
 5 years experience working as a sales
representative for Starbucks
 Worked with local chambers of commerce
and newspapers to develop ad
opportunities within the local community
while at Starbucks
 As a volunteer at Hands Across America,
worked on the public relations committee
responsible for promoting and hosting
their annual fundraiser
 Use MS Office products to build
presentations, write reports, and to
manage business contacts.
 Built tables, queries and reports in MS
Access to manage employer
database/prospect management.
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KANDY KALE
111 Peach Pass Road, Duluth, Georgia 30387
(770) 852‐9515 kkale@yahoo.com

Education & Certifications
Master of Social Work (MSW) – Community Partnerships
Georgia State University ‐ Atlanta, GA
Bachelor of Arts in Social Welfare and Sociology
University of Georgia, Athens, GA
Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR)

Expected Graduation: May 2013
December 2010
Expires: Oct. 2011

Human Service Experience
Community Outreach Intern
Duluth Elementary School Enrichment Program
Duluth, Georgia
Aug. 2012‐present
 Developing partnerships between students, families, local schools, and community service organizations to support
students with educational and emotional needs
 Managing referrals from teachers; serving as a liaison between program and parents of students who have been
referred
 Organizing and managing evaluation data in SPSS
Case Management Intern
Fulton County Division of Family and Children Services
Atlanta, Georgia
Sept. 2011‐ May 2012
 Rotated through the offices of child protective services, foster care, and family independence. Attended court hearings,
participated in field investigation work, and worked with children, youth, adults, and families
 Skills learned: case planning, intake procedures, case review, navigating the adoptions process
Camp Counselor
Decatur YMCA
Atlanta, Georgia
May 2011‐Aug. 2011
 Directly supervised and led 25 children, ages 5‐12, in daily sporting activities
Human Development and Family Studies Intern
Athens, Georgia
May 2010‐Dec. 2010
Bright Future Kindergarten Prep School
 Recruited and registered children and parents for case study focused on the reading development of low‐income
children
 Observed students enrolled in the case study; recorded data in SPSS
Teaching Assistant and Tutor
Sept. 2007‐Feb. 2009
School After‐School Program
Athens, Georgia
 Tutored middle and high school students in all academic subject areas and worked as a teaching assistant in the high
school literacy program. 90% of literacy program students experienced improved English grades within one semester.

Skills




Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel, Microsoft PowerPoint
SPSS (Statistical Software)
Intermediate Spanish

Community Service
Hands on Atlanta Volunteer
Emory John’s Creek Hospital Front Desk Volunteer
YMCA of Clarke County Children’s Program Volunteer
Boys and Girls Club of Clarke County
 Tutoring and Children and Youth Activities Programs Volunteer

Oct. 2011‐present
Dec. 2010‐present
Jan. 2009‐Dec. 2010
June 2006‐Dec. 2010

Leadership & Professional Memberships
MSW Bridge Builders Club Member (Georgia State University)
National Association of Social Workers Student Member
Black Student Union, Treasurer

Aug. 2011‐present
Aug. 2011‐present
Aug. 2007‐Dec. 2010

Additional Experience
Customer Service Associate
SunTrust Bank
Athens, Georgia
Jan. 2007‐Dec. 2010
 Responsible for opening accounts, processing transactions and selling products and services.
 Recognized as a SunTrust Branch Top Performer ‐ March 2008, June 2008, and December 2009
11.E- Chronological - MSW

Imma Nonprofit
2856 Iris Avenue, Atlanta, GA, 30339
(404) 408-2000
immanp@gmail.com
EDUCATION
Bachelor of Science – Public Policy
Concentration: Nonprofit Leadership
Andrew Young School of Policy Studies - Georgia State University
James Madison University - Harrisonburg, Virginia
Major: Organizational Communication

Expected Graduation:
Dec. 2012
GPA: 3.4
2008- 2010

COMMUNICATIONS EXPERIENCE
 Managing Editor - The Signal (August 2010- Present)
o Provide editorial oversight to Georgia State University’s main student newspaper.
o Conduct weekly staff meetings with writers, editors, and advertising to develop bi-weekly publication.
 Communication Intern and President’s Assistant - Michael Neill & Associates (Summer 2009)
o Managed employee invoices and company bills; Put together presentations on PowerPoint to present to
clients; Assisted president during presentations to local financial institutions; Designed and implemented
new client database
LEADERSHIP EXPERIENCE
 Childcare Volunteer - Interfaith Outreach Home—Atlanta, GA, (August 2010- Present): Attend outreach home
to help with childcare during parental life skills meetings.
 Teacher/Volunteer Cross Cultural Solutions—Hohoe, Ghana, (Summer 2010): Taught a class of 7-13 year olds
in numerous subjects as well as, took part in community building activities in a small village.
 Community Service Chair - Alpha Sigma Alpha – Harrisonburg, VA, (Spring 2009): Held an executive chair
position where I oversaw and participated in all decision making for the entire organization
 Recruitment Counselor – Panhelinic Council–Harrisonburg, VA, (January 2008-September 2009): Led and
mentored a group of potential new members through the recruitment process while taking disciplinary action
when rules were broken
 Standards Chair- Harrisonburg, VA, Alpha Sigma Alpha (January 2008-December 2008): Was a part of a intersorority board that was in charge of disciplining members
FUNDRAISING/ EVENT PLANNING
Alpha Sigma Alpha- Community Service Chair, Harrisonburg, Virginia (January 2009- May 2010)
 Event Planning: Oversaw and planned all members community service activities
 Leadership: Conducted team meetings and built annual strategic plan.
 Planned weekly activities for local non-profits with members
The Mosby Foundation, Harrisonburg, Virginia (September 2009-November 2009)
 Planned, implemented, and directed the annual fundraiser, Pet Dog Extravaganza
 Raised over $6,000 for The Mosby Foundation
The Chris Farley Foundation- Drug and Alcohol Abuse Seminar, Harrisonburg, Virginia (January 2008-March 2008)
 Planned and oversaw a fundraiser for The Harrisonburg Community Resource Center
 Coordinated talent schedule
 Raised $800 for Harrisonburg Community Resource Center
Rock for RAK, Harrisonburg, Virginia (January 2008- September 2008)
 Co-sponsored fundraiser for Big Brothers/Big Sisters with another social fraternity
 Set up fundraisers to raise money to pay for talent
 Coordinated talent schedule and ticket sales
 Raised over $2,000 for Harrisonburg Big Brothers/Big Sisters
SKILLS
 Proficient in Microsoft Word, Excel, and PowerPoint
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320 West Ave. Tucker, GA 30084  678‐555‐8687  iwanajob@student.gsu.edu

Iwana Job
Objective
A fast learner and dedicated worker, seeking an internship in human resources.

Education
Bachelor of Science in Public Policy
Concentration: Public and Nonprofit Human Resource Policy
Andrew Young School of Policy Studies – Georgia State University (Senior Standing)
 Received a scholarship from Ameri Corps for completing 300 hours of volunteer service.
Relevant Coursework: Families and Society, Race and Ethnic Relations, Working with Policy Data, Accounting I and II, Human
Communication, Computer Information Systems, American Government, Global Issues, and Micro/Macro Economics

Experience
Georgia Department of Labor‐ Leadership Intern
Unemployment Insurance – Appeals Unit
College Park, GA
Summer 2012
 With little to no supervision, utilized MS Word to write office memos and client not valid complaint letters and utilized MS Excel
to create spreadsheets for office use.
 While maintaining confidentiality, entered case information regarding unemployment benefits for the appealing party in the
GDOL database system.
 Assisted executive management with the hiring and training of new staff by scheduling interviews, putting together selection
packages, and training booklets.
Professional Promotions Brand Ambassador
Various Marketing Companies
Atlanta, GA
20010‐Present
 Serve as an independent contractor for various marketing companies hired to do promotional sales.
 Skills required to be a successful contractor include suggestive selling, interpersonal communication, sensitivity to diversity, and
optimism.
 Acted as Field Marketing Manager for various accounts which included product display assembly and presentation, showcasing
product lines, and ensuring administrative paperwork was filled out and sent to the clients and/or hiring marketing company.
Teacher Assistant
Centennial Place Family YMCA
Atlanta, GA
Sept. 2008‐Feb. 2009
 Assisted the lead Pre‐K teacher with routine activities and assignments for children ages 3 and 4.
 Ensured a professional approach to classroom management with all children, promoting a positive learning
environment.
 Responsible for filing all class work for twenty children and documented children’s daily routines for their parents to
ensure effective parent communication and co‐curricular involvement.

Volunteer Experience
City of Refuge‐ The Mission Church
Summer 2010‐ Present
 Perform several hours a week of civic engagement by preparing and serving meals to homeless single women and
children of the Eden Village Housing Center.
Jumpstart – AmeriCorps
Spring 2007
 Interviewed and selected as a Jumpstart volunteer, helping children ages 4‐5 to develop their reading and literacy skills.
Skills developed in this position included team work, patience, and serving as a mentor.
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NED A. JOB
4491 Hamby Pond Place, Acworth, GA 30102
Telephone: (770) 677-9515 ♦ Email: NedJob@gsu.edu

PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY
Experienced Manager with several years of progressive operations management opportunities and continued educational
enhancements. Innovative, hands-on, results driven manager with excellent record of exceeding performance management goals
with proven experiences in the areas of marketing, management and development of new relationships. Career includes multiple
leadership roles and a consistent record of accomplishing organizational objectives and increasing revenues. Technologically
confident leader with a reputation for strategic vision, effective leadership, and flawless execution aiding in improving community
partnerships; career skills include the following:
Professional Communication Skills ♦ Marketing & Strategic Planning
Personnel Management ♦ Customer Relations Management ♦ Project Management
Financial Management ♦ Leadership Skills ♦ Analytical & Problem Solving Skills

EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND
Master of Public Administration – Management & Finance
GEORGIA STATE UNIVERSITY, Atlanta, GA
Andrew Young School of Policy Studies – 2013

Master of Business Administration
UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA, Athens, GA
Terry College of Business - 2007

Bachelor of Science – Information Technology
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, Atlanta, GA - 2004
Magna Cum Laude

INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCE
United Nations Mission in Liberia/United Nations World Food Programme
1990
 served as a volunteer providing coordination and distribution of food to people affected by the Liberian Civil War.
 International travel to 10 foreign countries
 Foreign language proficiency in French and Russian

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Business Operations Specialist
Dec 2008 – Present
STATE OF GEORGIA, DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES, Atlanta, GA
 Manage, plan and develop the regional consolidated transportation program serving 9 counties in Metro Atlanta.
 Administer annual funding in excess of $8 million.
 Oversee the development and administration of contracts with private transportation contractors.
 Monitor transportation providers for compliance with defined program services and operation.
 Conduct needs assessment, accurately prepare requests for proposals and ensure that quality control measures are
implemented.
 Provide direction to regional and local program managers, local planners, government officials and the private sector in
regards to the transportation program.
 Interact with all levels of government, contractors and the private sector in a way that promotes respect, encourages
cooperation and contributes to excellent performance.
 Supervise the collection, compilation, analyzing and reporting of data and the preparation of financial and administrative
reports.
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NED A. JOB
4491 Hamby Pond Place, Acworth, GA 30102
Telephone: (770) 677-9515 ♦ Email: NedJob@gsu.edu
Manager
LANIER PARKING SYSTEMS, Atlanta, GA
Sept 2006 – Nov 2008
 Managed the parking and shuttle operations for Atlantic Station - a mixed use development, as well as a “Class A” high
rise in midtown Atlanta.
 Effectively and successfully managed a $5 million annual budget.
 Developed an operating budget based on detailed forecasts and managed the facilities to operate effectively within the
established budget.
 Prepared comprehensive analysis reports showing comparison between expenses and budgets.
 Researched service needs and negotiated appropriate vendor contractual relationships.
 Hired, interviewed and trained a staff of 100+ professional and service level employees.
 Supervised all bookkeeping and accounting operations including payroll expenses, accounts payable and accounts
receivables.
Project Manager
Jan 2006 – Sept 2006
CENTRAL PARKING SYSTEM, Tampa, FL
 Managed the daily parking operations for the Tampa Port Authority and the City of St. Petersburg.
 Managed an annual budget in excess of $4 million.
 Implemented tighter revenue controls and as a result increased revenue by 50%.
 Interviewed, trained, motivated and supervised a staff of 40 employees to achieve maximum performance.
 Served as communications liaison for clients and executive management.
 Implemented and enforced policies and procedures that improved customer satisfaction by 70%.
Project Manager
Sept 2002 – Dec 2005
CENTRAL PARKING SYSTEM, Atlanta, GA
 Directed the parking operations of multiple locations throughout midtown and downtown Atlanta.
 Consistently exceeded revenue forecasts and increased revenue by 100% after performing a needs assessment and trend
analysis of area restaurants and clubs.
 Ensured the timely processing of payroll, accounts payables, and other monthly statements.
 Performed all requisite personnel responsibilities including, but not limited to, hiring, training and supervising a staff of 12
employees.
Management Trainee
Sept 2001 - Mar 2002
ENTERPRISE RENT-A-CAR, Atlanta, GA
 Negotiated business relationships for products and services to local car dealerships, body shops, claims adjusters,
insurance agents, hotels and corporations.
 Provided outstanding customer service to walk-in customers as well as those with reservations.
 Conducted administrative functions such as underwriting rental contracts, filing accident reports, and handling accounts
receivables and collections.
Personnel Specialist
Sept 1997 - Jul 2000
UNITED STATES AIR FORCE, Charleston, SC
 Supervised the logistics of providing training for more than 4,000 active duty personnel; provided direct supervision in
various disciplines including customer service, training, and counseling.
 Facilitated training and orientation programming for incoming Air Force personnel. Provided customer support and
resources for base personnel and their families regarding an array of issues and concerns.
 Awarded “Personnel Manager of the Year 1998”, “Airman of the Year 1998” and “Sharp Image Award”.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATION



Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc.
National Black MBA Association
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HYRE MI
99 Peachtree Parkway
Atlanta, GA 30303

(404) 845-1478
hyre.mi@gmail.com

Seeking a full-time internship position with the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
EDUCATION & CERTIFICATIONS
MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION, PUBLIC HEALTH – Georgia State University, January 2011-Present
 4.0 GPA
 3rd semester student
 Completed six FEMA certifications related to Disaster Preparedness, Communications, and Community Planning
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING – Emory University, 5/2006
 4.0 GPA – Summa Cum Laude
 “Outstanding Scholar” of graduating class
BACHELOR OF ARTS - SOCIOLOGY – University of Georgia, 12/2002
RELEVANT COURSEWORK
Statistical Methods for Health Sciences
 Developed competency in the appropriate use of data summarization and presentation of basic statistical methods.
Used SPSS and MS Excel to manipulate data and to perform basic analysis.
US Health Care System
 Established advanced knowledge of the US health care system, current organization of the health care system, ability
of the system to meet population needs, policy environment that influences access to care, and trends that could
impact the system in the future.
Evidence-based Management of Public Health Programs
 Techniques and procedures for monitoring achievement of a program’s objectives, generating evidence of program
effectiveness, and assessing impacts in public health settings. Focus on evaluation framework that leads to evidencebased decision-making in public health.
Health, Risk, and Crisis Communication in Public Health
 Sharpened written communication skills that can be used in technical reports, crisis communication plans, or to
provide objective summaries to groups or individuals.
Public Health Disaster Preparedness and Emergency Response
 Complemented primary care skills with responder training, which included securing advanced certifications from
FEMA in Incident Command System (ICS) and National Incident Management System (NIMS). Developed
community disaster plans for emergency management personnel.
Epidemiology in Public Health
 Developed skills to critically read and evaluate public health work using epidemiological principles.
Environmental Health Concepts in Public Health
 Survey of major topics of environmental health. Pending competencies include: Understanding existing regulatory
frameworks for controlling environmental and occupational agents, identifying major economic and social
implications of policy options related to environmental health environment, and examining current legal framework,
policies, and practices associated with environmental health and how they improve public health.
HEALTH CARE / RESEARCH EXPERIENCE
CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL AND PREVENTION – Atlanta, Georgia
April 2012 – Present
NATIONAL CENTER ON BIRTH DEFECTS AND DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES
Student Research Assistant/Field Worker
Supervisor: Ann Clark, (404) 413-0945
Salary: $18,000
Hours Worked: 20 hours
 Drafted standard operating procedures for research study
 Served as a member of the planning group that developed research study design and execution
 Used technical skills in various software programs to improve team project management
 Train field workers on specimen collection
 Use strong interpersonal and cultural sensitivity skills to establish rapport and recruit program participants
 Present research findings to individuals and will serve on technical writing team to publish findings
 Obtained CDC security clearance including laboratory access
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CHILDREN’S MEDICAL GROUP, P.C. – Atlanta, Georgia
Assistant Head Nurse
Supervisor: Jim Varrachio, (678) 598-3358
Salary: $48,000









Hours Worked: 40 hours

Train and supervise up to 18 registered nurses in a large pediatric practice.
Monitor patient vaccination schedules, provide patient/parent education, facilitate sub-specialist care, and act as
liaison between patients, physicians, and specialists.
Serve on evaluating committee responsible for evaluating Electronic Health Records needs and vendor products and
providing purchasing and operational recommendations in advance of practice EHR rollout.
Create and maintain strong relationships with patients, practitioners, specialists, and vendors to ensure operational
excellence.
Collected and evaluated office productivity data and provided CMG physicians with recommendations that
streamlined clinical processes to decrease patient wait time, improve patient outcomes and increase patient and
employee satisfaction.

ATLANTA METRO MEDICAL CENTER – Marietta, Georgia
Registered Nurse
Supervisor: Gail Hackel (576) 685-2965
Salary: $42,000



December 2008 – Present

June 2007-Oct 2008
Hours Worked: 40 hours

Provided direct patient care on a medical/surgical pediatric unit.
Responsibilities included patient assessments and monitoring, daily care, charting, education, medication
management, admissions, discharges and patient satisfaction.
Established patient care goals, monitored and analyzed quantitative and qualitative data, provided recommendations to
physicians, and provided patient education to improve health outcomes.
Introduced asthma patient teaching program that streamlined the education process, better utilized employee and
material resources, and achieved higher patient satisfaction while decreasing patient return rate.

COLLEGE OF NURSING, EMORY UNIVERSITY – Atlanta, Georgia
Summer 2007
Graduate Teaching Assistant
Supervisor: Dick Parsons, (404) 968-5873
Salary: $15,000
Hours Worked: 20 hours
 Researched evidence-based practice in the pediatric primary care setting to ensure teaching materials were consistent
with the latest industry standards.
 Reviewed course materials, organized and updated online course site, solicited student and faculty feedback via
interviews and questionnaires, and communicated regularly.
 Created and distributed recruitment materials for adjunct faculty.
MANAGEMENT AND OPERATIONS EXPERIENCE
The Home Depot – Southeast Region
Oct 1988-Jan 2006
Director of Merchandise & Operations
 Provided leadership and direction for 9 district managers, 3 merchandise and operations managers, and 94 stores in 9
states generating approximately $700 million in annual sales.
 Developed regional sales and expense budgets, sales initiatives, service programs, and succession plans, monitored
progress towards goals and made operational adjustments necessary to meet or exceed goals.
 Developed and promoted regional, district and store staff members.
 Created and implemented corporate events program that generated $4.5 million in sales for the region and an 8 point
increase in customer satisfaction.
 Led regional committee related to customer service initiatives and served on various national committees related to
sales driving, merchandise floor plans, marketing plans, operations rollouts, diversity awareness, and management
recruitment & retention.
District Manager
 Provided leadership and direction for 15 stores in 3 states generating approximately $100 million in annual sales.
 Responsibilities included personnel hiring and development, guest relations, profit and loss control, store operations,
local media and community relations, and loss prevention.
 Successfully developed and promoted store staff into store, district and regional management positions.
 Coached and mentored new District Managers as part of the regional DM training program.
Operations Support Manager / Sales Manager
 Provided operations support to district management and store teams in a 50+ store region.
 Responsibilities included managing store openings/closings, store systems, supply procurement, vendor relations,
contract negotiation, and store support.
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Developed and implemented new store signage and display program within established time and expense parameters
which created a seven point improvement in the “competitive prices” service metric.
Implemented new accounting policy and procedure that achieved greater fiscal accountability at store level decreasing
store losses by an average of 5%.

Store Director
 Provided leadership and direction for single store operations with 40 to 130 employees and generating $6.5 to $11
million in annual sales.
 Responsibilities included personnel hiring and development, guest relations, profit and loss control, and execution of
company standards.
 Recruited and interviewed management candidates and supervised training stores involving extensive coaching of
management trainees.
 Regional facilitator for company diversity awareness and training programs.
Various Store Management Positions
 Provided leadership and direction for single store operations with 30 to 110 employees and generating $6 to $9
million in annual sales.
 Responsibilities included personnel hiring and development, guest relations, profit and loss control, and execution of
company standards.
 Developed and presented training program for in-season Front End procedures (cash control, loss prevention,
customer service).
 Participated in company diversity focus group.
PROFESSIONAL LICENSES / ACHIEVEMENTS





Georgia RN license – RN12345
Inducted into Sigma Theta Tau International Honor Society of Nursing, 2006
Six Sigma Yellow Belt certification, 2008
FEMA Certifications:
IS-00700.a - National Incident Management System (NIMS) and Introduction – FEMA
IS-00100.b – Introduction to Incident Command System (ICS) – FEMA
IS-00200.b – ICS for Single Resources and Initial Action Incident – FEMA
IS-00010.a – Animals in Disaster: Awareness and Preparedness – FEMA
IS-00011.a – Animals in Disasters: Community Planning – FEMA
IS-00111 – Livestock in Disaster - FEMA
TECHNICAL SKILLS






Proficient in Microsoft Office – Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Access (data input)
Beginning proficiency in SPSS
Internet research tools – Explorer, Firefox, Google, PubMed
Google Groups, Google Docs
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SUSIE FUNCTIONAL
99 Azalea Drive, Decatur, GA 30303
sfunctional@hotmail.com (404) 423‐2310
QUALIFICATIONS SUMMARY
Administrative Management and Support professional experienced working in fast‐paced environments demanding strong
organizational, technical, and interpersonal skills. Trustworthy, ethical, and discreet; committed to superior customer service.
Confident and poised in interactions with individuals at all levels. Detail‐oriented and resourceful in completing projects; able to
multi‐task effectively. Capabilities include:
 Telephone Reception
 Account Management
 Customer Service
 General Accounting
 Filing & Data Archiving
 Word Processing & Typing
 Problem Solving
 Computer Operations
 Office Equipment Operation
EXPERIENCE HIGHLIGHTS
Administrative Support
 Performed administrative and secretarial support functions for the Vice President of a large sportswear manufacturer.
Coordinated and managed multiple priorities and projects.
 Provided discreet secretarial and reception services for a busy fmaily counseling center. Scheduled appointments and
maintained accurate, up‐to‐date confidential client files.
 Assisted with general accounting functions; maintained journals and processed accounts payable and accounts receivable
payments. Provided telephone support; investigated a resolved billing problems for an 18‐member manufacturer’s buying
group. Trained and supervised part‐time staff and interns
Customer Service & Reception
 Registered incoming patients in a hospital emergency room. Demonstrated ability to maintain composure and work
efficiently in a fast‐paced environment while preserving strict confidentiality.
 Conducted patient interviews to elicit necessary information for registration, accurate prioritization, and to assist medical
professionals in the triage process.
 Orchestrated hotel special events and reservations; managed customer realtions and provided exemplary service to all
customers.
Management & Supervision
 Promoted rapidly from front desk clerk to assistant front office manager at an upscale hotel. Oversaw all operations
including restaurant, housekeeping, and maintenance. Troubleshot and resolved problems, mediated staff disputes, and
handled customer complaints.
 Participated in staff recruitment, hiring, training, and scheduling. Supervised a front‐desk staff.
EDUCATION & TRAINING
GRADUATE CERTIFICATE, Nonprofit Management, Georgia State University, 2012
BBA, Managerial Sciences, Georgia State University, 2009
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY
Accounting Assistant, Guardian, Inc., Peachtree City, GA (2009‐2011)
Patient Services Registrar, Georgia Health System Hospital, Peachtree City, GA (2008‐2009)
Assistant Front Office Manager, Sheraton Decatur, Decatur, GA (2006‐2008)
Receptionist/Secretary, Family Counseling & Guidance Center, Griffin, GA (2005‐2006)
Administrative Assistant, Southland Sportwear, Dacula, GA (Summer 2004)
VOLUNTEER EXPERIENCE
After School Tutor, Peachtree City Children’s Home, Pechtree City, GA (2006‐present)
 Tutor elementary school kids in math 5 hours per week
Donation Volunteer, Dacula Soup Kitchen, Dacula, GA (2004‐2006)
 Coordinated and recorded intake of food donations from local food drives
Cancer Walk Coordinator, American Cancer Society, Dacula, GA (2003)
 Part of 5 person volunteer team that organized the Dacula Cancer Walk, which raised $65,000 and had 300 participants
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Brett Favre
2568 Lambeau Field, Green Bay, GA 30847 • 999-999-9999 • bfavre5@gmail.com

EDUCATION
Bachelor of Social Work
Georgia State University, Andrew Young School of Policy Studies, Atlanta, GA
Honors College, GPA: 3.35
 HOPE Scholar

Expected Graduation: May 2013

HUMAN SERVICE EXPERIENCE
Ronald E. McNair Post-Baccalaureate Achievement Program, Atlanta, GA
Scholar, Office of Educational Opportunity and TRIO Programs
 Conducted a research project on Youth Homelessness and Foster Care with Faculty at Georgia State
 Participated in required professional, educational, and scholarly (research) activities
 Gave oral and poster presentations on research findings at the summer research symposium
 Developed communication skills with colleagues and other researchers
 Selected in a competitive process to complete the summer research internship program
Homelessness and Poverty Community Service, Cincinnati, OH
Alternative Breaks-Panther Breakaway Student Organization, Atlanta, GA
Site Leader, Office of Civic Engagement
 Organized community service trips for college students during their winter break
 Assisted in planning a week-long Homelessness and Poverty issue-based trip for 8 participants
 Facilitated trip meetings, educational discussions, and reflection activities
 Completed service activities in various shelters, soup kitchens, and non-profit organizations

May 2011-Present

May 2011-December 2011

Health and Human Service Study Abroad Program-Spanish Immersion, San Jose/Atenas, Costa Rica
Student, (Maymester: Two-Week Participation)
 Studied communication, cultural diversity, and Spanish language
 Participated in Costa Rica’s issue-based lectures such as teen pregnancy, health care, elder care, and nutrition
 Completed and presented a PowerPoint presentation on Health Care Disparities in Aging Hispanics
to study abroad participants and Spanish Immersion Faculty and Staff
 Scholar, International Educational Fee (IEF) Scholarship

May 2011

Office of the Child Advocate, Atlanta, GA
Research Intern, Child Fatality Review Division, Department of Family and Children Services
 Reviewed case files and made recommendations concerning child fatality cases

February 2011-April 2011

Atlanta Children’s Shelter
 Assisted in reviewing administrative documents
 Enhanced social and learning skills in a classroom with children ages three to five

February 2010-May 2010

LEADERSHIP EXPERIENCE
Tour Guide I, Atlanta, GA
January 2011-Present
Georgia State University Welcome Center, Office of Undergraduate Admissions
 Facilitated daily tours to 30+ prospective, transfer, and accepted students and their parents and guests
 Facilitated special group tours of about 10-50 people (Includes prospective students, their families
and friends, and guests of Georgia). Group visits are intended for 10th – 12th grade students from a high school
or associated with a college bound program based at a college or university
 Assisted Admissions Counselors during information sessions to prospective students and visitors in learning
about undergraduate admission requirements, degree programs, housing, financial aid options, and student life
 Participated in student panels at special events for prospective students, parents, faculty, and staff
First-Year Experience Peer Mentor/Team Lead, Atlanta, GA
August 2010-December 2011
Office of Undergraduate Studies, Georgia State University
 Represented FYE program at recruitment and retention events throughout Fall and Spring semesters
 Mentored 25+ first-year students and 5 peer mentors
 Connected students faculty, academic advisors, university staff, and other college resources
 Assisted instructors with the incorporation of co-curricular activities into their learning environments
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Panther Leadership Academy
Mentor, Office of Student Activities
 Facilitated a small group of ten students during activities and programs
 Planned team-building activities for 90+ participants
 Assisted faculty in organizing a three-day leadership conference

May 2011

Volunteer International Student Assistant, Atlanta, GA (One Week Participation)
Orientation Leader, International Student and Scholar Services
 Lead a four-hour small group session of about fifteen new international students that includes a campus
tour and information session
 Provided information about registration, housing options, banking, campus life, and general information
about adjusting to life in the USA, in Atlanta, and GSU

August 2010

August 2010-May 2011
Residence Hall Association, Atlanta, GA
Director of Programming, University Housing
 Developed programs and events that are inclusive of the diverse residential population in University
Housing
 Acted as a liaison for RHA with other student organizations
Spotlight Programs Board, Atlanta, GA
Panther Prowl Committee, Special Events Committee & Volunteer
 Assisted in programming, promoting, and implementing a balanced and diverse selections of events
 Volunteered at various events planned by other committees such as concerts, comedy shows
Trainings
 LEAD Team-Leadership Series
 Intercultural Relations Diversity Dialogue Retreat, Attendee
 7 Habits of Highly Effective Leaders

August 2009-Present

August 2010-May 2011
November 2010
August 2009-December 2009

Honor Societies
 Phi Alpha (Omicron Gamma Chapter)- for social work students dedicated to excellence in scholarship
February 2012
and high professional standards
January 2012-Present
 Omicron Delta Kappa-for students who has exemplary leadership skills and character development
 Alpha Lambda Delta-for students who have achieved a 3.5 GPA during their first semester of college January 2010-Present

COMMUNITY SERVICE







August 2009-May 2011
Spotlight Programs Board (Assisted in various on and off campus events)
December 2010
Alternative Winter Break (Completed 40+ community service hours towards rebuilding in New Orleans)
August 2010-December 2010
Agape Community Center (Assisted with various activities)
August 2010-December 2010
Office of Civic Engagement Service Ambassador (Volunteer at various sites once a week)
Community Building Coalition of Northwest Atlanta Fall Festival
October 2010
August 2009-May 2010
Office of African American Student Services Programs, Volunteer (Assisted with various events)

AWARDS AND HONORS





James and Virginia Smyth Scholar
MG James Ursano Scholar
Certification of participation in Intercultural Relations Diversity Dialogue Retreat
Spotlight Programs Board-Panther Prowl Committee Member of the Year and Boards Choice Award

August 2009-Present
August 2009-Present
November 2010
May 2010

TECHNICAL SKILLS
Microsoft Office
 Proficient in Word by writing various class, work, and research assignments; PowerPoint by giving oral presentations based
on research findings and class projects; Publisher for creating brochures and flyers for programming events on-campus and
student organizations; and Excel for creating tables, charts, and handouts for information advertisements
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CHARLES H. MCCANN
710 Justice Way, Atlanta, Georgia 30319
Email: chuckmccann@yahoo.com | Mobile: 404.987.1234

Education
B.A. Criminal Justice
Expected May 2013
Georgia State University, Atlanta, GA.
 Hope Scholarship Recipient, GPA 4.0
 Leadership: Criminal Justice Student Association (CJSA) Vice-President
 Relevant Courses: Criminal Investigation, Policing and Individual Rights, Ethics in Criminal Justice
A.A. Criminal Justice
May 2008
Bauder College, Atlanta, GA
 Hope Scholarship Recipient
 Overall GPA: 3.8/4.0, Dean’s List, Academic Excellence Recipient
 Relevant Courses: Terrorism and Counter Terrorism, Criminal Law-Judicial Process, Police and Society, Criminology, Report
Writing- Interviewing, Ethics in Criminal Justice, Crisis Intervention, Crime and Loss Prevention, Corrections Policies and
Procedures, Abnormal Human Behavior
Criminal Justice Experience
The Overseer Protective Services, LLC.
Atlanta, GA
Owner/President
July 2009 – Present
 Control a budget by actively managing cash inflows and outflows including accounts receivables and company expenses/purchases
 Oversee team of up to 65 employees by delegating assignments, monitoring performance and providing feedback and coaching
 Assist with training in verbal de-escalation and criminal apprehension
 Write and maintain contracts and proposals for service agreements between company and clients
 Develop new and efficient policies and procedures to ensure customer satisfaction, maximize officer potential, and encourage
company growth
 Complete conception and development of company’s branding design
 Creation and development of company business articles including contracts, proposals, applications, training manuals, employee
handbooks, report forms, and accounts receivable reports
Raven Arc Security, Inc.
Atlanta, GA
Partner
June 2007– June 2008
 Solicited local companies and venues to acquire new clients
 Established rapport with account representatives to guarantee highest level of satisfaction
 Recruited and trained officers both inside and outside the classroom on weapon safety, crisis management, and reporting
 Implemented team building strategies to improve work performance and overall employee morale
 Conducted weekly meetings with other partners to perform company analysis by discussing current issues and improvement
strategies
Security Officer/ Supervisor
February 2005– May 2007
 Conducted team briefings to facilitate information flow and implement team building strategies
 Completed frequent check point inspections at susceptible locations within the facility
 Served as lead officer in maintaining a strict no weapon policy by regulating admission of patrons into the facilities
 Maintained order through exclusion, crowd control, and conflict mediation
Department of Juvenile Justice
Decatur, GA
Intern/ Juvenile Probation Detention Officer
April 2005 – June 2006
 Acted as liaison between juveniles and their parents to ensure effective communication of progress updates
 Attended juvenile court arraignments to gather pertinent information for case files
 Documented activity and information regarding juveniles in case files
 Monitored activity of juveniles to assure they were in compliance with mandated court orders
E.D.S. Security
Atlanta, GA
Security Supervisor
December 2003– February 2005
 Provided assistance to clients in handling daily operations, managing crisis situations and complaint resolution
 Implemented and enforced new policies and procedures including time clock management and shift check in systems
 Managed territory of approximately 25 employees to make certain that properties were adequately staffed
Skills and Credentials
Firearms Training/Qualification/Certifications
2008-2010
 Annual certification in firearm, weapon, and defense training from Georgia state certified instructors
 .40 Cal pistol qualification
 Field and classroom training on mindset, edged weapons, defensive tactics, precision shooting and real world scenario training
Relevant Skills
 Proficient in computer applications including Microsoft Word, Excel, Powerpoint, and Access. Familiar with QuickBooks
 Leader, Works Well Under Pressure, Self-Motivated, Thorough, Diplomatic, Excellent Communication Skills, Adaptable
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Suggested Career Development Timeline

FALL SEMESTER – 1st Year Master’s Degree / Junior Year Bachelor’s Degree
August/September
 Join department Internship/Job Listserv and LinkedIn network group
 Join professional organizations in your area of study. For a list of options visit:
http://aysps.gsu.edu/career/6504.html
 Attend “AYS Career Services & Student Life Overview Workshop”
 Join the student organization in your area of interest. For a list of options visit: http://aysps.gsu.edu/student‐
organizations.html
 Attend University Career Services orientation and sign up with Panther Career Net
 Attend “Finding & Making the Most of Your Internship(s)” workshop
 Sign up for “A Road to Somewhere: Mapping Your Career Success” workshops
 If you want to work for the Federal Government, attend the “Federal Employment 101” workshop, and if
you are a graduate student, the “Presidential Management Fellows” workshop
 Attend “Resume & Cover Letter” workshops
October/November
 Consider searching for and securing your first internship (doesn’t necessarily have to be for course credit);
Visit AYS or University Career Services to look through career related books to broaden your career
opportunities thinking and to learn more about how to apply for jobs in targeted sectors/industries
 Attend “Social and Professional Networking Workshop”
 Complete resume and upload to Panther Career Net
 Attend career fairs in your local communities to begin networking and searching for internship
opportunities.
 Conduct at least 3‐4 informational interviews with professionals in your career field of interest
 Attend alumni networking events
 Attend student and professional organization meetings
 If you are an international student, attend “Job Searching for International Students” for tips on finding
internships and jobs
SPRING SEMESTER – 1st Year Master’s Degree / Junior Year Bachelor’s Degree
January/February
 Update your resume with everything you accomplished in the Fall semester.
 If you have not done so, join your department Internship/Job Listserv and LinkedIn network
 Develop your internship search plan
 Conduct at least 3‐4 informational interviews with professionals in your career field of interest
 Evaluate and adapt (as required) your internship search plan
 Read through the internship requirements on your department’s website
 Finalize your summer or Fall Internship
March/April
 Attend “Interviewing – Putting Your Best Foot Forward” presentation
 Schedule a time to use VIPS ‐ Virtual Interview Practice System for a mock interview (University Career Services
Center)
 Participate in “Resumix” – an event where alumni/professionals volunteer to review your resume and offer
suggestions regarding their industry of employment
 Conduct at least 3‐4 informational interviews with professionals in your career field of interest
 Attend alumni networking events
 Attend student and professional organization meetings
 Finalize your summer internship (if applicable)
11.M- Career Development Timeline

FALL SEMESTER – 2nd Year Master’s Degree / Senior Year Bachelor’s Degree
August/September
 Update your resume with everything you accomplished in the Spring and summer
 If you have not done so already, APPLY FOR MAY GRADUATION! Deadline is usually first week of September!
 If you have not done so, sign up with Panther Career Net
 Join professional organizations in your area of study. For a list of options visit:
http://aysps.gsu.edu/career/6504.html
 Revisit your portfolio in Panther Career Net – make sure your profile and resumes are up to date
 Attend “Resume & Cover Letter” workshop if you have not done so
 Conduct at least 2‐3 informational interviews with AYS alumni or professionals in your areas of interest
 Schedule a time to use VIPS ‐ Virtual Interview Practice System for a mock interview
 Conduct at least 3‐4 informational interviews with professionals in your career field of interest
 Develop your job search plan and meet with a career counselor to review it
 Attend student and professional organization meetings
 Attend alumni networking events
October/November
 Visit with Matt Arp, graduate student academic advisor, or Wanda Cooley, undergraduate student academic
advisor, to make sure you are on track to graduate as planned
 Evaluate and adapt (as required) your job search plan
 Conduct at least 3‐4 informational interviews with professionals in your career field of interest
 Attend career fairs in your local communities to begin networking/searching for internship opportunities.
 Attend alumni networking events
 Register for and begin interviewing with employers through University Career Services/Panther Career Net
Alternative:
 Attend “Applying to a Ph.D. Program” – for graduate students who are interested in studies at the Ph.D.
level.
SPRING SEMESTER – 2nd Year Master’s Degree / Senior Year Bachelor’s Degree
January/February
 Update your resume with everything you accomplished in the Fall
 Conduct at least 3‐4 informational interviews with professionals in your career field of interest
 If you have not done so, join your department Internship/Job Listserv and LinkedIn network:
 Continue interviewing with potential employers
 Attend alumni networking events
March/April
 Participate in “Resumix” – an event where alumni/professionals volunteer to review your resume and offer
suggestions regarding their industry of employment
 Attend alumni networking events
May
 Complete the AYS Alumni Survey when it is emailed to you
 Make sure you join your department Students & Alumni LinkedIn networks
 Sign up as a member of the GSU Alumni Association
AS SCHEDULED
 Attend Career Services & Student Life Workshops
 Attend AYSPS Career Fairs
 Attend Networking Events and Conferences

11.M- Career Development Timeline
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